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Abstract 
We study the properties of the B F K L evolution of a i-channel gluon exchange in the high 
energy hmi t . I n part icular we formulate a solution to the B F K L evolution equation in 
terms of an explicit sum over emit ted gluons, which allows for a Monte Carlo integration 
of the resulting rap id i ty ordered mul t i -g luon phase space. This formulat ion allows for an 
in t roduct ion of the running of the couphng to the B F K L evolution. More importantly, 
the Monte Carlo implementat ion of the solution to the B F K L evolution equation allows 
for studies of the exclusive f ina l states resulting f r o m the exchange. 
The f u l l control over the gluon radiat ion allows for energy and momentum conserva-
t i o n to be observed when calculating the hadronic cross sections. This is in contrast to 
the standard analytic approach to B F K L physics, which solves the B F K L equation by 
effectively summing over any number of gluons emit ted and integrating over the f u l l ra-
p id i t y ordered allowed phase space. I t is therefore impossible to reconstruct the parton 
momentum fractions exactly, and thus energy and longitudinal momentum conservation 
is violated. A l though the effect is indeed formal ly subleading, we show tha t the numerical 
impact at present and planned collider energies is very significant. The reduction in parton 
flux due to the increased energy consumption by the B F K L evolution is sufficient to change 
the par ton level result of an exponential rise of the di jet cross section as a funct ion of the 
rap id i ty separation of the leading dijets to a si tuation much hke the L O case. However, we 
iden t i fy the azimuthal correlation between the dijets as an observable sensitive to B F K L 
effects but more stable under the observation of energy and momentum conservation. We 
also apply the B F K L M C to a study of dijets at the Tevatron. 
F ina l ly we consider + 2- jet production, a process which in the hmi t of large rapidi ty 
separation between the two jets exhibit the same factorisation into two impact factors and 
a ^-channel gluon exchange as di je t production. We ident i fy observables in this setup, for 
which B F K L eff'ects could be important . 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction to Perturbative 
Quantum Chromodynamics 
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is one of the three gauge theories of the Standard 
Model of elementary particle physics. The Standard Model describes the interactions 
between leptons, quarks (the constituents of hadrons), and the gauge bosons mediating 
the interactions. So far, the Standard Model has been very successful i n describing results 
f r o m high energy experiments, i n which perturbative methods can be applied. The Electro-
Weak interactions are described by the direct product of the gauge-groups SU{2) x { / ( I ) 
where the well known Q E D interaction forms a U{1) subgroup of the direct product. 
The electro-weak mix ing described by the direct product generates the mass difference 
between the gauge-bosons and of the weak interaction, and leaves the photon 
massless. This is faci l i ta ted through the spontaneous symmetry breaking generated by 
the Higgs mechanism. The Strong interaction, b inding quarks into hadrons and ul t imately 
also hadrons into nuclei, is described by the gauge group SU(3) w i t h the corresponding 8 
gauge bosons called gluons. 
The success of per turbat ion theory apphed to data f r o m high energy experiments is 
explained by two facts. First of al l , although the strength of the QED-l ike interactions 
described by the electro-weak part of the theory rises w i t h energy, i t is generally weak 
enough to allow for perturbative treatments at all accessible energies. The strength of 
the Q E D coupling a rises i n this way f r o m about 1/137 at zero momentum transfers to 
about 1/127 at energies of the mass of the Z ° gauge boson. Contrary to this, the coupling 
strength of the Q C D interactions ag is generally larger but decreasing w i t h increasing 
momentum transfers. I n numbers we have a s ( M | ) = 0.120 and as{M^) = 0.334, where 
Mz = 91 GeV and Mr = 1.777 GeV [1]. This w i l l , i t is hoped, allow QCD to explain both 
the non-perturbative effects like confinement of quarks into hadrons, and certainly the 
much celebrated asymptotic freedom of quarks at high energies, as two effects of the very 
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same theory but w i t h the coupling strength evaluated at two different energies. A t reaction 
energies of a few GeV or more, the dynamics of the fundamental quarks can be read off 
f r o m the observed hadrons in the final state due to quantum incoherence between the two 
effects of hard scattering and hadronisation. This is because the hard and soft interactions 
of Q C D are caused by low and high energy interactions respectively and are happening 
w i t h different typical t ime scales. The energy scale of change is somewhat sloppily taken to 
be AQCD, the scale at which the coupling becomes "strong". The evolution of the coupHng 
is predicted theoretically f r o m perturbative calculations. However, as we w i l l see, care 
has to be taken when interpret ing quantities f r o m perturbative calculations, since they 
i n general depend on unphysical parameters introduced to the calculation. This includes 
the coupling constant, which so far has only been defined perturbatively, and AQCD which 
is derived f r o m the coupling. The successes of perturbative treatments of high energy 
Q C D experiments is due to the fact that the ambiguities introduced by the unphysical 
parameters scale w i t h the couphng, and since the coupling of QCD decreases w i t h energy, 
the predictions become more rehable at higher energies. Furthermore, i f the couphng is 
small, fewer terms are needed in the perturbative expansion to get reliable results, just 
f r o m the point of view of perturbative series in general. 
I t has to be stressed that confinement is one of the least well understood properties 
of the strong interactions, and has so far not been s t r ic t ly derived f r o m the basic field 
equations of Q C D . This has to do w i t h the fact that our understanding of realistic quan-
t u m field theories is based solely on per turbat ion theory, since the field equations are so 
complicated tha t we cannot solve the dynamics exactly. However, the confinement ensures 
tha t we only observe hadrons and not free quarks. Therefore, the non-perturbative parts 
of Q C D play a key role in any experiment involving quarks, even at very high energies. 
This chapter w i l l give an overview of Q C D and elaborate on some of the details men-
tioned above. We w i l l , however, not give a general in t roduct ion to simple spinor algebra, 
gauge theories and quantum field theories. Such introductions can be found in excellent 
text books hke Ref. [2, 3, 4]. 
1.1 The Q C D Lagrangian 
Quantum Chromodynamics is a quantum field theory based on the gauge principle. The 
theory is formulated on the basis of a Lagrangian containing the quark fields of the Stan-
dard Model . They come i n six different flavours termed up (u), charm (c), top (t) and 
down (d), strange (s), bottom (h). The up-type (u,c,t) quarks have electrical charge - 2 / 3 e 
w i t h e being the charge of the electron, whereas the down-type (d,s,b) quarks have electri-
cal charge l / 3 e . Each flavour comes in three different charges w i t h respect to QCD, called 
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colours. Star t ing f r o m the freely propagating quark fields we require the Lagrangian to 
be invariant when the fields t ransform as il){x) •^'(a;) = U{x)il){x), which amounts to a 
redefini t ion of the charges and is called a gauge transformation. Specifically, we require the 
Lagrangian to be invariant when the quark fields t ransform according to U(x) belonging 
to the group SU(S). This wiU be elaborated upon in Section 1.1.1. As in QED we are 
then led to introduce gauge fields to make the derivatives of the quark fields transform in 
a gauge-invariant way. I n Q C D these gauge fields are called gluons, and eight gluons are 
needed to allow for a gauge transformation of the three charges of QCD. The demand of 
local SU(3) invariance, and the addi t ion of a kinetic part for the introduced gauge fields 
leads to the fol lowing classical Lagrangian 
^classical = - 4 G ^ . G r + E i>^ {ij.D^j ' rn6,,) i>j. (1.1) 
fiavours 
The i,j ~ 1,2,3 indices on the quark fields refer to the three entries i n the "colour vector" 
ip (one tp for each quark flavour) of Dirac spinor fields. The G a " are field strength tensors 
for the a ' th (a = 1 , . . . ,8) gluon field A^, and D is the covariant derivative. D ensures 
invariance under local gauge transformations of the quark and gluon fields and introduces 
the couphng between the quarks and gluons (D^j = d'^Sij — igT^^Aa w i t h i,j being colour 
indices, g the couphng of Q C D and T-°- colour matrices (see 1.1.1)). The couphng between 
the gluon fields are introduced i n the field strength terms (C^" = d^A'^-d'^A^+gfabc-A^A'^ 
w i t h fabc the structure constants of the chosen representation of the gauge group). We 
w i l l be concerned w i t h the massless approximation, i.e. setting m = 0 in (1.1) ( in the 
Standard Model the mass terms are generated by couplings to the Higgs field and do not 
enter direct ly as i n (1.1). This is, though, irrelevant for our current purpose). The mass 
of the quarks determines the energy at which the respective flavour is included in the sum 
i n (1.1). 
Just as for Q E D , i t is necessary to add a te rm to this classical Lagrangian to describe 
the gauge-f ixing required to remove the unphysical degrees of freedom introduced to the 
gluons, bo th through the gauge-theory and the covariant formulat ion. We choose the 
Fadeev-Popov gauge-fixing method which is based on removing the zero-modes of the 
Gaussian operator for the gluon fields corresponding to the different gauge transforma-
tions of the physical field configurations. B y choosing a specific gauge we get r i d of this 
redundancy and can invert the quadratic operator to find the propagator and thereby 
start doing per turbat ion theory. The Fadeev-Popov gauge fixing w i l l contribute to the 
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final Q C D Lagrangian w i t h the fol lowing two terms: 
^gauge-fixing = - ^ ( ^ " ^ M ) ' ( 1 - 2 ) 
^ghost H'^ " - gd^r'^K) (1-3) 
The first t e rm is completely identical to the te rm introduced to fix the gauge in QED. 
A n d as for Q E D , the physical cross sections or decay rates calculated w i l l be independent 
on the choice of gauge, even though the intermediate steps in the calculations can appear 
very different. This i n general provides a non-t r ivia l check of the val idi ty of a calculation. 
I n calculations we w i l l of ten choose a specific value for the parameter A, and i t w i l l t u r n 
out tha t for A = 1 (the Feynman gauge) the propagator for the gluon is particularly simple 
(as for the photon in Q E D ) . Another popular choice is A 0 (the Landau gauge). 
As opposed to the case of Q E D , in Q C D the integration measure in the Path Integral 
changes when performing the Fadeev-Popov gauge fixing. The ghost fields are introduced 
to describe the Jacobian resulting f r o m the change of fields to integrate over i n the func-
t ional integral. This addi t ion to the classical Lagrangian takes away the unphysical degrees 
of freedom for the massless gluon fields introduced by making a Lorentz covariant theory 
(i.e. the effects of the introduced longitudinal polarisations for the massless gluons are 
removed). The Fadeev-Popov ghost fields 77", (a = 1 , . . . , 8 ) , are an i i -commut ing spin-1 
fields (bosons) and therefore clearly cannot represent physical particles. The final QCD 
Lagrangian is then given as the sum 
•^QCD ~ -^classical + •^gauge-fixing + -^ghost 
O f course the gauge fixing had to be done even i f we could solve the theory exactly 
since the gauge t ransformat ion maps a field configuration to another field configuration 
corresponding to the same physical si tuation. I n the Path Integral formulat ion of field 
theory we have to integrate only over different physical field configurations. We have 
chosen to use covariant gauge fixing which maintains the Lorentz covariance of the theory. 
I t is also possible to do gauge fixing by other methods, e.g. Ax ia l gauge fi:x;ing, which 
however breaks Lorentz covariance ^ but as a pay-off has no need for ghosts. 
1.1.1 C o l o u r S U ( N ) 
I n this subsection we w i l l look a b i t more into how the colour Lie group SU{N) is i m -
plemented, having the choice A'' = 3 for Q C D in mind . As already mentioned, the ip's 
'The Lorentz covariance is of course only broken in intermediate steps. The calculated 5-matrix ele-
ments are still Lorentz covariant just as they are gauge invariant even though we break gauge invariance 
in our intermediate calculations. 
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i n ( 1 . 1 ) are N-tuples where each entry is a Dirac spinor field (w i th 4 Dirac indices). The 
Q C D Lagrangian is constructed to be invariant under local gauge transformations, i.e. ro-
tations of the colour vector i/^lx) •0'(a;) = U{x)ip{x), where U{x) belongs to the class of 
N X N un i ta ry matrices {U^U = 1 = UU"^ w i t h unit determinant) generated by {N'^ - 1 ) 
N X N matrices T " : U{x) = e-'aT^M^^), Formally, the T'^'s belong to the fundamental 
representation of the Lie algebra, but i n a sloppy language we say that the quarks "live" 
i n the fundamental representation since they are acted on by matrices belonging to this 
representation. I n the same manner of speaking we say that the gluon fields Aa{x) "live" 
in the adjoint representation, since we can define an action on the T"'s whose elements 
i n group theory language belong to the adjoint representation. The action of an element 
of the adjoint representation w i l l (since the T^'s span the considered space of matrices) 
amount to a ro ta t ion of the gluon field A{x) = T'^Aa{x). I n the case of QCD the T°-'s 
are known as colour matrices, and since 1 = det({7) = det ( e ~ ' 5 ^ ° ^ ° ( ^ ) ) = ^-igTHT"Aa{x)) 
i t follows tha t the T^'s are traceless. We choose to normalise our coupling g so that the 
colour matrices obey 
Tr(r"r'') = rpj"'' w i t h 7 > = J . ( 1 . 5 ) 
W i t h this convention the quadratic Casimir operators of the fundamental and adjoint 
representation become 
TrjT^, = CF6ik w i t h Cf = ^ ^ ^ ( 1 . 6 ) 
facdfbcd^fj^^^^ w i t h CA = N, ( 1 . 7 ) 
where the structure constants /"^"^ are defined through the relation [T^JT*"] = if^^T"^ 
and are therefore clearly basis dependent. The relations ( 1 . 6 ) and ( 1 . 7 ) are a result of the 
structure of SU{N) only and are therefore independent of the number of quark fiavours 
included in the theory. 
1.2 Feynman Rules 
The Lehmann, Symanzik and Zimmermann (LSZ) reduction formula relates the physical 
t ransi t ion amplitudes to the amputated, one particle irreducible ( I P I ) Green's functions 
derived f r o m the Lagrangian. Specifically, w i t h the S'-matrix describing the transition 
ampl i tude related to the scattering ma t r i x T through S = 1 -[- iT, the LSZ reduction 
fo rmula relates T to the invariant ma t r ix element M by 
Pivi • • • iT M •••) = ( 2^ ) ' 5 ( ' ) ( - Y^Pi^y^ (Pn ^ PL) (1-8) 
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for the scattering process w i t h p\,P2,--- incoming and p { , P 2 i ' " ' outgoing momenta. M 
is here the f u l l I P I (n + m ) - p o i n t Green's funct ion. For a 2 -> n scattering process the 
differential cross section becomes 
da = ^ ^—dQ 
F^\VA- V^\2EA2EB = ^sJiPAPB? - m\ml (1.9) 
dQ = [2i:)'6^''^(pA+PB-Y.pL)\': 
d p 4 
F describes the flux of the incoming particles while dQ is the phase space measure for the 
final state particles and \M\'^ is the absolute square of the invariant mat r ix element for 
the scattering. For the decay rate of a particle w i t h mass one finds 
\M(mA 
dr = ^-—^ ^—dQ 
F = 2mA (1.10) 
in an obvious notat ion. 
Having set up the Lagrangian of Q C D we should therefore now discuss the solutions in 
terms of physical cross sections. Unfortunately, one cannot solve the functional integrals 
for M exactly, and so we need to apply perturbative methods. The Feynman rules provide 
a convenient tool of book-keeping in the calculation of the terms in this perturbative 
expansion of M. They are based on the division of the Lagrangian into a "free" part 
consisting of the terms quadratic i n the fields, and an "interacting" part consisting of 
the rest. The t r ick here is that the free part can be solved exactly and the interacting 
part is treated as a perturbative expansion in the coupling g. I n this way, a contribution 
to a t ransi t ion ampli tude can be calculated as consisting of particles propagating freely 
in-between vertices of interaction. This gives rise to Feynman diagrams where freely 
propagating particles are pictured w i t h lines and interactions as crossing of lines. Every 
type of propagating particle field has its own type of line assigned to i t . I n this way, 
propagating fermions are depicted w i t h straight lines w i t h an arrow ( — • — ) , gluons using 
curly fines (vJ^QP^) and finally ghosts using dashes ( • • • • ) . The propagator fines have an 
arrow to indicate the flow of momentum i f the corresponding fleld is anti-commuting. The 
cont r ibut ion to a specific t ransi t ion amplitude is then given as the sum of all topologically 
different diagrams w i t h the specific in i t i a l and final state and a number of momentum 
conserving vertices in-between. The exact mathematical expression to substitute for each 
component of such diagrams can easily be derived f r o m the Lagrangian. Combined w i t h 
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some simple addit ional rules they constitute the Feynman rules of QCD. Specifically, for 
a given diagram we would 
1. Replace for each component of the Feynman-diagram the corresponding expression 
(see Table 1.1 p. 8). This should be done in a way as to preserve the correct order 
of the Dirac matrices. This is obtained by fol lowing the fermion lines "upstream" 
when converting the diagrams into formulas. 
2. M u l t i p l y by (—1) for every anti-fermion hue connecting the in i t i a l and the final state 
3. M u l t i p l y by (—1) for every fermion or ghost loop 
4. Impose momentum conservation at each vertex 
d^A; 
Integrate over each undetermined momentum k: 
6. M u l t i p l y by the symmetry factor 
The symmetry factor is needed to account for the correct counting of contributions f r o m 
diagrams w i t h identical particles, and can either be applied as a factor in the phase space 
or direct ly in the calculation of the mat r ix element. I n Table 1.1 we have listed the 
Feynman rules i n momentum space. There is a similar formulat ion in position space, 
which is s imply obtained by a Fourier t ransformation of the rules listed. Furthermore, 
we have ignored the so-called "+ze"-prescription to propagators, which is used to remind 
you tha t the integrals have to be Wick-rotated to Euclidean space before obtaining the 
final result. The u{p),u{p),v{p),v{p) enhsted are the Dirac spinors parameterising the 
free-field solutions to the Dirac equation. We have listed the Feynman rules without the 
spin (and colour) indices of the Dirac spinors and gluon polarisation vectors, since we w i l l 
o f ten be interested i n cross section summed over spins (and colours) of the final states 
and averaged over spins (and colours) of the in i t i a l states. The Dirac spinors satisfy the 
fol lowing spin sums 
^u^(p)u%p) = p +m, ^v%p)v%p) ^ f - m , ( l - H ) 
s s 
where we have used the standard notat ion -y^p^ = p. For unpolarised cross sections one 
can in the Feynman gauge make the fol lowing substi tut ion for sum over polarisations of 
the polarisation vector product for external gluons 
J2e','*{p)et{p)^-g,.. (1.12) 
A 
However, this subst i tut ion includes a sum over unphysical polarisations of the external 
gluons (indeed one sees f r o m the above that 4 polarisations have been summed over). 
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Incoming 
particles 
(^P) 
v{p) 
Outgoing 
particles 
u{p) 
v{p) 
Propagators Vertices 
a,fi 
a • • • • b 
k 
p^ — 
k^ 
iSab 
fc2 
a, II 
i^ab ( 1^ , .J k^ku 
gy-v - (1 - A)- A;2 
Pi,a, it 
+{P2-P3r9'"' 
c,p 
j^^ace^bdef^gixugpa _ gl^"g'^P) 
^jadejboe^g^uguo _g^Pg..^^ 
Table 1.1: The Feynman rules for iM. of QCD in momentum space. Note that the momentum flow 
of anti-fermion lines is opposite to the direction of the arrow on the fermion propagator 
line. We have neglected the so-called "+i£" prescription to propagators. Notice 
also that only the 3-gluon and the gluon-ghost vertices are momentum dependent. 
The direction of all the momenta in the 3-gluon vertex is incoming. In other words 
(pi + P 2 +P3) = 0. For the incoming and outgoing anti-fermions, the momentum is 
understood to be opposite to the direction of the fermion arrow (charge flow). 
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QiJ,PA Qi,f,P3 
e ,Pi e^,p2 
Figure 1.1: The leading order contribution to e+e"-^ hadrons at low energy: the electromagnetic 
production of a 59-pair of flavour / and (anti-)colour i. 
These degrees of freedom are removed by adding the contr ibut ion f r o m external ghosts. 
Whi l e this is the preferred prescription for higher order calculations because of the more 
direct relat ion between the v i r t u a l and real corrections (and cancellation of the divergences 
mentioned in the next sections), for a tree-level calculation i t often proves easier to instead 
expl ic i t ly sum over only the physical, transverse polarisations of the gluon by use of the 
fol lowing relation 
E ^ j " ( . ) . j ( . ) ^ - ( . . - = ^ . ; ^ ) . ( M 3 , 
A 
where is an arbi t rary 4-vector. 
1.3 Renormalisation 
A f t e r setting up the Feynman rules, we can now start calculating perturbative quantities. 
There is, however, one complication. The Feynman rules derived f r o m the Lagrangian 
w i l l i n many cases result i n infinit ies arising in the calculation. We w i l l first consider the 
generic example of the to ta l cross section for hadron production in e"*'e~ annihilation for 
massless Q C D at an energy scale where the interference f r o m weak physics can be ignored. 
We w i l l see how all the divergences in the intermediate steps w i l l either cancel or can be 
regularised. 
The leading order contr ibut ion to the relevant ma t r ix element for hadronic production 
is given by the Feynman Diagram in Fig . 1.1. A t this level, gluon interactions do not 
enter, and al l the vertices come f r o m the Q E D (or rather electro-weak, but we are ig-
noring interference f r o m Z° 's) part of the Standard Model Lagrangian w i t h electrons and 
three colours of the quarks. Using the Feynman rules w i t h a photon-quark vertex factor 
{iQfCjf^) w i t h (Q/e) being the charge of the quark of flavour / one obtains, using the 
Feynman gauge and le t t ing q = {pi + P2), 
iM = {v{P2)ru{pi)) {u{P3hAP4)), (1-14) 
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6' ,P2 
Figure 1.2: The one loop diagram contributing to e"'"e~-> hadrons at NLO. By interference with 
the LO contribution, this diagram wil l give a correction proportional to to the LO 
cross section. 
where we have lef t out the spin, flavour and colour indicies on the spinors. Using the 
properties i n Eq. (1.11) and trace technology one finds for the unpolarised cross section 
summed over the three possible colours of the produced massless quarks 
a ( e + e - ^ hadrons) = - ^ N V Ql (1.15) 
i = i 
Here we i m p l i c i t l y use tha t the g^-pair w i l l produce hadrons at 100% probability. This 
result is the basis for the study of the so-called i?-ratio 
i ^ = " f ; " - ^ ^ ^ f " ^ ^ = i v y : Q ? (1.16) 
at leading order. 
Let us now study what happens at the next order i n QCD perturbat ion theory (higher 
order Q E D corrections can be ignored, since the value of the Q E D coupling is much 
smaller than the value of the Q C D coupling). This order w i l l have contributions f r o m the 
interference between the leading order ampHtude and amplitudes w i t h one gluon loop. For 
massless Q C D , the only^ loop diagram that contributes is depicted in Fig. 1.2. 
Using the Feynman rules (for the Feynman gauge) we find 
^This is true in the MS renormalisation scheme. Also, in the massive case, external field renormalisation 
generates diagrams with loops on the external quark legs. 
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p, u,b 
{P3-P),l =v{p2){-ie^^,)u{pi)-^^~^-^{iQfe){igf {p4-p),h 
{Pi + P 2 ) , ^ , a 
e' ,P2 
d ^ . . -iuj{p3h''{p^-fihf'{-p^-f)juVi{p4) 
( P 3 - P ) 2 ( P 4 + P ) V 
(1.17) 
e ,Pi 
Here, the minus i n f ron t of i n the numerator is caused by the fact that the antifermion 
momentum (^4) flows i n the opposite direction of the fermion line. The interference w i t h 
the leading order diagram in Fig . 1.1 w i l l not introduce any new loop integrals, and by 
applying the rules i n Eq. (1.9) we find that the contr ibut ion to the cross section f r o m the 
v i r t u a l correction at N L O can be wr i t t en in the form[3] 
- i I i w k ^ ' ^ ^ ' ' ' ' ' ^ - P 3 - P , ) f v (1.18) 
w i t h 
/ \ g4 
^v= ^ Q l -^Tr\:j/,^j''p^j^]Tr\^^A^p^jx] + c.c. (1.19) 
\ . / I 
where "c.c." denotes the complex conjugate and 
A , = / C . / J l l ^ , . (,20) 
J {2n)hp^ [PZ-PY [PA+PY 
describes the one loop Q C D corrections to the gg7-vertex. The traces in Eq. (1.19) are 
over the impl ic i t spinor indicies. 
1.3,1 Regular isat ion 
The integral i n (1.20) is divergent i n many regions of phase space. First of all i t is divergent 
i n the soft and collinear regions where —>^  0 or p is (anti-)parallel to ps (p4). We w i l l 
t e rm these divergences infrared divergences, and we w i l l discuss them later i n Sec. 1.4.1. 
For now, we w i l l ignore them and concentrate on the so-called ultra violet divergence of 
the integral^. 
^The treatment of UV divergence depends on the exact form of the chosen regularisation. We will follow 
the approach of Ref.[3] where the massless result is obtained as the massless limit of the maissive result. 
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Eq. (1.20) is seen to be logari thmically divergent simply by counting the powers of p i n 
the integrand: For large p the integrand has a p " ^ behaviour, and by changing integration 
variables to spherical coordinates i n 4 dimensions the integral takes the f o r m 
which is logari thmical ly divergent i n the A; ^ oo region. This feature is shared by all loop 
diagrams and, as we have seen, is a direct consequence of the Feynman rules derived f r o m 
the Q C D Lagrangian, which nonetheless describes the interaction we want to study. We 
therefore have to make meaning of the integrals, and the t r ick we use is very simple to 
state. We start by not ing tha t i f we reduce the number of space-time dimensions, the 
number of conjugate variables to integrate over i n the momentum space integrals w i l l also 
be reduced. Next we note tha t we can make the integral of (1.21) convergent by reducing 
the dimension of momentum space to d = 4 - 2e, e > 0. B y then calculating all the 
integrals i n the reduced number of dimensions, we w i l l get an answer which depends on e. 
The claim now is tha t the correct answer is obtained in the l i m i t e ^ 0. 
However, i t does not quite work this simply. First of al l , the mass dimension of the 
Lagrangian (or more correctly the Lagrangian density) changes as we change the dimension 
of space-time, and since we want the particle and gauge fields to keep their mass dimensions 
and the coupling to remain dimensionless we have to introduce a dimension-full factor by 
hand. We enforce the r ight dimension on the Lagrangian by replacing g w i t h g^^, where 
/X is a quant i ty w i t h the dimension of mass. The magnitude of is not constrained in a 
massless theory; i f the masses were included, n could be specified by the requirement that 
the pole of the propagator appears at the physical mass of the particle [5]. To calculate 
the integral i n Eq. (1.20) we introduce the Feynman parametrisation for the propagator 
factors 
f j 1 Fja) A 6{l-x) 
i = l i = l 
Here, F is the standard Gamma-func t ion . Al though this introduces an extra integral, i t 
proves very efficient i n the calculation. The integral is then Wick rotated (for convenience) 
to go f r o m the Minkowskian space t ime signature to a standard Euclidean one. This 
amounts to a change of coordinates for the time-like coordinate po —> .^Po- Changing the 
space t ime dimension to Z? = 4 — 2e, the basic integral (for the slightly simpler case of 
diagrams of the self-energy type) becomes, expressed in terms of the Beta and Gamma 
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functions[3, p. 113] 
/ d ^ X 1 ^ B{D/2,2-D/2) j„2_2 {2TT)D ( i^2 + L2)2 (47r)^ /2r (L»/2) (1.23) 
The Beta func t ion fu l f i l l s 
and so the loop integrals can now be rewri t ten in terms of F-functions. These are then 
expanded in the l i m i t e —> 0, and the result w i l l at one loop always include the factor 
I ^ i ± i l ( 4 7 r ) ^ = ^ + l n ( 4 7 r ) - 7 £ ; + 0 (e ) , (1.25) 
where 'JE is the Euler Constant and the divergence is now parameterised in terms of the 
i t e rm. I t is now possible to render the Green's functions of the theory finite by adding 
counter terms to the Lagrangian, which effectively are new interactions introducing the 
same 1/e-divergences, jus t w i t h the opposite sign. These new interactions amount to a 
redefini t ion of the quantities i n the old Lagrangian, which become divergent i n the l i m i t 
e 0 and are called bare quantities. Again we introduce some arbitrariness into the 
theory since i t is not uniquely defined, how much of (1.25) to include in the counter term, 
as long as the final result for S'-matrix elements is finite. 
This way of regularising the divergent integrals is called Dimensional Regularisation 
and preserves the Lorentz structure and local gauge invariance of the Lagrangian. A 
Renormalisation Scheme (RS) consists of the choice of renormalisation scale n and how 
many terms of (1.25) to include i n the counter terms. 
1.3.2 The Renormalisation Group 
Dimensional Regularisation has the property that the unrenormalised or bare quantities 
of the Lagrangian can be wr i t t en as a factor (depending on e) times the renormalised 
quanti ty. For example the relation between the bare and renormalised wave functions is 
w r i t t e n 
^PB = Z^i>, AIB = ZA'^AI, < B = ^^a77^, (1.26) 
(Some prefer to define these relations w i t h instead of jus t Z). This Multiplicative 
Renormalisation carries through to the 1 Particle Irreducible ( I P I ) Green's functions of 
the theory, so Green's functions i n two different RS's (denoted by barred and unbarred 
quantities) would be related to the bare Green's functions F b by 
r = ZVB, f = Z F b , (1.27) 
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where Z,Z is a product of different wave func t ion renormalisation factors, one for each 
external leg on the I P I diagram corresponding to the Green's funct ion. Clearly, the two 
renormalised Green's functions are related by 
r = zr, z = | , (1.28) 
where z is finite for e —>• 0 , since Z, Z have the same structure of divergences. The z 
relat ing different renormahsations of the bare Green's funct ion would then be products of 
Z's, which gives rise to the t e rm Renormalisation Group. 
The independence of the bare Green's functions on the chosen renormalisation scale 
f j , can now be exploited to calculate how the renormalised Green's functions scale w i t h 
momentum. Consider a I P I Green's funct ion w i t h riA^np external gluon and quark legs 
w i t h momenta gi, qi respectively. The relation between the bare and renormalised Green's 
func t ion reads 
Z ^ - Z q " - r ^ - " - ( g i , q , , A , 5 ) = r " - ' " - ( g , , q , , A(/X),5(m),m). (1-29) 
App ly ing to the r ight hand side of this equation we get 
»'|;r"'""''{g.,q.,A(M),9{*<),M) = {1 30) 
Not ing tha t Z'^ = e"^ ^" -^^  i t is easy to use the /Lt-independence of Fg to get the following 
relat ion for the renormalised Green's func t ion 
+ / 3 ( 5 ) ^ - riA^Aig) - nF7Fig) + S { g ) ^ j r " - ^ ' " - ( g „ q „ A(m ) ,5( /X),m ) = 0, 
(1.31) 
w i t h 
/3(5) = m | ^ , lAig) = I^-^ZA, M g ) = i^-^z^, ^is) = i^^ ( i .32) 
We w i l l now use this equation to derive how F"-^ '"^ transforms under a scaling of momenta. 
I f D is the mass dimension of the Green's funct ion, i t w i l l satisfy the following relation 
^^^'^^tgi,tq^,H^^),g{^J')M = i^r" -* ' "^ (g i , q , , A(/z),5(Ai),M) (i-33) 
Th i s means tha t T^^'"-^ {gi,qi, X{iJ,), g{n), p,) satisfies the fol lowing relation 
tjr^^'^^{tgi,tqi,m,gii^)M = DV^^'^^{tgiMi,m,g{ij)M ( i .34) 
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B y expanding {t-^) as + "^6 find tha t 
( i ^ - r^^'^^itgi,tquX{fi),g{fJ-),i^) = 0 (1.35) 
Using (1.31) to eUminate the derivative w r t . we find the fol lowing scaling relation 
{ - 4 t + ^^'^Ig - " - ^ ^ ^ ( ^ ^ - + '^'^VX - ^ ) (1.36) 
• r " ^ ' " ^ ( i g „ i q i , A ( M ) , 5 ( M ) , M ) = 0 
The characteristic equations of this first order par t ia l dififerential equation are given by: 
t f ^ ^ P m ) , g{t = l ) = 9 , (1.37) 
t ^ = S { X { t ) ) , Xit = l)^X (1.38) 
and the solution to the differential equation (1.36) is 
r" '* ' "^ ( ig„^q„A( /x ) ,5 ( / i ) ,M) 
==t^e-4o r"-^'"-(g,,q,,A(i),^(i),;.). 
(1.39) 
This gives the scaling of F w i t h energy, and f r o m (1.37) i t follows that the energy (t) and 
f j , dependence of the running coupling g are interchangeable. 
1.3.3 The Running Coupling 
Equat ion (1.39) expresses how we may find a Green's funct ion at one energy scale by 
knowing i t at another and jus t subst i tut ing the values of the gauge parameter and the 
coupling w i t h the solutions to (1.37) and (1.38). I n general, however, P{g),'yF and 74 
can be calculated only perturbatively. Special at tention is drawn to (1.37) since we may 
find the energy dependence of many dimensionless observables by just substi tuting the 
coupling w i t h the solution to (1.37). 
I t has become customary to define a quanti ty ag similar to the fine structure constant 
of Q E D 
a. = g , (1.40) 
and call this the strong coupling constant . The running of as is basically determined f rom 
the same /3-funct ion as tha t of g, since 
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where PaXcx-s) is t radi t ional ly called the ^-function of QCD, which, as already mentioned, 
can only be calculated perturbatively. Unfor tunate ly different conventions are used in 
defining the ^ - f u n c t i o n . Of ten the notat ion 
^("^) = a h ^ = 2ahr^ = 2^-("^^ ^ ' - ' ' ^ 
is used, but as we see the /9-functions differ only by a factor of 2. Different conven-
tions for the def ini t ion of the /^-funct ion are used in different fields of study. To find 
P{g)^lAig),lFi9) and d{g) of (1.31) to a given order i n we would have to calculate all 
the Feynman diagrams that w i l l contribute to the Green's funct ion at the given order and 
apply (1.31) to each of the Green's functions. This w i l l leave us w i t h enough constraints 
to determine al l the unknown functions. 
However, per turbat ion theory suffers f r o m a serious problem. The cancellation of 
the n and generally RS dependence in the theory happens between different orders in 
the perturbat ive series, so when terminat ing the series at a certain order, we introduce 
a RS dependence to the theory. I f we, as suggested above, demand that the Green's 
func t ion of the theory to each order obey (1.31), the RS dependence w i l l manifest itself 
as a dependence of e.g. Pasi'^s) on the chosen RS. 
I t should come as no surprise tha t different renormalisation prescriptions w i l l define 
different couplings, which can be related in per turbat ion theory. Consider for example the 
strong coupling constant i n two different RS denoted by as and ag: 
as^as{l + iyias + U2al + ---) , (1.43) 
where Un can be calculated. Each coupling runs according to i t 's own yS-function 
fin 
=-p,al-P,al-P2at-Psa's---- (1-44) a i n g 2 
_ ^ = - ~p,al - m - P2ds' - hal - • • • (1.45) 
I t is not hard to show by inserting the expansion of (1.43) into (1.45) and comparing w i t h 
(1.44) tha t the first two ^-function coefficients are universal, and they are found to be 
/?0 = ^ ( l l - 2 / 3 i V , ) , ^1 = ( l 0 2 - f i V , ) , (1.46) 
where Nf is the number of l ight quark flavours included in the theory. ^2 and fiz have 
been calculated i n the MS-scheme and are given by [6] : 
1 /2857 5033 , , 325 
1 / / 1 4 9 7 5 3 /1078361 6 5 0 8 , , , , 
/50065 6472, \ 1093,,, 
where C,n = ({n) is the Riemann ( funct ion. 
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1.4 Factorisation and Infrared Safety 
I t is now t ime for a discussion of the infrared divergences arising in the higher order correc-
tions. We w i l l start w i t h a discussion of the infrared divergences of the N L O contribution 
to e'^e"-^ hadrons and discuss how the divergences cancel once ah the contributions to 
a physical observable are taken into account. Final ly we w i l l extend the discussion to 
divergences arising f r o m radiat ion off Q C D in i t i a l states, which are important for hadron 
colfisions. 
1.4.1 Infrared Singularities 
As we saw i n Section 1.4, the application of Feynman rules to higher orders corrections in 
the process e+e~->- hadrons generates infrared divergences in the resulting integrals. These 
divergences can be studied by applying the same dimensional regularisation as used in the 
regularisation of the u l t r a violet divergences. However, for discussing the origin of these 
divergences, i t proves more convenient to regularise them by introducing a small mass u 
for the gluons^ and m for the quarks. I t then becomes clear that a class of divergences 
appear i n the u ^ 0 l i m i t . This is the so-called soft divergences for p2 -> 0 in Eq. (1.20). 
I f the massless gauge field couples to itself or to another massless field like the quark i t 
turns out tha t another class of divergences appear. This is called the collinear divergence 
because of the behaviour already pointed out i n Section 1.3.1. 
Al though these infrared divergences arise in the loop integrals, i t w i l l t u r n out that they 
are canceled by other infrared divergences of opposite sign when the sum over all states 
cont r ibut ing to a physical process is taken into account. I f one considers the radiation of 
a real gluon (or photon) off the final state qq pair i n the process e + e ~ ^ hadrons, then in 
the soft l i m i t of vanishing energy of this gluon (or photon), the three particle final state 
is physically indistinguishable f r o m the two particle qq final state. This real radiation 
is infrared divergent i n the soft l i m i t w i t h a opposite sign and cancels the soft infrared 
divergence of the v i r tua l vertex correction. For Q E D this is the so-called Bloch-Nordsieck 
theorem[7]. For Q E D w i t h a non-vanishing electron mass, this guarantees the cancellation 
of al l the infrared divergences when the sum over al l relevant particle configurations is 
performed. One can even show that the cancellations occurs w i t h i n classes of diagrams 
arising f r o m considering different cuts to diagrams representing the square of the amplitude 
(see Ref.[3, p.344] for fur ther details). 
The si tuat ion for Q C D is slightly more involved. This is because that even for non-
simple quadratic mass term proportional to u of the gauge field will break the gauge invariance of 
the QCD Lagrangian at the u'^ level[3]. This is why the Higgs mechanism is necessary to give masses to 
the electro-weak gauge fields without breaking the gauge invariance. 
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vanishing quark masses, collinear divergences are generated f r o m the gluon-splitting at 
higher orders (stemming f r o m the tr iple and quartic gluon vertices). For e+e"—^ hadrons 
at N L O the structure of the infrared divergences is similar in QCD and QED final state 
radiat ion, since the t r iple and quartic gluon vertex does not yet enter. A t higher orders 
though, even soft and collinear radiat ion of ghosts have to be taken into account when 
considering which final states w i l l contribute to a physical process. Despite all these 
compHcations, i t has been possible to show that the to ta l hadronic cross section in e+e" 
is infrared finite to al l orders i n per turbat ion theory in QCD[8, 9]. However, the more 
complicated structure of the infrared divergences results i n a break down of the simpler 
Block-Nordsieck theorem (which applies only to soft divergences) for more complicated 
processes, for example at the N N L O order of quark-(ant i - )quark scattering. Despite the 
complications of Q C D infrared divergences, i t is believed tha t the general Kinoshi ta-Lee-
Naunberg theorem is valid for Q C D perturbat ion theory — and to date no examples of 
a breakdown of the cancellation of al l (soft and collinear) divergences have been found in 
QCD[3] . The Kinoshita-Lee-Naunberg theorem[10, 11] states tha t the transit ion rates of 
a massless theory are infrared finite when al l soft and collinear degenerate final and in i t i a l 
states are summed over. 
1.4.2 Infrared Safety 
I t should be apparent f r o m the discussion in the previous section that care has to be taken 
when defining observables so tha t they are sufficiently inclusive to allow for the cancellation 
of infrared divergences between the v i r tua l and real soft and collinear corrections at higher 
orders. This cancellation happens for to ta l cross sections as mentioned in the previous 
section. I f we consider e"''e~ coUisions, most observables I can (wi th in the perturbative 
f ramework) be w r i t t e n on the fol lowing f o r m i n terms of (fixed energy) e+e" —)• n-part icle 
par ton cross sections cr„ and functions <S„ (see Ref. [12]) 
+ i / d n . d £ 3 d f i 3 5 j ^ ^ 5 3 ( p f ,.5,P3) (1.48) 
+ i / d ! i , d £ 3 d f i 3 d E . d a . ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ l ^ 5 . ( r f , p 5 , p S , r f ) 
+ • • • 
Examples of observables tha t can be wr i t t en on this f o r m is obviously the to ta l hadronic 
cross section ( w i t h al l the Sn = 1), the n - j e t cross sections and the thrust event-shape 
variable [12]. The cancellations of infrared divergences between the real and v i r tua l correc-
tions of the t o t a l hadronic cross section then implies that the observable I w i l l be free of 
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infrared divergences i f (assuming tha t the functions Sn are symmetric under permutations 
of the arguments) 
5n(pr, •..,p'n)= Sn+M, • • • , ( ! - >^)Pn, >^Pn) (1-49) 
for 0 < A < 1. I n words this means that the functions »S„ should be insensitive to the 
emission of a soft or collinear particle and should not distinguish between the final state 
w i t h two collinear particles and the state where these two are replaced by one carrying the 
to t a l momentum of the two collinear ones. This is completely similar to the conditions 
under which the t o t a l cross sections are infrared finite. 
Some observables, like the to ta l d i je t rate in hadronic collisions, even though infrared 
finite w i l l s t i l l be sensitive to some in f ra red regulator, like the min imum transverse mo-
men tum of the di je t sample. 
1.4.3 Factorisation and Parton Density Functions 
The par ton model first introduced to describe data on deep inelastic electron-proton scat-
ter ing relies on one of the fundamental characteristics i n the interplay between confinement 
and the perturbat ive regime of Q C D called factorisation. This describes how the inelas-
t ic scattering can be described heuristically by a hard scattering between a constituent 
of the proton (called a parton) and an electron mul t ipf ied by the probabil i ty of finding 
this par ton w i t h i n the proton. This property is a consequence of the quantum mechan-
ical incoherence between the long time-scale infrared properties of confinement and the 
short time-scale properties of a hard scattering. Using this formalism, all the infrared 
sensitivity involved in the (short term) "deconfinement" of a parton to take part i n the 
hard scattering is.factorised into process independent, hadron dependent parton density 
functions (pdfs) , and a l l the process dependent pieces enter i n the hard scattering mat r ix 
elements. The canonical example is the DIS structure func t ion F2 which is now calculable 
as[12] 
F^'{x,Q')= J2 f d^cX'[x/^,Q^/^^\^,)/^^\as{^l'))<i>,,H{^,lM),^?). (i.so) 
Here V describes which vector boson is exchanged (e.g. photon or W), and h denotes which 
hadron is being probed, while i is the parton index. describes the perturbative hard 
scattering between the vector boson V and a parton of flavour i, and i t is independent of the 
specific hadron involved. The func t ion (/>i/ft(^, M^) is the process-independent parton 
density func t ion which depends on the parton momentum fract ion in the hadron ^ (which 
at leading order coincide w i t h the Bjorken x-variable), the renormafisation scale /x and the 
factorisation scale ^lf•^lf discriminates between the soft physics of </» and the hard physics 
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of the per turbat ive coefficient C. The observables should of course be independent of this 
a rb i t ra ry parameter (just as for the renormalisation scale /x), and this constraint allows 
the evolution of the par ton density functions to be calculated perturbatively, even though 
they themselves cannot be calculated f r o m first principles. One can th ink of this evolution 
i n / i / as the result of resolving the perturbative structure of partons w i t h increasing ^ j . 
The gluon resolved at fif^i might have split into a quark-ant i -quark pair at a /x/_2 > M/ . i -
The evolution of the pdfs is described by the famous DGLAP-equa t ion and illustrated by 
the variat ion i n shape w i t h fif for selected parton distributions of the proton plotted in 
Figure 1.3. I n these figures the gluon dis t r ibut ion has been divided by 10 to fit on the 
same plot . 
The most remarkable property of the parton density functions measured in DIS is that 
not only are they universal w i t h i n the class of observables in electron-proton collisions, but 
the very same pdfs are applicable also for the calculation of observables in hadron-hadron 
collisions. This relies on the fact that the soft confining colour fields of the two protons 
do not interact on the t ime scale of the hard perturbative interaction. This means that 
e.g. the ( leading-twist contr ibut ion to the) to ta l cross section for a hard interaction in a 
p ro ton-pro ton collision factorises into the following form[12] (setting /x/ = ^ ) 
a,b ^ ^ 
(1.51) 
Here the dots symbolise the variables necessary to f u l l y specify the four momenta of the 
particles of the process i n question. 
1.5 Dijet Production at Hadron Colliders 
A t hadron coUiders, the product ion of two perturbative jets is the simplest exclusively 
Q C D process to be studied. This process w i l l be utihsed in later chapters to study the 
properties of the gluon exchange in certain l imits of the momentum transfer. 
Since the two incoming partons (extracted f r o m the colliding hadrons) in general w i l l 
not have equal and opposite momenta, i t proves convenient to use boost-invariant vari-
ables to describe the two-particle scattering. Neglecting any transverse momentum of the 
incoming partons^, the two outgoing partons emerging f r o m the scattering w i l l be back to 
back i n the azimuthal plane and have transverse momentum of equal size. Their momenta 
®The transverse momenta of partons inside a proton is neglected in the normal sets of pdfs, but the 
transverse momentum distribution of especially gluons is currently being studied using so-called "uninte-
grated gluon distribution functions". 
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Figure 1.3: MRST pdfs of the proton at f i j = = 9 GeV^ and fij=Q^ = 100 GeV 
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along the beam axis will depend on the momenta of the incoming partons, and so to de-
scribe the longitudinal motion we will use the variable rapidity (y) defined for a particle 
with energy E and longitudinal momentum pz by 
2 \ E - p z J 
The rapidity variable is convenient since rapidity differences are invariant under boosts 
(along the z-axis). To describe a 2 ^ 2 particle scattering {pi,P2) (P3,P4) i t is conve-
nient to use also the Mandelstam variables defined by 
i = { p i - p 3 f ^ - l s { l - cose) (1.53) 
u = {p2 -pzf = - ^ s ( l + cos6') 
where we have used the hat to signify that it is the parton-parton scattering rather than 
the hadron-hadron one that is being considered. Also given is the value of i and u for a 
scattering at the square of the energy s and a centre of mass scattering angle 0. Using 
Eq. (1.9) expressed in terms of the Mandelstam variables, we find for the 2 2 parton 
scattering 
where ^ symbolises the standard spin and colour average (sum) over the initial (final) state 
partons. Al l the different parton processes that contribute to dijet production at lowest 
order can be calculated from the diagrams in Fig. 1.4 by use of standard tricks like crossing, 
although the colour and spin sum and averaging complicates the relations between the 
diagrams shghtly. By use of the factorisation theorem (Eq. (1.51)) the differential dijet 
cross section can be written as 
-L a,b,k,t=q,g,g 
where s is the hadronic center of mass energy, s = XaXbS, and we have used the property 
fe=£. (1.56) 
The Kronecker delta 5ki takes care of avoiding double counting of identical final state parti-
cles. The parton momentum fractions calculated through energy and momentum 
conservation to be 
Xa = ^ ( e x p ( y 3 ) + exp(y4)) = ^ ( e x p ( - y 3 ) + exp(-y4)), (1-57) 
V 5 y s 
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(d) 
Figure 1.4: The diagrams needed for the calculation of the lowest order contribution to dijet 
production at hadron colhders. 
where is the transverse momentum of the parton. The square of the colour and spin 
averaged and summed matrix element for the different processes contributing to dijet 
production (obtained by applying the Feynman rules to the diagrams in Fig. 1.4) is hsted 
in Table 1.2 (taken from Ref.[2]), where q and q' denotes massless quarks of different 
flavour. Also listed is the value of the matrix element squared for a scattering angle of 
7r /2. The gluon scattering sub-process dominates because of the bigger colour charge of 
the gluons compared to quarks. 
1.5.1 L i m i t i n g Behaviour of the Partonic Cross Section 
The dependence on the scattering angle of the different contributions to dijet production 
turn out to have a very interesting feature. The dominant subprocesses have a very 
similar dependence on the scattering angle. This is shown in Fig. 1.5, where the ratio of 
the quark-anti-quark and quark-gluon to the gluon-gluon scattering cross section is shown 
as a function of the absolute value of the cosine of the centre of mass scattering angle. 
When considering jets at the leading order level, the quark, anti-quark and gluon jets are 
indistinguishable, so when studying dijet cross sections, the scattering angle is only defined 
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Process 
qci -> qci 
qq' qq' 
qq qq 
qq q'q' 
qq qq 
qq 99 
99 qq 
gq 9q 
99 -> 99 
Number Class 
9 
(a) 
(a) 
(b) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(c) 
(c) 
(d) 
T.\^\'/9' 
2^ 
9 V £2 
9 12 
+ 
I f ! 
27 iu 
_8_u2 
27 is 
d = TT/2 
32p + u2 8 f 2 + n2 
27 iu 3 s2 
iP + v? 3P + v? 
8 s2 
4 s2 -I- u2 ^ u2 + s2 
9 su £2 
9 / tu su st 
2 V s 2 " F ~ ^ 
2.22 
2.22 
3.26 
0.22 
2.59 
1.04 
0.15 
6.11 
30.4 
Table 1.2: The square of the invariant matix element for the different processes contributing to 
dijet production. Also listed is the diagram class according to Fig. 1.4 that contribute 
to the specific cross section. Without spin and colour summation and averaging, the 
cross sections within one class would be obtained though simple crossing. 
modulo 7r /2. This means that in the plot, the numerator is the sum of the contributions 
from cos(^) and — cos(^), whereas the denominator already has been symmetrised since the 
final states particles are identical. The observation that the ratios are almost constant (at 
the values 4/9 and (4/9)2, as a result of the fact that for every substitution of a gluon with 
a (anti-) quark, the partonic cross section is reduced by a factor 4/9 = Cf/Ca, which is 
the relatively strength of the vertices) means that to a good approximation the total cross 
section can be obtained by rescahng just the gluon-gluon scattering cross section. This is 
called the single effective subprocess approximation[13], and within this approximation the 
total hadronic dijet cross section is obtained by convoluting the gluon-gluon scattering 
cross section with two copies of the effective pdf given by 
S{x,fj,'^) = g{x,iJ,'^) + - {qf{x,i?)+qf{x,i?)) . (1.58) 
/e flavours 
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Figure 1.5: The quark-anti-quark and quark-gluon scattering normalised to the gluon-gluon 
matrix element squared as a function of the centre of mass scattering angle. 
where we have used g{x,fj?) to denote 4>g/p{x, fi^) etc. 
We would hke to examine the behaviour of the cross sections in the limit of large 
rapidity difference between the two jets. In terms of the rapidity difference Ay between 
the two jets, the rapidity of the centre of mass (which is the mean rapidity since rapidity is 
additive) y and the transverse momentum square of the jets p\, the Mandelstam variables 
are given by 
2 „„„u2 s — 4pj^ cosh 
i=-2plcosh^exp f - ^ 
2 \ 2 
„ 2 , / A y u = —2pj_ cosh —- exp 
(l.o'J) 
2 V 2 
where we see that the partonic subprocess is independent of y, only the parton fluxes 
depend on this parameter through the parton momentum fractions x (1.57). In the large 
A y limit, which will be the focus in much of the rest of the thesis, the Mandelstam variables 
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become 
s ~u Ri p\ exp(Ay) 
i ^ - p l . 
We therefore find that in the large Ay limit 
(1.60) 
/^yvlui--.]. (1.61) 
In fact, considering Eqs. (1-54) to (1.61) we see that the large Ay hmit is equivalent to 
the high-energy (large s) limit at fixed momentum transfer (fixed i) (hereafter called the 
HE limit). 
We can examine which processes contribute to dijet production in this limit by taking 
only the leading contribution in Ay according to Eq. (1.60) from the results of Tab. 1.2. 
For process number 9, the gluon-gluon scattering, we find 
\M,,^..? ^^=°° \9€,. (1.62) 
One can trace back this behaviour to the diagrams of class (d) in Fig. 1.4 with a gluon 
exchange in the t channel, i.e. the second one. A calculation of this diagram retaining only 
terms to leading 0{s/i) and only physical polarisations of the external gluons, one obtains 
exactly the result of Eq. (1.62) (as we will see in Sec. 2.1) [14]. Whereas the contribution of 
specific diagrams to a cross section is obviously gauge dependent, Eq. (1.62) is the leading 
contribution to the ful l gluon-gluon scattering in the limit of large Ay. Examining the 
rest of the subprocess in Tab. 1.2 we find that the processes 4, 6, and 7 do not contribute 
wi th a leading term in s/i to the total dijet cross section, whereas the result for the other 
processes is 
lAA \ 2 ^ y ^ ° ° \ i A \ 2 ^ y ^ ° ° \ k j ,2 Ay^-oo 8 ^S^ 
\Mqq'^qqi\ = \Mqq^qq\ = \Mqq-,qq\ = -Q ^ 
(1.63) 
These results are consistent with the observation that a gluon exchange in the t channel 
provides the leading contribution to scattering at large Ay. Of all the different sub-
processes in dijet production, only those including a gluon exchange in the t channel have 
a term of dominant order in s/i. 
Taking the ratios of the results in the large Ay Hmit in Eqs. (1.62) and (1.63) we regain 
the result of the single effective subprocess approximation 
\M,,^g/ ^^=°° llMqq^gf ^ ^ = ~ ( ^ ) ' (1-64) 
Chapter 2 
Resummation of BFKL 
Logarithms 
In this chapter (and in most of the rest of this thesis) we will consider certain higher 
order corrections to the gluon-gluon scattering which are logarithmically enhanced in the 
limit of large rapidity separation between the dijets studied in the previous chapter. The 
logarithmic enhancement of terms in the perturbative expansion is a general property 
of cross sections whenever more than one energy scale is involved in the process. A 
standard (massless) fixed-order perturbative calculation assumes that there is only one 
hard scale Q and that furthermore this is comparable to the hadron centre of mass energy 
^/s K, Q (this last requirement is coming from the use of standard colHnear factorisation). 
However, we saw in the last chapter that a large rapidity separation corresponds to the 
phase space region s 3> | i | (see Eq. (1.61)). This is the so-called semi-hard region, where 
i/s > » Q, where Q is the scale of the momentum transfer. Of course Q still has to be 
big enough to accommodate a perturbative approach to the calculation. This means that 
the region of phase space where the resummation of the logarithmically enhanced terms 
is important is only accessible at the highest energy colliders at present (and even there 
only maybe so). Since s = XaX^s we can write 
This splitting up of the logarithm helps to illustrate that when -^ /s » Q, large logarithms 
can arise from either the evolution of the pdfs (In l /xa , In l /x j , ) or from the hard scattering 
(Ins/Q^). We wfll be concerned solely with logarithms of the last type, and for dijet 
production in the semi-hard region we can keep the parton momentum fractions relatively 
large to ensure that the normal pdfs are suitable to describe the processes. We will foflow 
the presentation of Ref.[14] closely. A different introduction to the subject is available in 
27 
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P2 ,A2 ,a2 P4,A4,a4 
Figure 2.1: gg —> gg scattering with a t-channel gluon exchange. The external gluons have been 
labeled with momentum, helicity and colom indicies. 
Ref.[15] which also discusses the application of the resummation of the same logarithms 
to deep inelastic scattering. 
2.1 A Further Look at Gluon Gluon Scattering 
In this section we will explicitly calculate the gg gg scattering in the limit of large 
rapidity separation and show that the result agrees with Eq. (1.62). Furthermore we will 
calculate the corrections at the next-to-leading order in this limit, consisting of gg —> ggg 
real corrections and gg -> gg with one loop. We will show that the higher order corrections 
are logarithmically enhanced and discuss how this generalises to all orders. 
2.1.1 gg ^ gg at Lead ing Order 
We wil l start by applying the Feynman rules using the notation from the diagram in 
Fig. 2.1. Wi th p i ingoing and pz, q outgoing, the upper triple-gluon vertex takes the form 
gn^'^ivi +P3)V^ ' ' ^ + (-P3 + qY'g^"' + {-q-Pi^g^n- (2-2) 
In the HE limit that we are considering, all the components of q are small compared 
to the components of pi,P3, so they can be dropped in sums. Furthermore, since the 
external gluons are on-shell, we can drop terms proportional to Pi'^ and since such 
terms contract wi th the polarisation vectors to give zero. Therefore, in the HE limit this 
upper vertex can be approximated by 
2gyaia3c^ i^AX3pi^  (2.3) 
Using the equivalent form for the lower triple-gluon vertex and the relations 
Pi-P3 = ^, t = q^, (2.4) 
2 2 
one arrives at the following expressions for the matrix element 
iMl\%Xx, = -2i52 |r^«^7"^"^V^'^^?^^'^^£jl(pi)<^(P3)£j^(p2)£SnP4). (2.5) 
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The square of the matrix element is now found by multiplying by the complex conjugate 
and using Eq. (1.7) repeatedly for the colour sums 
jaiascjaiasc'ja2aiCja2aic' _ Ql^cd^cd _ (~<2^-^2 _ 2^ 5) 
To perform the sum over helicities we apply Eq. (1.13) where the vector n is chosen to be 
P2 for the polarisation sum over p\ and p^ for the polarisation sum over ps etc. to always 
have an easy relation between the dot products and s. Keeping only the leading term in 
sji and averaging over initial colour and helicity of the gluons we finally arrive at 
\M,,^,,? = \9't^^0{sli), (2.7) 
in agreement with the result in Sec. 1.5.1, Eq. (1.62). The calculation here is obviously 
gauge-dependent, but only in sub-leading terms in s/i , as long as only physical polarisation 
of external gluons are considered (otherwise the diagrams with external ghosts would have 
to be included too), and as we have seen, including all the relevant diagrams to restore 
gauge invariance does not change the result in the HE limit. 
We would now like to find a formula for the total cross section in the HE limit. Let 
us therefore first investigate the phase space in the large Ay limit. Using Eq. (1.9) and 
Eq. (1.56) we find for the 2-particle phase space 
where we have denoted the outgoing momenta of the gluon with the highest rapidity ka 
and the lowest rapidity A;b.When studying the HE limit i t is often beneficial to change 
coordinates to so-called light-cone coordinates given by 
p^ = E±p,, (2.9) 
and the transverse coordinates are left unchanged. The scalar product between two light-
cone 4-vectors is p • ^ = {p'^Q~ + P~q~^)/'^ — P± • Qx- In this notation the only non-zero 
component of pa is = y/sxa and for pi, the only non-zero component is = ^/sx^„ and 
the momenta for the outgoing particles are given by 
ki = iki± exp(yi), ki± exp(-yi) ; kij_). (2.10) 
Using light-cone coordinates we can rewrite the integral over ya,yb and two of the S-
functionals of Eq. (2.8) as 
I t ! - 'a - k'M+pl - kl - kl) 
/ ^ / ^ ( 2 - ) ^ ^ ( p + +Pt - kt - kt)5{p- +P-, - k- - k-), 
(2.11) 
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where the factor two is coming from the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation. Using 
the HE approximation for the kinematics inside the (5-functionals we obtain 
^ { 2 7 r f 6 i p t + Pt - k t - k+)6{p- + pl - k- - k^) ^ 1 . (2.12) 
J (27r)2 25 J ATT 2S 
(2.13) 
Using this in Eq. (2.8) we find 
,2 
n s' 
where the last rewriting remains true, as long as the integrand is independent of the 
azimuthal angle. This is true for the HE limit of the gg —> gg scattering, and therefore 
the differential 2 -> 2 gluon scattering cross section in the HE limit is given by 
d/c2 I67r52 ~ 327r£2' ^^'^^^ 
where we have used the fiux factor F = 2s as can easily be verified using Eq. (1-9). The 
total partonic cross section can be found by integrating Eq. (2.14) above some lower cut-off 
for the transverse momentum of the dijets. 
2.1.2 gg ^ ggg in the M u l t i - R e g g e L i m i t 
Before discussing the 2 —)^  3 process in detail, we will introduce the variables we will use to 
describe a general 2 n parton process and furthermore discuss the so-called multi-Regge 
kinematics. Wi th the 4-momenta of the incoming particles given by 
Pa = {XaVs/2,Q,Q,Xayfs/2) 
(2.15) 
Pb = {xbVs/2,0,0, -Xby/s/2) 
and the 4-momenta of the outgoing particles described in terms of their transverse mo-
menta k ix and rapidity yi, we find using momenta conservation for the 2 —)• 2 + n process 
n+l 
i=0 
«^ = E%«^P(2/i) (2-16) 
i=0 
n+l k^ 
where we have used ki± to denote the magnitude of the vector k^x- This is all just the 
straightforward generalisation of the situation for 2 2 scattering in Eq. (1.57). We can 
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furthermore define new Mandelstam variables Sij by[14] 
n+l 
s = XaXbS = ^ ki_ikj_i exp(yj - y j ) 
i,j=o 
n+l 
Sai = -2pa •ki = - ki±kj± exp(yj - y^) 
j=0 (2.17) 
n+l 
Sbi = -2pb - k i ^ - Y kj±ki± exp(yj - y j ) 
Sij = 2ki • kj = 2ki±kjx (cosh(yj - y^) - cos{4>i - (pj)), 
where 4>i is the azimuthal angle of the ith particle. We note that the Mandelstam variables 
only depend on differences between particle rapidities and therefore are boost invariants. 
The multi-Regge region of phase space is where the rapidity of the outgoing particles 
are ordered and the transverse momenta are similar in size 
2/0 » J/i » y2 > • • • > 2/n+i ki_i_ ^ k±. (2.18) 
I t is in this region that certain higher order corrections are logarithmically enhanced and 
can be resummed. Dropping all subleading contributions, the Mandelstam variables of 
Eq. (2.17) become in this limit 
s w ko±kn+i± exp(yo - y„+i) (2.19) 
Sai ~ -ko±ki± exp(yo - y^) (2.20) 
Sbi ~ ~ki±kn+ix exp(yi - y„+i) (2.21) 
Sij ^ kixkj±exp{\yi - yj\). (2.22) 
The 5 diagrams contributing to the leading term in s / i are the ones with a i-channel 
gluon[14] and are depicted in Fig. 2.2. The upper and lower vertices can still be approx-
imated by the HE limit of the triple-gluon vertex (Eq. (2.3)), and omitting the hehcity 
labels for the external gluons we find that the amplitude for the first diagram is given by 
• gr"""' {{qi + 92^9"'"' + (-92 + kiY^g''^'^^ + ( - fc i - qiTg^^^n (2-23) 
h J 
where we have defined 
ii = qf « -qh, (2-24) 
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Figure 2.2: gg ->• ggg scattering through t-channel gluon exchange. The external gluons have 
been labeled only with momentum indicies, but colour and helicites will follow the 
same numbering. 
where subleading terms have been dropped. This formula can be verified for e.q. qi 
1i - (Pa - kof « (2.25) 
which is obtained using Eq. (2.15). In Eq. (2.23) no approximation has yet been made to 
the qikiq2 three gluon vertex. 
We now want to keep only the leading terms in s/£ of the contractions with the qikiq2-
vertex. We first define 
C!A = i P - i ((91 + 12^9"'"' + {-12 + k.rg''^^^ + i-k, - iiTg^^nPh. V2 , (2.26) 
where apart from the contraction, we have also included one of the factors of two from 
Eq. (2.23) and divided by s (which of course will have to be multiplied into Eq. (2.23) 
when Eq. (2.26) is inserted). Rewriting Eq. (2.26) in terms of the Mandelstam invariants 
we find 
(2.27) 
s s / V s s ' 
We now note that in the multi-Regge limit, s^x 3> S62 and Sai > SaOi and the subleading 
terms wil l subsequently be dropped. 
To proceed further we first decompose the metric tensor g^^ as 
= 2 P ° P f c + P X _ /^^ -_ (2.28) 
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where S'^ is a Kronecker 6 operating only on the "transverse" parts of a vector (i.e. it 
will form a dot-product of the x ,y coordinates in the given frame with Pa,Pb along the 
z-axis). This decomposition can be derived using Pa,Pb in the form of Eq. (2.15) as a basis 
for polarisation vectors (see e.g. Ref. [14]). Using Eq. (2.28) we can rewrite {qi + q2Y^ as 
(^1 + q2r = (qi + q2),9'''' = P^' f ^ + 2 ^ ) - f ^ + 2 ^ ) + (91 + 92)1', 
\ s s y y s s y 
(2.29) 
where qj^ = (0, qx,0) such that 9x^9x^j = qi • q± = —Qx -^ Dropping the subleading 
terms (actually, half of them cancel out) we find by substituting Eq. (2.29) into Eq. (2.27) 
« P^^  ^ - P r ^ + (91 + 12)1' • (2-30) 
Putting i t all into Eq. (2.23), we find that the contribution from the first diagram can be 
put in the form 
^ 2is {igr'"'°''^g,^,o) ^ 
• ( i 5 r ^ ^ ^ " ^ C ^ H g i , 9 2 ) ) i (2-31) 
12 
• ( i ^ r ^ ^ ^ ^ w ^ ) -
This form resembles the form of the gg -> gg matrix element of Eq. (2.5), with just the 
middle line added and the factors of i changed. 
The calculation of the contribution to the matrix element for gg —> ggg scattering in 
the HE Hmit from the rest of the diagrams in Fig. 2.2 follows along the same fine. One 
finds (see e.g. Ref.[14]) that in the HE Hmit, the ful l gg -> ggg amphtude can be written 
as 
^ • ^ r ; x \ % ^ 2is {igr'"'°''^9,^,o) i 
ti 
•{i9r'"''C^'{qi,q2))l- (2-32) 
C2 
• (^5 r ' ' " ^^^W2) , 
where C^^{qi,q2) is the so-called Lipato'y-vertex, which sums up the contribution from 
an insertion of the third gluon either along the i-channel or as a bremsstrahlung gluon 
= ( ( „ + « f f + ( i f + 2 | - ) p ; . - ( j f + 2 ^ ) p . . ) ^ (2.33) 
The contribution proportional to ii is from bremsstrahlung fi:om the upper line, and £2 
from the lower. The Lipatov vertex is non-local, but still gauge invariant (as can be verified 
by contracting i t with Eq. ki^^). 
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By squaring the matrix element M of Eq. (2.32) and summing and averaging over 
helicities and colours (use F0RM[16]) and noting that SaiSbi = kfs when the approximate 
forms for the Mandelstam invariants (2.19)-(2.21) are used, we find 
W^hg-^gggl - TU2 _1,2 1,2 1,2 • V^-'^ ^-' 
This result can, not surprisingly, also be obtained by taking the HE Hmit of the ful l 
gg ggg matrix element, just as for the gg —>• gg calculation. I t is worth noting that the 
result has no collinear divergences. This is because that in the HE limit, all products of 
four-vectors of different particles are large. 
We now want to show that the gg ggg in the HE limit is logarithmically enhanced 
compared to the gg —)• gg cross section. In order to find the cross section for gg -> ggg we 
need the three-particle phase space in the HE limit starting from the exact form 
The arguments for the rewriting of the integrals over the phase space for particles a and 
b given in Sec. 2.1.1 still holds for the HE hmit of the three particle phase space, and in 
the HE limit Eq. (2.35) can therefore be rewritten 
Using this and the flux factor F — 2s one readily flnds[14] 
d^gg^ggg _ ^ c ^ f Ay 
dkl^dkl^dcP in kl^kl^{kl^ + kl^ + 2ka±kbA.cos<py ' 
where (f) is the azimuthal angle between the momenta of gluon a and b, and Ay = ya - yb 
(the range for the integration of y i ) . Wi th Ay Ri ln(s/ |t |) this shows that the 2 —> 3 gluon 
scattering is logarithmically enhanced compared to the 2 ^ 2 process in the HE hmit. 
Eq. (2.34) also shows that in this approximation the third gluon is emitted with equal 
probability in rapidity in the interval yb < yi < Va- Obviously, though, the multi-Regge 
kinematics is not a good approximation in ah of this region. 
2.1.3 gg -> gg at N L O in the Mult i -Regge l imit 
At the NLO of gg gg scattering in the HE limit the virtual corrections are given by the 
diagrams in Fig. 2.3, corresponding to a t-channel gluon exchange in the physical s-region 
and w-region. One obtains for the sum of the two diagrams [14] 
^ • ^ r i W . ^ - 2 ^ p ' l r ' ^ " ° / ' " ^ " ^ 5 . . . o 5 . . . : In A a ( t ) . (2.38) 
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Figure 2.3: Diagrams contributing to virtual corrections to gg —> gg at the NLO in the HE limit. 
where 
a{i) = agNc J 
d^kx 
{2n)^kl{q~k)l 
(2.39) 
47r 
and i = -q'j^. The remarkable feature of Eq. (2.38) is that only the colour octet piece 
of the interaction has a leading term in s/t, and the colour structure of the exchange is 
therefore the same as for the exchange of a single gluon calculated in Eq. (2.5). Among the 
diagrams giving a subleading contributions (and which have therefore been discarded) are 
the diagrams contributing to the gluon self-energy and the vertex-corrections that give 
rise to the running of the coupling. Therefore, in resumming only the leading contribution 
in s/i we have kept the coupling fixed. 
The integral in Eq. (2.39) is IR divergent and has been regularised by a simple cut-off 
fj?. This IR divergence arises when the external gluons are taken on-shell, and can be 
rigorously regularised as was done in Ref. [17, 18]. I t will turn out that the kernel of the 
integral equation describing the i-channel gluon exchange in the HE limit is IR safe and 
independent of the regularisation of Eq. (2.39). 
2.2 The B F K L Equation 
Comparing Eq. (2.38) and Eq. (2.5) we find that in the HE limit, the contribution from the 
virtual corrections included in Fig. 2.3 is logarithmically enhanced compared to the tree 
level contribution. In fact i t turns out that the feature of the HE limit of the two-gluon 
exchange of the colour structure resembling that of a single gluon exchange carries through 
to all orders. This is the so-called reggeisation of the gluon. This furthermore implies 
that the sum of an infinite number of successive gluon exchanges in the i-channel can 
be obtained by simply replacing the 1/i of the tree-level diagram with l/i- («(£) In | | | ) " 
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obtained from the exchange of n + 1 gluons summed to all n, i.e. 
1 1 / 1 
t t 
- exp {a{i)Ay) (2.40) 
The tree-level amplitude in the HE limit for 2 —> n -I- 2 gluon scattering of Fig. 2.4 
also generalises to the form already suggested by Eq. (2.32) 
tl 
{zgf^'^^-^C^^(q,,q,)) 
t2 
(2.41) 
(i5r"'=-^^""^^^"(9n,gn+l)) 
I t is now conjectured that the reggeised gluon propagator taking into account the virtual 
corrections in the HE limit can be substituted into Eq. (2.41) by simply making the 
substitutions 
r - ^ j ^ ^ e x p ( a ( f ) ( y . - i - y , ) ) ) (2.42) 
and thereby taking into account all the higher order contributions in the HE limit. The 
92, C2 k2 
lOOOO_Qj 
1n+l,Cn+l 
Figure 2.4: Multigluon emission amplitudes contributing to the HE hmit. The dotted vertices 
denote the use of Lipatov effective vertices taking into account bremsstrahlung. 
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Figure 2.5: Multigluon emission amplitudes including the virtual corrections contributing to the 
HE Umit. The dotted vertices denote the use of Lipatov effective vertices taking into 
account bremsstrahlung, and the zigzag lines denote the use of the reggeised gluons. 
resulting amplitude is depicted in Fig. 2.5 and given by 
iA^r;;rA-:r+\ « 2zs {igr'^'^'^^g,^,,) ^ exp (a(fi)(yo - y i ) ) 
E l 
• (^5rl'=^'^lC^^9l,92)) i e x p {a{i2){yi - y2)) 
C2 
(2.43) 
{i9r'"'''^"'''C^'''{qn. gn+i)) ^ exp ( « ( W i ) ( y n - yn+i)) 
tn+1 
This constitutes the resummation of the leading logarithms to the scattering amplitude 
for 2 -+ (n-|-2) gluon scattering to all orders in and its form was first proved in Ref. [18]. 
Looking at the form of Eq. (2.43) i t should come as no surprise that the scattering 
cross section can be found as a solution to a recursive equation. In fact, in the HE limit 
the total cross section for gg ^ {n + 2)g summed over n > 0 can be written in the form 
(from now on we use Pa,Pb to denote the momentum of the outgoing leading dijets) 
dagg(Ay) 
d^Paxd^Pbl 
/ ( q a ± , q 6 i , A y ) ^ -
V PbL 
(2.44) 
where the terms in brackets are so-called impact factors and /(qaX, q6X) ^v) is the solution 
to the BFKL equation to be discussed shortly, and Qax = PaX,q6± = -Phx- The impact 
factors are simply the square of the first and last terms in brackets in Eq. (2.43) including 
a factor of their respective 1/ii. The leading order result for the asymptotic cross section 
is obtained by substituting a transverse momentum conserving delta functional for / , 
thereby requiring the dijets to be back to back. 
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The recursive relation for / can be found in the Laplace transformed variable for 
A y (a t r ick performed to disentangle the nested integrations over the rapidities of the 
intermediate gluons), 
/•oo 
fi<la±,qbx,uj)= dAye"^^yficia±,qbX,Ay) (2.45) 
^0 
and is given by 
^ /(qa±, q 6 ± , c.) = ^ 5^'\qa^ - q 6 ± ) + ^ J^i^(qal, q^X, k j . ) , (2.46) 
w i t h 
a . = ^ (2.47) 
TT 
and where the kernel ii'(qa±, qfe±) k x ) is given by 
2 
K{qa±, qtx, k x ) =/(qa± + k x , q^i, i^) - , 2 , / , 1 N2/(q°^' ^b±, w). (2.48) 
k j _ + (qax + kx)-" 
The v i r t ua l corrections enter through the factor w on the left hand side of the recursive 
relat ion Eq. (2.46) and in the second te rm of the B F K L kernel. The first t e rm of the B F K L 
kernel accounts for the real radiat ion. One notices that the B F K L equation is independent 
of the scale fi^ used to regularise the divergent integral arising f r o m the v i r tua l corrections 
(Eq. (2.39)). The /x-dependence cancels in the construction of the B F K L equation, since 
/^-independent terms of the f o r m a{ti) — a{ti) arise in the iterative solutions, ul t imately 
resulting in the w-factor on the left hand side of the B F K L equation. Also, i t is wor th 
not ing tha t the B F K L equation is infrared f ini te i n the sense that the kernel (Eq. (2.48)) 
vanishes as k x —^  0 i.e. the soft real and v i r t ua l corrections cancel. 
I t is possible to solve the B F K L equation analytically by wr i t i ng /(qaX) qftXj '^) as 
a Fourier t ransform w i t h respect to the azimuthal angle between qaX and q^x and the 
variable log{qlj_/q^j_), (see e.g. Ref.[19, 20]). Specifically, we rewrite 
/(qaX , q 6 X , w) = — ^ e x p ( m A < / > ) — J dzexp {-izlog{ql^/ql^^)) / „ ( ^ , w ) . (2.49) 
B y subst i tut ing this in to the B F K L equation one finds [19, 21] 
ujfn{z,u) = ^ +ujo{n,z)fn{z,uj), (2.50) 
V'^aX^X 
where 
u o { n , z ) = ( ^ ) 2 x n { z ) , (2.51) 
V TT y 
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are the eigenvalues of the B F K L equation w i t h (obtained through some rewritings[14]) 
Xn{z) = Re (2.52) 
i/j is the logari thmic derivative of the gamma funct ion. The inverse Laplace transform is 
given by 
1 rc+ioo 
/(qa±, q 6 ± , A y ) = " / dcc;e-^V~(qa±, q ^ i , w ) (2.53) 
w i t h c chosen so tha t al l the singularities of f{qaX,<ibL,<^) have a real part less than the 
real part of c. App ly ing this to Eq. (2.50) we f i nd the solution to the B F K L equation 
/(qa±, q t x , A y ) = ' - = = J ] e'"^ / d W % e'^ o(n,.)A, ^2.54) 
I t is wor th noticing tha t this way of solving the B F K L equation effectively has summed 
over the radiat ion of any numbers of gluons (the exponential is a power series in as) 
and integrated over the phase space of any radiated gluon. Also, one observes that the 
solution of Eq. (2.54) is symmetric under exchange of q^j^ and q^x as expected f r o m 
physical principles. / is the Green's func t ion for the evolution of a f-channel B F K L gluon 
exchange evolving the transverse momentum f r o m q^x to qb±. Described like this, i t 
should be symmetric under the exchange of the two transverse momenta. 
2.3 Dijet Production and B F K L 
I t is possible to push the analytic solution even fur ther to f ind a closed expression for the 
f u l l partonic di je t product ion of Eq. (2.44) including the f u l l effects of the B F K L radiation. 
B y inserting Eq. (2.54) into Eq. (2.44) and integrating p^x and p^x above some cut-off 
PXmin one finds[19] 
^^^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ h T . ^ ' ' " ' ^ d . - — ^ e x p ( 2 a - . X n ( . ) A y ) . (2.55) 
Performing the integral over the azimuthal angle, only the contr ibut ion f r o m n = 0 sur-
vives, and we f i nd 
^99 = / d z ^ - T exp ( 2 a , x o ( ^ ) A y ) . (2.56) 
This result for the di je t B F K L cross section as a func t ion of the rapidi ty separation A y 
is compared to the predict ion in the H E l i m i t of pure di jet production (2.14) i n Fig. 2.6. 
Expanding xoi^) around the saddle point at 2 = 0 we f i nd 
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F igure 2.6: Partonic dijet cross section at fixed for the HE limit of dijet production (2.14) 
(black) and for dijet production supplemented with BFKL evolution of the gluon 
exchanged in the ^-channel (2.56) (red). 
Xo(2) = 2 1 n 2 - 7 C 3 2 ' + (2.57) 
We can find the large A y behaviour of the solution by approximating the exponential w i t h 
the expansion around z = 0 and performing the integral to find 
Ajz-^oo 4:C^al exp (41n2a5Ay) 
(2.58) 
2pxmin v'7C37ra,Ay/2 ' 
Eq . (2.58) shows tha t asymptotically, at very large A y , the cross section grows exponen-
t ia l ly w i t h A y . Using the approximate forms of the Mandelstam variables (Eq. (2.19)) we 
find tha t this corresponds to a power-like growth w i t h s, which violates the Froissart uni-
t a r i t y bound (for two to two particle processes[22]) l im i t i ng the growth of the asymptotic 
t o t a l cross section to the square of the logari thm of s. The parameter A = Aln2ds in the 
asymptotic exponential growth like exp(AAy) is often called the BFKL intercept. 
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2.4 Problems of the B F K L Solution 
The exponential rise i n the partonic cross section is one of the most dramatic predictions 
derived f r o m the B F K L equation. However, as we w i l l discuss i n this section, i t is not 
obvious tha t this seemingly bulletproof signature of B F K L is a precision observable, since 
an addit ional dependence on the rapidi ty separation is introduced into the hadronic cross 
section by including the parton density functions. Traditionally, when calculating B F K L 
predictions, the pdfs are estimated by their values at the leading approximations of the 
par ton momentum fractions impl ic i t i n Eq. (2.19), and at a Q'^ similar to the lower bound 
on the transverse momentum of the dijets. The hadronic cross section for dijet production 
is therefore of ten w r i t t e n as (see e.g. Ref. [20]) 
d p a x d Pixdyadyb d p ^ x d PtJ. 
w i t h 
xO = ^ e ^ « , xl = ^-^e-y\ (2.60) 
and S{x,iJ?) the effective pd f given by Eq. (1.58). Whi le the leading logarithmic approxi-
mat ion might be valid for the hard scattering mat r ix element, i t w i l l only be valid for the 
pdfs as well i f they are slowly varying in the relevant region of x. This is certainly not the 
case for B F K L searches i n di je t production at present colhders, where medium to large 
values of x (0.01 < x < 0.6) of the dominat ing gluon dis t r ibut ion are being probed (at 
large x, the gluon p d f is fa l l ing off approximately as (1 — x ) ^ ) . 
Recognising the problem of the pd f dependence, other observables have been suggested 
in the search for B F K L signatures. Among these is the average azimuthal angle between 
the two leading jets [19, 23]. I t is the hope that most of the pdf dependence cancels in 
fo rming the average. W i t h Cn{t) given by by the last integral of Eq. (2.55) 
1 r°° dz 
Cn{t) = TT- / -YTT (2a-.Xn(2) A y ) , (2.61) 
i t is found[19, 24] tha t the average di jet azimuthal angle A(?i = — 4>2 \ — is given by 
(cosA<^)(Ay) = ^ (2.62) 
w i t h t = a ^ A y . Based on this prediction i t is seen tha t as A y oo the dijets become 
completely uncorrec ted i n azimuthal angle, because of al l the extra B F K L gluons being 
emit ted . However, even i f the pd f dependence would cancel to a large extent i n forming 
this ra t io , i t is clear tha t as the edge of available phase space is approached when A y ->• oo 
(or rather A y —> 11 for the L H C w i t h a m i n i m u m transverse momentum of the dijets of 
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20 GeV) , the amount of B F K L radiat ion w i l l decrease (due to lack of phase space) and 
therefore the dijets should re turn to the L O back to back configuration. This feature w i l l 
be completely missed i f the Bjorken a;s are evaluated using only the kinematics of the dijets 
and not including the f u l l contr ibut ion f r o m all the B F K L gluons. However, i t is also clear 
t ha t by the very nature of the f u l l y inclusive solution of the partonic B F K L equation (2.54), 
the in format ion on the number of B F K L gluons emit ted and their respective momenta is 
lost. Therefore, w i t h the analytic solution to the B F K L equation i t is not possible to take 
into account the energy consumed by the B F K L gluons when i t comes to evaluating the 
to t a l centre of mass energy of the collision. I n other words, using the analytic solution 
to the B F K L equation, the B F K L gluons are emit ted at no cost in energy. Al though the 
terms neglected are formal ly subleading, their numerical impact might be considerable at 
present day colliders. 
2.5 Reformulation of the B F K L Solution 
Summing up the discussion of the last few sections we remind the reader of the following 
facts of the analytic L L B F K L approach 
1. The L L B F K L resummation is performed at f ixed coupling constant, and thus 
any variat ion in the scale at which ag is evaluated appears in the next-to-leading-
logari thmic ( N L L ) terms. 
2. Because of the strong rapid i ty ordering, any two-parton invariant mass is large. Thus 
there are no collinear divergences in the L L B F K L resummation; jets are determined 
only at L O and accordingly have a t r i v i a l structure. 
3. Energy and longitudinal momentum are not conserved, and since the momentum 
fractions x of the incoming partons are reconstructed f r o m the kinematic variables 
of the outgoing partons, the B F K L theory can severely and systematically underesti-
mate the exact value of the x's, and thus grossly overestimate the parton luminosities. 
I n fact, i f n - I - 2 partons are produced, energy-momentum conservation gives 
(2.63) 
The momentum fractions i n the high-energy l i m i t (2.60) are recovered by imposing the 
strong rap id i ty ordering (2.18). However, the requirement Xa,xi, < 1 effectively imposes 
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an upper h m i t on the transverse momentum integrals of the B F K L gluons, which has been 
neglected in the analytic solution of the B F K L equation. 
I n an a t tempt to go beyond the analytic leading-logarithm B F K L results, a Monte 
Carlo approach has been adopted [24, 25, 26]. The basic idea of the Monte Carlo B F K L 
model is to solve the B F K L equation while maintaining kinematic informat ion on each 
radiated gluon. This is done by unfolding the integration over the rapidity-ordered B F K L 
gluon phase space and introducing a resolution scale // to discriminate between resolved 
and unresolved radiat ion. The latter combines w i t h v i r tua l corrections to fo rm an I R safe 
integral. Thus the solution to the B F K L equation is recast i n terms of phase space integrals 
for resolved gluon emissions, w i t h f o r m factors representing the net effect of unresolved 
and v i r t ua l emissions. Besides addressing the first and last of points mentioned in the 
list above, the B F K L M C therefore also allows for the details of the final state to be 
investigated. 
2.5.1 Solution for Fixed Coupling 
B y solving the B F K L equation (2.46) by i teration, which amounts to unfolding the sum-
mat ion over the intermediate radiated gluons and making their contributions explicit, i t 
is possible to include the effects of bo th the running coupling and the overall kinematic 
constraints. I t is also straightforward to implement the resulting iterated solution in an 
event generator. 
The first step in this procedure is to separate the k x integral i n (2.46) into 'resolved' 
and 'unresolved' contributions, according to whether they lie above or below a small 
transverse energy scale /x. The scale fj. is assumed to be small compared to the other 
relevant scales in the problem (the m i n i m u m transverse momentum pxmin for example). 
The v i r t ua l and unresolved contributions are then combined into a single, finite integral. 
The B F K L equation becomes 
^ / ( q a X , q 6 X , w ) = 7;(^^^^(qaX - qbx) + — / - 7 2 ^ / ( q a X + k x , q 6 X , ' ^ ) 
(2.64) 
This is jus t a rewr i t ing of the integrals and is /^-independent. The combined unre-
solved/vi r tual integral can now be simplified by not ing that since for the unresolved 
cont r ibut ion k]_ < Ql±,Qb± by construction, the k x t e rm in the argument of / can be 
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neglected, giving 
(w - a ; o ( q a ± ) ) / ( q a x , q f t i , w) 
= ^<^ (^ ) (qaX-q6x) + ^ / 
2 TT Jk2 
where (see Appendix A ) 
'^o(qaJ.) = ^ j 
d ^ k j 
- kl) -
d^kx 
/ (qaX + k x , q 6 X , w ) 
(2.65) 
k i + (qax + k x ) 2 j 
= a. In 
^^x 
(2.66) 
Neglecting the /cx-dependence in the unresolved integral obviously introduces some 
dependence into the solution. This , however, turns out to be very weak for reasonable 
choices of /j,, and the /^/-dependence of the f inal result can be checked by simply varying fi. 
The v i r t u a l and unresolved contributions are now contained i n OJQ and we are left w i t h an 
integral over resolved real gluons. We can now solve (2.65) iteratively. Since / depends 
only on the rap id i ty separation, let us for simpHcity assume that ya = A y , y j = 0. The 
solution for the general case can be obtained by simply shi f t ing the rapidities after / has 
been calculated. B y i terat ing (remembering that CJQ depends on the first argument of / 
relevant i n each step of the i terat ion) and performing the inverse transform we quickly 
f i nd 
/ ( q a X , q 6 X , A y ) = / ("^(qax, q^x, A y ) . (2.67) 
n=0 
where 
/ ( ° ) ( q a X , q 6 X , A y ) = 
/ ^ " - ' ^ ( q a X , q 6 X , A y ) = 
as At/ 
k J 
^ ^ ( ' H q a X - q 6 x ) , 
n I dyi Ti^^ <J(2)(q^^ - q6X - k ^ ) : 
(qaX + E ; = i k , x ) 2 -
i=l 
.2 
^(fc /x-A^')%i- i -y^) 
(qax + E } = i k , x ) 2 
t=l 
ocsVi 
(2.68) 
The f o r m of / ( " ^ is found by performing the inverse t ransform of the m ' t h ( m > n) iterative 
solution to Eq. (2.65) and picking out the n ' t h term. For example we f ind / ( ° ) as 
/ ^ ° ^ ( q a X , q 6 X , A y ) = — / d a ; e x p ( a ; A y ) / ( ° ) ( q „ x , q 6 X , w ) 
2 \ u) — uo 
asQAjz/TT 
(2.69) 
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where Re(c) < UQ, and Res ( / (x ) , xo ) is the residue of / at XQ. Thus the solution to the 
B F K L equation is recast i n terms of phase space integrals for resolved gluon emissions, 
w i t h f o r m factors representing the net effect of unresolved and v i r tua l emissions. I n this 
way, each depends on the resolution parameter jj,, whereas the f u l l sum / does not. 
Changing /j, s imply shifts parts of the cross section f r o m one / ( " ^ to another. We w i l l 
present the result of the numerical evaluation of the integrals i n Chapter 4. Here we w i l l 
jus t ment ion tha t for a choice of pxmin = 20 GeV, choosing ju = 1 GeV w i l l guarantee the 
result to be close to the /x - ) • 0 GeV l i m i t , and at the same t ime the number of resolved 
gluons to integrate over is kept manageable. Lowering fj, w i l l obviously increase the number 
of resolved gluons i n the sum (2.67). The strong ordering of the rapidities for the gluons 
emit ted along the B F K L chain is made expHcit i n Eq. (2.68) by the ^ ( y i _ i - y j ) - f u n c t i o n a l s . 
I t is interesting to note tha t the leading order i n ag result of the H E l imi t w i t h 
/ ( q a X ) q b X ) ^y) = <^5^ ^HqaX — qtx) has been modified by a fo rm factor 
2 1 as Ay 
< 1. (2.70) 
•^ axJ 
This is underl ining the fact tha t the enhancement of the cross section found by including 
B F K L evolution of the i-channel gluon exchange requires gluons to be radiated and fill 
the rap id i ty interval separating the two leading dijets. Compared to the case of L O 
di je t product ion, the B F K L cross section w i t h the extra requirement that no gluons are 
radiated between the dijets is reduced by the f o r m factor of Eq. (2.70). This, as well as 
the corresponding f o r m factors arising in the terms of mul t i -g luon emissions 
(qax + E ; = i k , x ) 
(2.71) 
L(qax + E ; = i k , x ) 2 
is a consequence of the summation of unresolved gluon radiation in the relevant rapidi ty 
intervals. W i t h the solution in the f o r m of Eq. (2.68) i t is easy to see that when A y 0, 
the L O configurat ion is obtained w i t h the jets back to back and the correct normalisation. 
B u t as soon as A y > 0, the rapid i ty interval is filled w i t h B F K L radiation, gradually 
reducing the azimuthal correlation between the leading dijets. 
I t is also wor th not ing that the symmetry between Qax and q j x apparently is broken in 
this new solution to the B F K L equation. However, this asymmetry is only apparent, and 
i t can be tested by explicit numerical calculations that the final result is indeed symmetric 
i n Qax and q tx -
2.5.2 Solution for Running Coupling 
The treatment i n the last section is valid when the coupling as is kept fixed, as required 
by the L L formula t ion of B F K L . The running of the coupling enters in the N L L piece 
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of the B F K L kernel, an area of active research over the past 10 years. I t is found that 
the N L L contr ibut ion to the B F K L kernel can be split into a part f r o m the running of 
the coupling, and a part f r o m "genuine" N L L corrections. The effects of the running 
of the coupling are expected to be sizeable and possibly even dominate in the region of 
phase space relevant for di je t production. We can estimate the effects of introducing the 
running of the coupling into the B F K L kernel simply by moving the factors of in the 
modif ied B F K L equation (2.64) inside the momentum integrals. Potentially this could 
lead to problems w i t h the divergence of the coupling i n the infrared region, and we w i l l 
therefore have to regulate this behaviour. We w i l l however later see that the dependence 
on the infrared behaviour of the coupling is very weak, as long as suitable cuts are placed 
on qaX,q6X- We w i l l choose to introduce the lowest order running of the couphng since 
this is what w i l l be introduced by the N L L terms of the B F K L equation. Therefore, the 
coupling evaluated at the scale q^ is given by 
w i t h 6 = ^0 of Eq. (1.46) (TV/ = 4, and we w i l l choose A = 200MeV). We w i l l s imply 
regulate the behaviour at q\ ^ 0 by freezing the value of ag at some scale Qo > A 
ao = as{Ql) for ql < 
as{ql) for ql > Ql 
«^(9x) = 1 . . , . ^ , (2-73) 
I n practice, we w i l l of ten choose to freeze the evolution of the couphng below scales 
resulting m as{q\) > 1, so ao = 1, but as already mentioned we w i l l see that the results 
are insensitive to any reasonable choice. 
Including the running of the couphng and spl i t t ing the integration region into a resolved 
and unresolved phase space, the B F K L equation becomes 
- / ( q „ X , q 6 X , - ) = j 5 ( ^ ) ( q „ X - q . x ) + / ^ ^ ^ / W + k x , q , x , - ) 
d^kx as{kl)CA 
+ / kl 7r2 7/ , , 2 ,2x 9 a X / ( q a X - q f c X ^ / ( q a X + k x , q . X , a ; ) e ( M - ^ x ) - fe2 ^ ( q ^ , + k^)2 
(2.74) 
Approx imat ing again / (qaX + k x , q 6 X , ' ^ ) by / (qaX, qfeX,^^) i n the last integral over the 
unresolved phase space we rewrite Eq. (2.74) as 
(cj - a;o(qax)) / ( q a x , qbx, ^ ) = \ ^^^^(qax - qbx) 
+ / - T s ^ 2 / (qaX + k x , q 6 X , ^ ) , 
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where we have assumed QQ < ^j?, and 
d^kx CCs{kl)CA 
Wo ( q . x ) = / kl 
= ^ l n 
9{„' - kl) -
k i - | - ( q a x + kx)2 
5 . ( q ^ x ) 
(2.76) 
w i t h 
" . ( q i ) = (f) 
«^(9x) 
for ql<Ql 
for ql>Ql 
(2.77) 
The problem is put i n exactly the same f o r m as in the previous case w i t h a constant 
coupling, w i t h jus t a different a;o(qax) and therefore different f o r m factors. Following the 
same pa th for f inding the solution as for the constant coupling, we wri te the solution for 
/ i n the f o r m 
/ ( q a X , q 6 x , A y ) = / " ^ ( q a X , q 6 X , A y ) . (2.78) 
n=0 
where now 
/ ( ° ) ( q a X , q 6 X , A y ) = 5.(/^2) J 
aAy/(,rfc) 
^ < ^ ( ' ) ( q a X - q 6 x ) (2.79) 
and 
/ " - ' k q a x , q 6 ± , A y ) = 
qiAy/(7r6) 
. W ) 
> ) ( q a X - q 6 X - E k , x ) 
dyiJ^i 
(2.80) 
t=l 
as{kf^_)CA 
^ ( f c f _ , - M ' ) % i - i - y i ) 
5 . ( ( q a X + E}=ikjx)^) 
5 . ( ( q a X + E } = i k , x ) 2 ) 
A consistent use of the running of the coupling would require the coupling also to run in 
the impact factors at either end of the chain. W i t h o u t B F K L evolution of the f-channel 
gluon, running coupling effects i n the impact factors would result i n a L O H E prediction 
(for similar cuts) ly ing below the black line of Fig. 2.6, since there has been evaluated at 
PXmin- There is no immediate analytic result available in the li terature to compare w i t h the 
numerical solution of Eqs. (2.79)-(2.80), although some research into the introduction of a 
runn ing coupling to the L L B F K L evolution has been undertaken (see e.g. Ref. [27, 28]). 
Chapter 3 
Monte Carlo Techniques 
I n this chapter we w i l l discuss techniques for an efficient numerical evaluation of the in-
tegrals Eq. (2.67)-(2.68) and Eq. (2.79)-(2.80) arising f r o m the rewri t ing of the B F K L 
equation by the in t roduct ion of a resolution scale. We w i l l take a slightly sloppy defini-
t i o n of the t e rm efficient to mean fast and stable. B y fast we w i l l generally mean that 
the numerical integrat ion w i l l require few evaluations of the integrand, while stable im-
plies tha t the estimated numerical value of the integral converges to the correct result, 
and the estimated uncertainty of the numerical integral is reliable during the process of 
convergence. 
We w i l l start the discussion by a short review of integration of one-dimensional func-
tions, which w i l l serve as a background to the solution of the problem at hand, namely the 
numerical integrat ion of mult i -dimensional functions. Finding the solution for the B F K L 
evolution w i l l typical ly require integration over a funct ion depending on 24 to 60 variables 
(three for every B F K L gluon emit ted in addit ion to what is needed for the L O process). 
I t w i l l t u r n out tha t many of the neat tricks for numerical integration of one-dimensional 
functions w i l l not work in mul t ip le dimensions, and we w i l l therefore apply the technique 
of Monte Carlo integration, which, just as most other numerical integration algorithms, 
relies on the fact tha t the average value of a func t ion is given by the integral over a domain 
divided by its area (or generally volume). The Monte Carlo procedure makes extensive use 
of the generation of (pseudo-) random numbers. Final ly we w i l l discuss how the numerical 
evaluation of mul t i -dimensional integrals can be parallelised to run on mult iple computers 
simultaneously, thereby reducing the real t ime necessary to obtain a reliable estimate of 
an integral. 
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3.1 Numerical Integration in One Dimension 
We w i l l start the discussion of numerical integration by briefly reviewing some standard 
solutions to the problem of obtaining a numerical evaluation of the integral 
rb 
1= [ d x f i x ) . (3.1) 
Ja 
Many of these are related in one way or another to the relation between the integral i n 
Eq. (3.1) and the average value { f { x ) ) of / on the interval [a,b] 
{f{x)}xe[a,b] = • (3-2) 
The first few standard methods for the numerical evaluation use equally spaced points for 
the evaluation of the integrand given by 
Xn = a + { n - l ) h , n = l,2,...,N, h = (3.3) 
We w i l l also make use of the notat ion 
fn = fiXn)- (3.4) 
Using a l l of this, the Trapezoidal rule for estimating the integral (3.1) reads (see e.g. 
Ref. [29]) 
I = h(^^h + ^ f2^+0{h'n (3-5) 
where / " denotes the second derivate of / evaluated somewhere in the interval. As in-
dicated by the behaviour of the remainder, this formula w i l l integrate any first order 
polynomial (a straight line) exactly. Furthermore, this formula clearly displays the rela-
t ion of Eq. (3.2). The equally well known Simpson's rule, evaluating / at three points i n 
the interval , states 
We see here tha t the three evaluation of the func t ion are given different weights i n the 
calculation of the average of the funct ion . Simpson's rule w i l l integrate any th i rd order 
polynomial exactly. 
B o t h the trapezoidal and Simpson's rule can be applied iteratively to subdivide the 
interval [a,b]. The result for the composite trapezoidal rule is 
I = h ( l h + f 2 + h + --- + fN-i + lfN)+o(^^~^f^"\ (3.7) 
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displaying expl ic i t ly the dependence of the error estimate on the number evaluations of 
the func t ion . The composite Simpsons rule reads 
/ = h Q/i + j f 2 + + + • • • + l f N - 2 + p N - l + ^ / i v ) + O { N - ' ) , (3.8) 
where we have indicated the dependence of the error on N only. N here has to be odd 
and greater than one, since Eq. (3.8) is derived by applying Eq. (3.6) to non-overlapping 
subintervals of the interval [a, b]. 
M u c h more sophisticated methods of numerical integrations exists; among other the 
Gaussian quadratures which w i l l integrate exactly polynomials of remarkably high order 
for a given number of funct ional evaluations. I n fact, the Gaussian quadratures can, for 
a given number of abscissas N, be tailored to integrate exactly any funct ion consisting 
of the product of polynomials of order 2N — 1 and a func t ion W{x), which has to f u l f i l l 
certain analyt ic i ty requirements. This very high degree of polynomials integrated exactly 
is obtained by a clever choice of the position of the abscissas and weights, based on finding 
the roots of a or thonormal set of polynomials w i t h respect to the inner product 
{f\9)= f dxW{x)f{x)g{x). (3.9) 
J a 
For a given N, the integral is then estimated by 
N 
d x ^ y ( x ) / ( x ) « 5 ] ^ z ; , • / ( 3 ; , • ) , (3.10) 
where the error is a func t ion of the 2 iV ' th derivative evaluated somewhere in the integration 
interval. 
The last method we would like to introduce for evaluating integrals numerically may 
seem very crude compared to the methods already presented, but i t w i l l nevertheless 
prove superior i n higher dimensions. The method is based on the simple formula Eq. (3.2) 
relat ing the average of the func t ion in an interval [a, 6] to the integral over the same interval, 
and is called the Monte Carlo method. I t simply consists of evaluating the funct ion / at 
random points i n the interval. As long as the dis t r ibut ion of random numbers in the 
interval is flat, the central Umit theorem guarantees that the integral estimated in this 
way w i l l converge to the r ight value 
J a 
L N 
w i t h / the length of the interval, I — {b — a), and 
b ( f 2 \ _ ( f \ 2 
d x f ^ l { f ) ± l \ r ^ (3.11) 
(/) = ^ E / ( ^ ^ ) ' (/') = ^ E / ' ( ^ ^ ) - (3.12) 
i=l i=l 
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I t is seen tha t the error estimate behaves like N~^/'^ and therefore the method generally 
converges far slower than any of the other methods mentioned so far. Also, there is no 
guarantee tha t the error is dis tr ibuted as a Gaussian, and the estimate should therefore 
only be taken for what i t is: an estimate of the error. I f the estimates obtained were 
dis t r ibuted according to a Gaussian, then the error estimate would correspond to the one 
standard deviation. 
3.2 Numerical Integration in n > 2 Dimensions 
Numerical integrat ion i n mult iple dimensions is significantly harder than its one-dimen-
sional counterpart. Firs t of al l , the required number of func t ion evaluations to reach a 
certain accuracy grows w i t h the power of the dimension D for any of the methods based 
on abscissas placed along the coordinate axes. Therefore, i n D dimensions the generalised 
trapezoidal rule w i l l have an error estimate behaving like O [N'"^!^) while Simpson's 
rule converges slightly faster as O [N~^^^), w i t h N the to ta l number of evaluations of 
the integrand. Secondly, the integration domain can be arbi t rar i ly complicated and is i n 
general no longer described by just the endpoints of intervals. This problem significantly 
complicates the use of any of the methods that work so well for one-dimensional integrals. 
The Monte Carlo method generalised to n dimensions s t i l l converges according to the 
Central L i m i t theorem, i.e. w i t h an error estimate decreasing as N~2, This means that for 
sufficiently high number of dimensions of the integral, the Monte Carlo method w i l l conver-
gence faster than any of the other methods. For mult iple dimensions the straightforward 
generalisation of the Monte Carlo estimate of the integral is given by 
d^}f^V{f)±V\l^-^^^-j^, (3.13) 
= ^ E /(^^)' i f ' ) = i E / ' ( ^ ' ) - (3.14) 
i=l i=l 
where V is the volume to integrate over. A p a r t f r o m the faster convergence i n higher 
dimensions, the Monte Carlo methods benefit f r o m the ease of implementing complicated 
integration domains. As long as there is a way of testing whether a given point lies w i th in 
the boundaries, the random points can be generated in a domain fu l ly containing the 
integrat ion domain, and the value of the func t ion is then set to zero i f the sampled point 
happens to lie outside the integration domain. This simply corresponds to the rewrit ing 
of the integral 
/ d f i / = [ d f l f l v , (3.15) 
Jv Jw 
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w i t h V C W. The reason that this does not work for other integration routines is that 
s imply constraining / to have non-zero values in V spoils some of the analyticity properties 
on W assumed in the derivation of the methods { f \ v w i l l generally not be smooth on W). 
W should obviously be chosen to be not too much bigger than V. This is because the 
domain W\V w i l l increase the error estimate in Eq. (3.11) (now w i t h W substituted for 
V). Sample points i n this region w i l l not reduce the variance, but the volume has been 
increased. 
So far we have not been concerned about the generator of the random numbers used 
i n the Monte Carlo a lgor i thm. I t is however apparent that the higher the dimensionality 
of the problem, the more requirements the random number generator has to f u l f i l for the 
a lgor i thm to work well. Consider for example a one-dimensional problem on the interval 
[0,1] . I f the random numbers are taken f r o m the str ing {xi, 1 - Xi,X2,'\. - X2, • • •) w i t h 
xi,X2, - • • random, then the Monte Carlo estimate of the integral w i l l s t i l l converge to the 
central value, since a l l which is required of the random numbers in the one dimensional 
problem is tha t they are generated at equal probabil i ty i n any sub-interval of the inte-
grat ion interval. However, i f the same series is used in the two-dimensional problem on 
[0,1] X [0,1] to generate the sample points (x,y), then the funct ion f{x,y) w i l l only be 
sampled along the line y = 1 — x, which obviously w i l l not generally result in a good 
estimate of the average on the square. For mult i -dimensional problems, i t is therefore 
necessary to worry about possible correlations between elements in the series of "random" 
numbers. 
3.3 Importance Sampling 
I n Eq. (3.13) the Monte Carlo error estimate is wr i t t en i n the f o r m 
^ M C = ^ . (3.16) 
where CTMC is a Monte Carlo estimate of the standard deviation on the integration volume 
of the integrand 
2 
a' = V J dnf^-(^J dQf^ , (3.17) 
where V denotes bo th the domain and the measure (size or volume) of the domain (in 
a hopeful ly obvious nota t ion) . I t is therefore possible to improve the convergence of the 
Monte Carlo method by reducing the variance of the funct ion. This can be done by clever 
coordinate transformations, and is of ten called importance sampling since the coordinate 
transformations which w i l l improve the convergence w i l l t u r n out to correspond to simply 
sampling the integrand where i t contributes the most to the integral. 
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To be specific we w i l l consider jus t a one-dimensional integral, we can th ink of picking 
one of the many i n the integral over V. The specific integral can then be rewrit ten 
f ' d x f i x ) = t dxg{x) (44) = f dxg{x)h{x), (3.18) 
where to begin w i t h the t r ick is to find a h{x) = f{x)/g{x) that is more slowly varying 
than / (so that the variance is decreased). Obviously, just applying Eq. (3.18) as i t stands 
w i l l not lead to any improvements. The t r ick is to make a change of variables and rewrite 
the integral 
rb rGib) 
IG{a 
where dG(a:;)/da; = g{x) (the boundary condit ion is unimportant since any constant added 
to G w i l l jus t have to be subtracted f r o m the inverse func t ion G^~^^). g{x) can be nor-
malised so tha t 
nb 
nb p {b) 
J dxg{x)h{x) = dyh[G^-'\y)), (3.19) 
/ 
J a 
d x g { x ) ^ l , (3.20) 
and the fundamental theorem for Monte Carlo integration then states that 
Choosing g{x) = l/l we recover Eq. (3.11). I t can now be shown (see e.g. Ref.[30]) that 
an op t imal choice for g{x), i.e. one that reduces the variance the most, is one that is 
proport ional to | / ( s ) | . The method of importance sampling is however only useful, i f the 
fol lowing requirements are met 
1. g{x) is non-negative i n the region of integration 
2. The func t ion G{x), dG{x)/dx = g{x) must be known analytically. I f the integral of 
g{x) is normahsed to 1, then G{x) can be chosen to vary between 0 and 1 {G{a) = 
0, G{b) = 1), and G{x) w i l l describe the probabil i ty of picking a Xi w i t h Xi < x. 
3. G{x) must be invertible (to be used in Eq. (3.19)), or i t must be possible to generate 
random numbers dis tr ibuted as g{x). 
Obviously, the func t ion f{x)/g{x) has also to vary less than f ( x ) for the procedure to i m -
prove the convergence properties of the numerical integration. These requirements severely 
l imi t s the applicabil i ty of importance sampling. First of al l a detailed understanding of 
the behaviour of the func t ion f { x ) on the interval of integration is necessary to choose 
g(x). Secondly, this choice is constrained by the requirement that g{x) be integrable ana-
ly t ica l ly and tha t the integral has an analytic inverse. The problem becomes even clearer 
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when one remembers tha t we have set out to integrate f { x ) numerically in the first place, 
presumably since i t is too complicated to integrate analytically. The opt imal choice of 
g{x) proport ional to f { x ) i n this method would require us to be able to integrate f { x ) 
analyt ical ly i n the first place. However, this paradox is not as bad as i t might seem at 
first, which we w i l l i l lustrate by an example, which w i l l also help to illustrate the method 
in general. 
Consider the integral 
1 + exp(a;) 
1.0 r nl.O 
/ d x f { x ) = 
Jo.i 
. ^ + E i (x ) 
(3.22) 
20.8514, 
0.1 
where Ei(a;) is the exponential integral func t ion 
T... f°° . exp(a;) , x x^ x^ /„ „„x E , w = _ y ^ d , _ £ U ^ , „ , ^ _ _ ^ _ ^ _ _ , . _ (3.23) 
We have chosen a func t ion which can actually be integrated (semi-)analytically, but in real 
l ife physics examples this would generally not be the case. f { x ) is plot ted for the relevant 
interval on Fig . 3.1. On the interval of integration, the most important behaviour is the 
l/x"^ suppression, which can be integrated analytically w i t h an analytic inverse. We w i l l 
therefore per form a change of variables according to the following choice (see Eq. (3.18)) 
9{x) = l x - \ y = G{x) = - ^ , G ( - i ) ( y ) = - l , (3.24) 
where we have normahsed g{x) according to Eq. (3.20). The integral of Eq. (3.22) is 
therefore rewr i t ten 
"1.0 fl.Q _ 1/9 
I 
-10/9 
The new integrand (including the factor of 9) is plot ted in Fig . 3.2. Comparing w i t h f { x ) 
i n F ig . 3.1 we see tha t the variance is significantly reduced. I n fact, the variance can be 
calculated analytically by Eq. (3.17) applied to one dimension 
, 2 
/ d x f { x ) = dxx~^ {l + exp{x)) = 9 dy 1 + exp - — (3.25) 
^0.1 ^0.1 ^-10/  \ \ 9 y / / 
a^ = l [ d x [ f { x ) f - [ d x f i x 
J a LJ a 
0 (3.26) 
Using this we find tha t a/ « 31.16 while ah ~ 2.63. Since the Monte Carlo algorithm 
converges w i t h an error estimate of a j s j ^ this means tha t the required accuracy wi l l be 
reached by a factor 140 fewer func t ion evaluations by integrating h instead of / . This is 
i l lustrated in Fig . 3.3, where we compare the Monte Carlo estimates for the integral of 
Eq. (3.22) and Eq. (3.25) versus the number iV of evaluations of the integrand. The error 
estimates t u r n out mainta in an almost constant factor of proport ional i ty given by the 
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rat io of the analytically calculated standard deviations of the integrands. This example 
was par t icular ly simple since we chose to generate the random numbers according to a 
d is t r ibut ion which was already part of the integrand (the x"'^ par t ) . However, we hope 
i t serves to i l lustrate tha t considerable progress can be made in reducing the variance 
wi thout actually performing the integral analytically, which otherwise is the suggestion 
made in the analysis of the op t imal choice for g{x) mentioned earlier. I t is interesting 
to note that i f the integration interval had been different, the exponential behaviour of 
the numerator could have been more impor tant than the x'^ suppression, and the applied 
subst i tut ion would have been much less efficient i n reducing the variance. Also, i t should 
be clear that tremendous progress can be made in mult i -dimensional integrals i f variance 
reduction is apphed in more than one of the dimensions. 
The hunt is therefore on for functions resembling the behaviour of the integrand for all 
the variables. We would like to elaborate slightly on the connection between the coordinate 
t ransformat ion and choosing a non-un i fo rm sampling of the interval of integration, since 
we believe i t w i l l be instructive. Consider again the integral of f(x) between a and 6. We 
Figure 3 .1 : f{x) 
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can now make a change of variables to a random number r in the interval [0,1] 
d x f { x ) = d r - / ( x ( r ) ) , (3.27) 
where, fol lowing the idea of importance sampling, we would now like x{r) to be peaked 
at values of x that maximises | / ( x ) | . The question is, how do we go about constructing 
such a x{r). We w i l l work through an example that w i l l t u r n out to be useful in the 
construction of the Monte Carlo integration routine for the B F K L integrals. Consider the 
func t ion 
9 { x ) = { ( — \ \ l \ , (3.28) 
where we have lef t i n the parameters d, e. For suitable choices of d, e, g{x) w i l l describe 
closely the dependence of the integrand for the to ta l cross section ( think of / ( x ) ) on the 
transverse momenta of some of the particles (e.g. the two leading dijets). We w i l l call the 
normalised integral of g{x) G{y), 
(3.29) = G{y) = J dxg{x) I j dxg{x) . 
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Figure 3.2: h{x) according to Eq. (3.19) and Eq. (3.25), including the prefactor 9. 
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Figure 3.3: Monte Carlo integration of the integral in Eq. (3.22) compared to the integration of 
Eq. (3.25) versus the number of evaluations of the function. The red Hne is the correct 
value of the integral, and the blue crosses indicate the value found by applying the 
Monte Carlo procedure to Eq. (3.25). The green crosses are the result of a Monte 
Carlo approximation to the integral in Eq. (3.22). 
G{y) increases monotonously f r o m 0 to 1 for a < y < 6, describing how the random number 
r ( to be picked at random) should be distr ibuted as a func t ion of y. The inverse funct ion 
is given by 
( u ( ( a - d \ ( a - d \ I 
Hr) = d + e t an arctan - r arctan + r arctan -
and the derivate is given by 
dx dG^-^\r 
dr dr 
= e 
a - d \ fb~d 
arctan | — - | + arctan 
e 
a - d ( ( ( a - d 
I sec I arctan I — r arctan + r arctan 
h-d 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
A r m e d w i t h these formula we are ready to tackle the integral of Eq. (3.27) w i t h a reduced 
variance, i f the func t ion g{x) describes well the behaviour of f{x). We hope that this 
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example has also helped to highlight the connection between the change of variables in 
the example of variance reduction of Eq. (3.19) and the concept of importance sampling 
of Eq . (3.27). Importance sampHng is simply a special case of variance reduction w i t h a 
coordinate t ransformat ion to the interval [0,1]. 
F ina l ly we should mention tha t there are other strategies for improving on the con-
vergence of the naive Monte Carlo like stratified sampling, and furthermore there are 
standard programs like VEGAS [31] tha t applies adaptive Monte Carlo techniques to m u l t i -
dimensional integrals. This is done by seeking out intervals of each variable contributing 
most to the integral, and sample these areas more of ten (just like i n importance sam-
pl ing) . However, these a lgor i thm converge very slowly for problems of higher dimensions 
(say, more than 10 dimensions), since they have to first "learn" about the behaviour of 
the integrand by sampling randomly, before they adapt the sampling grid. Certainly, 
VEGAS proved completely inadequate for the problem at hand of evaluating numerically 
the integrals arising i n the B F K L solution. 
3.4 Random Number Generators 
The series of random numbers generated by the computer during a Monte Carlo integration 
is of ten s t r ic t ly speaking not random, but rather a deterministic series of numbers, which 
mimic many of the properties of a t r u l y random series. Such series are called pseudo-
random, and while i t might at first seem strange to consciously choose not to use t ru ly 
random numbers gathered f r o m e.g. radioactive decay experiments or electronic noise, i t 
does have its merits. I t allows for the properties of the algori thm for the pseudo-random 
number generator to be studied, and the same sequence of pseudo-random numbers can be 
used for calculations over and over again, which can help in debugging. More importantly, 
though, is the fact tha t i t is possible to make sure tha t different random numbers are 
being used i f the calculation is split up to run on different computers, w i t h the final result 
being combined f r o m each indiv idual computer. We w i l l discuss how to do this in the next 
section. 
The most basic multiplicative linear congruential pseudo-random number generators 
constructs a series Sj of integers i n the interval [0, m — 1], where m is some (big) integer, 
e.g. the biggest which can be represented by the computer. The float Xi ~ Si/m w i l l then 
belong to the interval [0,1[ ( i t is customary not to generate 1 in the series). Starting f r o m 
a seed Si, the next number i n the pseudo-random series is then generated according to 
the formula 
Sj+i = (as, - I - c) mod m, (3.32) 
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w i t h a, c integers. This formula highlights a potential problem of al l deterministic random^ 
number generators running on a computer. The generator only has a finite number of 
internal states (specified by Sj), and so the series of numbers generated w i l l repeat itself 
after a given t ime (called the period). This is though a weU understood problem, and far 
f r o m the worst faced by the linear congruential random number generators. While such 
generators w i l l indeed give a fiat d is t r ibut ion of random numbers in the interval [0,1[ w i t h 
only a small and negligible correlation between two consecutive points i n the series, i t was 
realised tha t i n higher dimensions the points sampled by these algorithms cluster together 
i n planes, thus sampling the n dimensions unevenly — much like the example of the series 
( a ; i , ( l - a ; i ) , . . . ) of Sec. 3.2. 
We w i l l therefore in our Monte Carlo routines choose a better random number gener-
ator called RANLUX [32, 33], which is based on the dynamics of a classical chaotic systems. 
The properties of more advanced random number generators are generally less well un-
derstood than those of mult ipl icat ive linear congruential ones, but recent progress in the 
understanding of RANLUX has been made. I t has a very long period, and passes the by now 
standard DIEHARD set of tests for a random number generator (which many linear con-
gruential generators fad) . I t is of course di f f icul t to set up rigorous finite tests of random 
number generators (since per def ini t ion you w i l l only have tested a finite part of the series), 
so instead of making sure to use a random number generator w i t h no correlations between 
elements, you have to jus t make sure not to use a random number generator that is known 
to f a i l the tests. Another good random number generator is RAN2 of Ref.[29], which we 
used at the beginning of our project. The CLHEP project[34] has implemented many of the 
commonly used (and good!) random number generators, and using this framework i t is 
very easy to change f r o m one generator to another, thus testing whether a result is just a 
"statistical fiuctuation" or real physics. 
3.5 Parallelising Monte Carlo Calculations 
There are several added benefits of the Monte Carlo method not mentioned previously. 
Firs t ly, the estimate of the accuracy of the numerical integration can be calculated after 
each evaluation of the func t ion . This means tha t one can continue the numerical integra-
t ion u n t i l a target accuracy has been met. Whi le this is i n principle also possible for say 
the Gaussian Quadratures, al l the previous evaluations of a func t ion are thrown away i f i t 
is decided tha t a higher accuracy is needed. This is because the positions of the abscissas 
depend on the number of func t ion evaluations and therefore on the accuracy requested (in 
^In the context of pseudo-random number generators, we will use the word random to mean psedu-
random. 
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fact, the posit ion of the abscissas for a m -h 1 point Gaussian quadrature lies in-between 
the points for the m point evaluation method). 
Secondly, and this is part icular ly impor tant for applications in particle physics, once 
a Monte Carlo integrat ion of the cross section has been constructed, i t is very easy to 
calculate the differential d is t r ibut ion of any quanti ty derived f r o m the event configuration. 
I f we let d c r / d f i describe the differential cross section for a process and Xi being the fou r -
momenta of the par t ic ipat ing particles, then we could imagine wanting to know how the 
average to t a l energy depended on the maximum rapidi ty separation between particles i n 
the ensemble. The to ta l energy of the process is calculable f r o m the four-momenta, and 
the average is then given by 
(s) = J dns{xi)da/dn j J dflda/dn. (3.33) 
So far this would apply equally well to other approaches than Monte Carlo. However, the 
Monte Carlo method excels when we come to ask for the differential dis tr ibut ion of (s) as 
a func t ion of the m a x i m u m rapid i ty separation y, which leads us to the concept of binning. 
d{s)/dy can be found by simply calculating y for each of the phase space points sampled in 
the Monte Carlo evaluation of the two integrals i n Eq. (3.33) and then fo rm the ratio bin 
by b in . The differential quant i ty is then found in the l i m i t of the bin w i d t h going to zero. 
This is completely identical to the correspondence between differentials and derivatives. 
For the Gaussian quadrature method, one would have to find the intervals contributing to 
each b in for each and every integration variable and then tai lor the integration routine to 
them. 
The binning process can be viewed as running the calculation for the integrated cross 
section w i t h different cuts for each bin. The contr ibut ion to b in n w i l l come f r o m a phase 
space slice F„ , and the Monte Carlo estimates are given by 
In = [ d Q f = f d Q / | y „ 
^ V { f \ y j y ± y^lZSzZlZSi (3.34) 
= {yjlvjv ± Y j;^ ' 
where we have found the last t r i v i a l rewri t ing part icularly useful i n constructing and 
analysing the Monte Carlo algorithms. 
Each generation of a set of momenta required to evaluate the differential cross section 
at a certain point i n phase space w i l l use a certain number of random numbers, and the 
generation of the phase space point is completely independent of the generation of the 
previous and next phase space point . As long as a different set of random numbers is used 
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on each computer, the Monte Carlo estimate can therefore be formed f r o m evaluations 
of the integrand made on different computers. This is where i t becomes useful that the 
random number generators produce a series of numbers, and that the internal state of the 
generator can be described by a few parameters. This means tha t we can start the Monte 
Carlo calculation w i t h different seeds to the random number generator and so run several 
independent calculations simultaneously, and just make sure that the calculations stop 
before the set of random numbers used i n the calculations start to overlap. Practically 
this is ensured by running once the random number generator and saving the status of 
i t for every say, 2 • 10^ random numbers generated, and then making sure that each 
ind iv idua l calculation does not use more. The CLHEP framework proved to be very useful 
i n programming this solution. 
I f each of the dis t r ibuted calculations perform the same number of evaluations, then 
the central value (for any bin) for the combined result w i l l be given by the average of the 
Monte Carlo estimates (of the central value for any b in) . We can also find the estimated 
error on the combined calculation. Let us first rewrite the square of the error estimate for 
a single calculation w i t h N evaluations 
^ = N 
where M is the set of configurations i of the random number generator contributing to 
the Monte Carlo estimate (for the simple random number generators, i is an integer and 
J V is a set of such), and is the set of four-momenta corresponding to a specific choice 
of random numbers. N is the number of different configurations in A/", i.e. the number of 
"events" generated. Now, i f we add together two independent calculations each consisting 
of the same number N o f evaluations we find w i t h Nt — 2N being the to ta l number of 
func t ion evaluations 
2 / T ^ \ 2 
2 (3.36) 
(3.37) 
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These formula are easily generalised to the case of combining more than two calculations. 
Since the sums depend on A'', the number of events generated in each calculation, this 
formula shows how i t is not necessary to decide how many independent calculations have 
to be performed when they are started. I f after say 10 independent calculations each of 
10^ events the error is s t i l l not sufficiently small, one can start the next ten calculations 
and add the result i n the end. I t is seen f r o m Eq. (3.36) that the leading contribution to 
the error is the sum of the squares, and that the t e rm consisting of the square of the sum 
is suppressed by the number of evaluations. Therefore this last t e rm is often dropped in 
the estimation of the error (which anyway assumes a Gaussian dis t r ibut ion of the errors), 
bu t we have lef t i t i n for completion. 
Chapter 4 
Dijet Production and BFKL 
I n the previous chapters we have developed the formalism and techniques necessary for 
implement ing a Monte Carlo for the B F K L evolution of a i-channel gluon exchange. I n this 
chapter we w i l l present some results for di jet production obtained using this approach. The 
B F K L Monte Carlo w i l l allow for energy and momentum conservation to be incorporated, 
which was the main mot iva t ion for constructing i t . I t w i l l , as we w i l l see, also help answer 
questions about the event topology, and help shed light on the question of the relevant scale 
for as for the fixed coupling B F K L exchange. We w i l l start by studying the characteristics 
of partonic cross section and then study the impact of the energy conservation on the 
hadronic di je t cross section at the L H C and the Tevatron. Finally, we present a study on 
Mueller-Navelet d i je t ratios at the Tevatron published in Ref.[35]. 
4.1 Characteristics of the Partonic Cross Section 
The first val id question to ask is i f the B F K L Monte Carlo approach w i t h fixed coupling 
reproduces the known solution of Eq. (2.56) to the B F K L equation for partonic di jet 
product ion. I n F ig . 4.1 we compare the predictions of the analytic B F K L solution plotted 
in Fig . 2.6 w i t h tha t obtained f r o m the Monte Carlo reformulation w i t h a ^ = 1 GeV 
and extending the sum over resolved gluons n to 20 (we w i l l later see that these are 
sensible choices). The red crosses are obtained using the Monte Carlo approach on the 
fixed order solution of Eqs. (2.67)-(2.68) ( w i t h the same value of as i n Fig. 2.6) whereas 
the green circles are obtained using a running coupling in the B F K L chain w i t h a value of 
A = 200 GeV, Nf = 4: and freezing the running at a scale corresponding to as{Ql) = 1. 
I n the last case, the running coupling is also applied to the impact factors, which is why 
the green circles do not line up w i t h the black fines i n the A y ^ 0 Hmit. This is the 
l i m i t where the B F K L effects vanish (since there is no rapidity-ordered phase space for 
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Cross section vs. rapidity difference 
A s y m p t . L O 
A n a l y t i c 
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o M C B F K L 
Rapidity difference 
Figure 4.1: The cross section for paitonic dijet production including the prediction from the 
analytic solution to the B F K L equation (black rising Une), the Monte Carlo fixed 
(red crosses) and running (green circles) coupUng solution, ag = 0.164. 
gluon emission) and the L O result is regained. We see tha t the iterative solution to the 
B F K L equation and the subsequent Monte Carlo implementation agrees very weU w i t h 
the analytic result. I n fact the two results are indistinguishable. Unfortunately there is no 
analytic predict ion available i n the l i terature for di jet production in the case of L L B F K L 
supplemented by a running couphng (although i t may be possible to obtain such a result 
firom the work in Ref.[27]). B o t h Monte Carlo results are obtained w i t h i n a reasonable 
running t ime corresponding to about 5-10 CPUminutes for every point . Understanding 
the behaviour of the nested integrals of rapidities proved to be the key in constructing 
a efficient importance sampling routine that allows a fcist integration over the rapidi ty 
ordered mu l t i - g luon phase space (see Appendix B ) . 
I n Fig . 4.2 we have f ixed the rapidi ty separation between the leading dijets at Ay = 3 
and also zoomed i n on values of the differential di jet cross section between 0.55fj,b and 
O.Qbfib. The cross section is seen to be only weakly dependent on the choice of / i , in fact 
varying fi between 0.2 GeV and 7 GeV only leads to a variation in the predicted cross 
section of 12% for this particular choice of the coupfing, rapidi ty difference and minimal 
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Figure 4.2: The /x-dependence of the Monte Carlo prediction for the partonic dijet cross section 
including B F K L evolution at A j / = 3. 
transverse momenta of the leading dijets (20 GeV) . A l l the results presented in this chapter 
are calculated w i t h a choice of /x = 1 GeV, and f r o m Figs. 4.1-4.2 we see that this is indeed 
a good choice. I n fact one could have chosen /j, slightly bigger and st i l l have obtained a valid 
result. The benefits thereby would be that the average dimension of the resolved gluon 
phase space would be reduced (fewer B F K L gluons passing the higher cut on transverse 
momenta are emit ted) , but since the running t ime of the numerical integration routine is 
not a problem we w i l l jus t choose fj, = 1 GeV. 
4.1.1 Radiation from the B F K L chain 
Having jus t i f ied tha t the reformulat ion of the solution to the B F K L equation does repro-
duce the known analytic solution, we can now begin to ask more detailed questions, where 
the answer is not known beforehand. Let us first study how the solution to the Monte 
Carlo B F K L is dis t r ibuted on the different number of resolved gluons. This is plotted 
i n F ig . 4.3 for the standard choice of the resolution scale fj, = 1 GeV and for different 
choices of the rap id i ty separation between the leading dijets. Each curve integrates to 
give the cross section at the specific choice of rapid i ty separation. This figure shows that 
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Figure 4.3: The contribution to the partonic cross section for choices of the rapidity separation 
from different numbers of resolved gluons. p±min = 20 GeV for the leading dijets. 
the solution to the B F K L equation / gets contr ibut ion f r o m 2-3 extra resolved gluons for 
every added uni t of rap id i ty span of the B F K L chain. We w i l l later see that the average 
number of gluons per uni t of rapidi ty is roughly constant along the chain. 
The number of jets i n a B F K L event w i l l be different f r o m the numbers suggested by 
this plot , since impor tan t effects like showering, recombination and hadronisation are not 
taken into account, and the cut of 1 GeV on the transverse momenta of the B F K L gluons 
is very low. We can, however, study the average number of harder gluons in a B F K L event 
by asking how many of the "resolved" gluons in Fig. 4.3 would pass a cut of say 20 GeV 
on the transverse momentum. This is shown on Fig. 4.4, where also the fines of Fig. 4.3 
are included for comparison. The integral over the dashed and f u l l lines of every colour is 
the same. I n the Monte Carlo model w i t h a resolution scale = 1 GeV, the contribution 
f r o m zero hard gluons w i t h a cu t -o f f of p j^ i = 20 GeV should be roughly the same as 
the contr ibut ion f r o m zero resolved gluons in a Monte Carlo model w i t h a resolution scale 
fi2 = 20 GeV, up to corrections of order {p±i/ni)^, which is i n fact related to the {n/p±)^ 
behaviour seen on the choice of fi i n Fig . 4.2. I t has been checked that the predictions 
for hard versus resolved gluons for different choices of the hard and resolution scale do 
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Figure 4.4: The contribution to the partonic cross section for choices of the rapidity span of the 
B F K L chain from different numbers of resolved (full) and "hard" (dashed) gluons 
emitted from the B F K L chain. 
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Figure 4.5: The average density of emitted gluons along the BFKL chain 
indeed observe this behaviour. This serves as a consistency check of the understanding of 
the physics described by the Monte Carlo formulat ion of the B F K L gluon exchange. 
The conclusion to be drawn f r o m Fig. 4.4 is that about one gluon per two units 
of rap id i ty interval is emit ted f r o m the B F K L chain w i t h a relatively hcird transverse 
momentum. Some hard gluons are expected in the multi-Regge kinematics, where all 
transverse momenta are assumed to be of the same order of magnitude as that of the two 
leading dijets. On Fig . 4.5 we plot the average density of emit ted gluons along a B F K L 
chain spanning 7 units of rapidity. The integral of this quanti ty w i l l equal the average 
number of emit ted gluons for the same span in rapidity. The upper line is the density of 
resolved gluons, whereas the lower density is that of harder {kj_ >20 GeV) B F K L gluons. 
This figure confirms tha t the B F K L gluons are emitted w i t h equal probabihty per rapidi ty 
interval along the chain. Analy t ic results have been obtained for the jet mul t ip l ic i ty 
f r o m the B F K L exchange (applied to deep inelastic scattering but the results can be 
modif ied to apply to di jet product ion too) by C. Ewerz and B.R. Webber [36, 37], but 
unfor tunate ly these results apply to the Laplace transformed / and are wi ld ly oscillating 
in w. A calculation of the je t mul t ip l i c i ty for a given rapidi ty span A y would require an 
integral over iv. Failing to do this analytically, i t would be interesting to compare our 
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Figure 4.6: The average centre of mass energy in gg —> gg scattering with (red) and without 
(green) B F K L evolution of the t channel gluon, with pxmin = 20 GeV for the di-
jets. Also plotted is the hadronic centre of mass energy squared for the Tevatron 
((1.8TeV)2) and the LHC. 
result w i t h a numerical integration of the results obtained by C. Ewerz and B.R. Webber. 
4.1.2 Energy Consumption of the B F K L Evolution 
We can now answer one of the questions mot ivat ing the construction of the Monte Carlo 
model: How much energy goes into creating the L L B F K L radiation? I n Fig. 4.6 we have 
plot ted the average centre of mass energy squared for normal di jet production (in which 
case (s^) is given analytically by Eq. (1.59)) and for di jet production in the high energy 
l i m i t w i t h B F K L evolution of the i-channel gluon exchange. The prediction for pure dijet 
product ion coincides w i t h the standard prediction for B F K L evolution, when the B F K L 
equation is solved analytically and the contr ibut ion f r o m the B F K L gluons to the centre 
of mass energy is neglected. Therefore, while the B F K L Monte Carlo so far has answered 
questions about the radiat ion f r o m the L L B F K L chain, Fig. 4.6 is in some way a first 
measure of the impact of including the contr ibut ion f r o m the B F K L radiation to the centre 
of mass energy. 
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The contribution from the BFKL radiation to the centre of mass energy is formally 
subleading compared to the contribution from the leading dijets. Indeed we see in Fig. 4.6 
that asymptotically (which is reached fast), the two curves have the same slope, even 
though they are offset by about 1.5 units of rapidity. This means that the kinematic limit 
of dijet production with BFKL evolution at hadron colliders is reached 1.5 units of rapidity 
before an estimate based on only the energy of the leading dijets. The rapid decrease of 
the pdfs as the kinematic limit is approached means that the horizontal lines of interest 
for a given hadron collider lie considerably lower than the lines indicated on the figure. 
Therefore, the effect of including the contribution from the BFKL radiation in the energy 
and momentum conservation is bigger than it may seem at first glance. When considering 
the implications on the cross section it must also be remembered that the BFKL evolution 
predicts an exponential rise with the rapidity span Ay. Therefore, effectively reducing the 
available rapidity span has a big impact on the prediction for the cross section. 
We can see explicitly why the two curves in Fig. 4.6 have the same asymptotic be-
haviour. We have already seen that the radiation from the BFKL chain is distributed 
evenly in rapidity along the chain. We can approximate the Bjorken x's given by Eq. (2.16) 
by assuming that all the kxi are equal to k and that the gluons are distributed evenly 
spaced over the rapidity span Ay, separated by Ayi . The Bjorken x's for the 2 —> n 
scattering then become (with y = e"^^' and assuming that yo + Un = 0. The centre of 
mass energy is independent of this last assumption) 
x„ = X, = ^e^y/'il + y + + • • • + y") = A ^ A . / Z L ^ . (4.1) 
In the large Ay Hmit, n 00 when the radiation is evenly spaced. Therefore we find in 
the large Ay limit 
which has to be compared with the pure dijet prediction s oc k'^e^^ with the same de-
pendence on Ay. I t is radiation from the region of the chain close to the endpoints that 
contribute the most to s, since the middle part of the chain will give exponentially sup-
pressed contributions to the energy (this is just a refinement of the asymptotic argument 
for dropping the contribution from the chain all together). This is why asymptotically 
there is only a diflPerence in the normalisation and not the shape of the two curves in 
Fig. 4.6. From Eq. (4.2) we see that the smaller Ay^, the bigger the difi'erence in normal-
isation. A small Ayi can be achieved by increasing q:^ , thereby increasing the amount of 
radiation in the region close to the endpoints of the chain. 
The observation that there is insuflficient energy available at present day colliders for 
all the BFKL radiation resummed in the analytic approach has led some to introduce 
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reduced efltective rapidity separations [38] to be used when making phenomenological pre-
dictions of BFKL signatures for comparison with data. The idea behind this is simply to 
somehow emulate the reduction of phase space for BFKL radiation dictated by energy and 
momentum conservation by reducing the rapidity span Ay that is fed into the solution to 
the BFKL equation. I t should be clear that the available BFKL Monte Carlo takes such 
effects into account exactly (the reduction in effective rapidity separations were estimated 
using the BFKL Monte Carlo approach of Ref.[25]). 
4.1.3 T h e R u n n i n g Coupl ing Case 
In this section we will compare the results obtained in the Monte Carlo formalism incorpo-
rating the running of the couphng to that of the fixed coupling case of the previous section. 
The introduction of the running of the coupling leads to a significant overall increase in 
the number of gluons being emitted for a given rapidity span of the chain compared to 
the fixed couphng scenario, see Fig. 4.7-4.8. This, of course, is partly due to the choice 
of scale for the coupling in the constant coupling case. A lower renormalisation scale 
would have led to more radiation. Fig. 4.8 is very interesting in that i t shows that the LL 
prediction of a uniform distribution of the BFKL radiation along the chain is changed in 
the running coupling case. There is increased activity at the ends of the chain before a 
plateau of activity is reached about 1.5 units of rapidity from the ends (at least for the 
A y = 7 case). We also see that most of the additional radiation is soft, and so the number 
density of "harder" BFKL gluons emitted at the plateau is not much diflterent from the 
fixed coupling case, although again the endpoints show increased radiation also of harder 
gluons. This effect is stiU being investigated. In Fig. 4.10 we see that (s) for the running 
coupling case grows faster than for the constant coupling case. This is a consequence of 
the bigger number of gluons radiated (and therefore the slower growth of (s) for the con-
stant coupling case is a consequence of the chosen lower value of the coupHng). However, 
we also see that asymptotically, the two subleading effects (first of all the effects of the 
running of the coupling, and secondly the effects of the gluon radiation on the centre of 
mass energy) are less pronounced, and the slope of the running coupling curve becomes 
similar to the slope of the leading dijet curve. The reason for the running coupling curve 
to start lower than the leading order fixed coupling one is that the transverse momentum 
spectrum is softer in the running coupling case. 
4.1.4 T h e Relevant Scale of in the B F K L C h a i n 
In this section we will investigate which choices of scale for evaluating the coupling can 
be considered sensible in the constant coupling BFKL formalism. Since the Monte Carlo 
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Figure 4.7: The contribution to the partonic cross section for choices of the rapidity separation 
from different number of resolved gluons for the rimning coupling scenario, pxmin = 
20 GeV for the leading dijets. 
approach offers complete control over all the momenta in the calculation, we can study 
how the vector sum 
j = l 
(4.3) 
evolves along the chain. The square of this is the scale relevant for evaluating the coupling 
(as seen in the running coupling formalism). Since each of the emissions kj± is approxi-
mately random and independent of any other radiation, the vector sum of Eq. (4.3) will 
perform a random walk in the transverse vector plane. This is the argument behind Bar-
tel's Cigar, the suggestion that this vector sum takes the shape of a cigar. The end points 
will obviously be fixed to the value of the leading dijets, but the sum is free to evolve 
randomly along the chain. In Fig. 4.11 we plot the evolution of this vector sum along the 
chain in the case of constant coupling for a chain of fixed length of 6 units of rapidity and 
the transverse momenta of the leading dijets fixed between 20 GeV and 30 GeV. Also, we 
have removed the very ends of the chain, since the plot is very peaked at these points. 
The units along the z-axis are arbitrary but for a given point along the BFKL chain the 
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Figure 4.8: The contribution to the partonic cross section for choices of the rapidity span of 
the BFKL chain from different number of resolved (full) and "hard" (dashed) gluons 
emitted from the running coupUng BFKL chain. MC errors only 
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Figure 4.9: The average density of emitted gluons along the BFKL chain for the running coupling 
formalism. 
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Figure 4.10: The average centre of mass energy in gg gg scattering with constant coupling 
(red) and running coupUng (blue) BFKL evolution of the t channel gluon, and the 
pm-e dijet case (green), pxmin = 20 GeV for the leading dijets. Also plotted is the 
hadronic centre of mass energy squared for the Tevatron ((l.STeV)^) and the LHC. 
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Figure 4.11: Bartel's cigar in the fixed coupUng scenario. Please see the text for further details. 
figure describes the frequency of appearance of the absolute value of the transverse vector 
sum. An event with e.g. 8 gluons wil l contribute to the plot in 9 bins, so that the absolute 
value of the transverse vector connecting two Lipatov vertices in the chain will be plotted 
at the average rapidity of the two emitted gluons. The integral of the plot is therefore the 
differential cross section at 6 units of rapidity times the average number of resolved gluons 
plus one. We see that the much feared diffusion into the infrared regime of the coupling is 
apparently not a problem, at least there is no suggestion of such a problem from the fixed 
coupUng calculation. I t would be interesting to make connection to the work of Ref.[44] 
suggesting a dramatic transition to the infrared regime for less modest values of the ra-
pidity span. The slightly strange appearance of Fig. 4.11 could be due to the fact that an 
event with an extreme amount of gluon radiation will contribute to the plot in many bins, 
even if the contribution to the cross section from this specific configuration is very low. 
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Therefore, perhaps the contributions to the plot should be weighted, so that each event 
configuration only contributes according to its contribution to the cross section, instead 
of the contribution to the cross section times the number of BFKL gluons (-f-1) in the 
event. This could perhaps also help to make a more direct relation between the shape 
of the figure and the amount of radiation. For example, we know from Fig. 4.9 that the 
density of emitted gluons is constant along the chain, which is not at all apparent from 
Fig. 4.11. 
4.2 The Hadronic Cross Section 
Until now we have been concerned solely with the partonic cross section. I t is now time 
to consider the impact of taking into account the energy taken up by the BFKL radiation. 
We assume factorisation and the differential hadronic cross section is then given by 
da = Xafixa,HF)xbfixb,HF)da, (4.4) 
with Xa, Xb given by Eq. (2.63). We will choose a factorisation scale of fip = {pa± +P6j_)/2. 
The cross sections in Eq. (4.4) are differentials with respect to the phase space of all 
involved particles. In the standard analytic approach to BFKL, the partonic cross section 
has already been integrated over the BFKL radiation, so the factorisation formula of 
Eq. (4.4) for dijet production is often approximated'by [19, 20, 23] 
d'^ „2 wO<?/rO «2 ^ ddggjAy) 
d Paid^Pfcxdyadyb d^Pa±d^Pb± 
where Sg{x,iiF) is the effective pdf of Eq. (1.58), and 
xl = ^ey^, xt = P-^e-y^. (4.6) 
are the Bjorken parton momentum fractions in the high-energy limit, a and b label the for-
ward and backward outgoing jet, respectively (except in the Bjorken momentum fractions, 
where a,b label the incoming gluons). The reason for choosing the minimum transverse 
momentum for the leading dijets as the factorisation scale is that the partonic cross sec-
tion wil l be dominated by this region of phase space. Sometimes the Bjorken x's are 
approximated by the exact 2 —> 2 scattering form of Eq. (1.57). Whichever of these last 
two approximations are chosen, the BFKL gluons are emitted at no cost in energy or 
longitudinal momentum of the incoming partons. This is because in the high-energy limit, 
the scattering cross section with BFKL evolution when written on the following form has 
already been integrated over the BFKL gluon phase space 
d^ggjAy) 
d^Paxd^Pbj. 
CAOS / ( q a ± , q b i , A y ) 
CAUS 
L Pbl 
(4.7) 
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Figure 4.12: The hadronic dijet cross section. Besides the cut on the minimum transverse mo-
mentum of the leading dijets, there has been introduced a cut on the scalar sum of 
the transverse momenta (see text for further details). The value of in the BFKL 
chain is chosen to be the same for the two plots. 
The exponential rise of the partonic cross section with BFKL evolution is driven by the 
emission of BFKL gluons. At the same time, the approximation of the Bjorken x's in 
Eq. (4.6) systematically underestimates the correct value of the parton momentum frac-
tions and thereby (in the region of relatively high parton momentum fractions) system-
atically overestimates the parton flux. By applying the approximations of Eq. (4.6), the 
BFKL radiation driving the exponential rise in the partonic cross section is emitted at 
no consequence for the decreasing pdfs. In the rest of this chapter we will investigate 
the impact of conserving energy and longitudinal momenta on the predictions for BFKL 
effects in hadronic dijet production at the LHC, unless stated otherwise. We wiU use the 
fit to the pdfs of Ref. [39]. 
In Fig. 4.12 we have plotted the prediction for the hadronic dijet cross section at 
the Tevatron and the LHC for the high energy limit of QCD with and without BFKL 
evolution of the ^-channel gluon. We have included the prediction for the BFKL evolution 
both using the parton momentum fractions in Eq. (4.6) and the exact version of Eq. (2.59). 
The same quantities are plotted in Fig. 4.13 in the case of the introduction of the running 
coupling, both at the impact factors and in the BFKL evolution. 
The numbers obtained using the truly asymptotic version of the parton momentum 
fractions obviously still show the same exponential growth over the high energy limit of LO 
QCD. However, the perhaps surprising and important conclusion to be drawn from these 
figures is that the reduction in parton flux as a result of adding energy and longitudinal 
momentum conservation is (at LHC energies) to lower the parton flux in such a way as to 
approximately cancel the rise in the subprocess cross section with increasing dijet rapidity 
separation {ajj ~ exp(AAy)) predicted from the standard BFKL approach. This strong 
pdf suppression is due to the dijet production being driven by the gluon pdf, which is 
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Figure 4.13: The hadronic dijet cross section for running coupUng. The cuts are the same as 
those used in Fig. 4.12. The predictions using only the leading contribution to the 
parton momentimi fractions has been left out, since the running coupUng is only 
implemented in the BFKL MC, and therefore there is no analytic calculation to 
compare with. 
very steeply falling in x for the region in x of interest. This means that even the sUghtest 
change in x has a dramatic impact on the parton flux. The leading-order QCD prediction 
for the hadronic dijet cross section is therefore only slightly modified when including BFKL 
evolution of the i-channel gluon to an almost no-change situation at the LHC. Note that 
the overall normalisation of the LL BFKL cross section is questionable, since first of all 
the relevant scale for evaluating the coupling might well be diflFerent from the chosen scale 
of the transverse momentum of the leading dijets. Secondly, we have not at all discussed 
the (related) variation of the results with varying renormalisation scale. Therefore, the 
relevant question to ask is not i f the BFKL predictions lie slightly above or below the LO 
predictions, but whether a different shape in the distributions is predicted. 
I t turns out that dijet production with a simple cut on the minimum transverse mo-
mentum of the jets is extremely infra-red sensitive due to incomplete cancellations of 
higher order virtual and real corrections on the region of phase space where both jets are 
close to the lower l imit [40]. This problem will be discussed further in Sec. 4.3.4. Here 
we wil l just note that the curves in Fig. 4.12- 4.13 have been produced with a lower cut 
on the transverse momenta of the dijets and a lower cut on the sum of the size of the 
transverse momenta 
PaUPbX. > P±mm, Pal + Pb± > 2p±min + ^• (4.8) 
While at leading order this effectively amounts to just one single cut on the transverse 
momenta, i t has a different effect for higher order corrections and for the BFKL prediction. 
W i t h the expected fingerprint of BFKL, the exponential rise of the cross section with 
increasing rapidity separation between the leading dijets, completely annihilated by the 
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Figure 4.14: The contribution to the hadronic cross section from different number of resolved 
gluons (constant coupling case). This figure is to be compared with Fig. 4.3 in 
the partonic case. Since the hadronic cross section falls off rapidly with increasing 
rapidity span, the cross section for each rapidity span has been normaUsed to 1. 
pdf suppression one might fear that the BFKL resummation is completely irrelevant at 
present collider energies. This would certainly be the case i f the result of imposing the 
energy and momentum conserving constraint was that there would be no energy left to 
emit any of the higher order BFKL gluons, or if their number would be significantly 
reduced. This (luckily) turns out not to be the case. In Fig. 4.14 we have plotted the 
equivalent of Fig. 4.3 for the hadronic cross section. By comparing with Fig. 4.3 we see 
that the energy and momentum conserving constraint has decreased the number of resolved 
gluons compared to a calculation of the hadronic dijet production with BFKL based on 
the asymptotic values of the parton momentum fractions (such a calculation would have 
identical BFKL signatures to that of the partonic calculations). In Fig. 4.15 we plot the 
equivalent of Fig. 4.4 for the partonic case. We see again, that the introduction of the pdf 
constraint has reduced the number of gluons emitted from the BFKL chain. In particular, 
the amount of harder radiation is significantly reduced for the larger rapidity spans. 
In Fig. 4.18 we investigate how this decrease of emission is distributed along the BFKL 
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Figure 4.15: The contribution to the hadronic cross section from different number of resolved 
gluons and harder gluons (constant coupling case). This figme is to be compared 
with Fig. 4.4 in the partonic case. Since the hadronic cross section faUs off rapidly 
with increasing rapidity span, the contribution for each rapidity span has been 
normalised to 1. 
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Figure 4.16: The contribution to the hadronic cross section from different number of resolved 
gluons (running coupUng case). This figme is to be compared with Fig. 4.7 in 
the partonic case. Since the hadronic cross section falls off rapidly with increasing 
rapidity span, the cross section for each rapidity span has been normalised to 1. 
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Figure 4.17: The contribution to the hadronic cross section from different number of resolved 
gluons and harder gluons (running coupling case). This figure is to be compared 
with Fig. 4.4 in the partonic case. Since the hadronic cross section faUs off rapidly 
with increasing rapidity span, the contribution for each rapidity span has been 
normalised to 1. 
chain. We have plotted the equivalent of Fig. 4.5 for hadronic dijet production, i.e. after 
the inclusion of the pdfs evaluated at the relevant energy for the LHC. The figure has 
many curves, but is not as complicated as it might appear at first sight. The four upper 
lines describe the number density of resolved gluons, and the lower four lines describe the 
same for harder (A;j_ > 20 GeV) gluons. The black lines are obtained by ignoring the 
contribution of the BFKL radiation to the parton momentum fractions. We see that in 
this case the prediction from the partonic calculation of a fiat distribution of the emission 
along the chain is unchanged, as expected. The red lines are obtained by evaluating the 
pdfs at the values of the exact parton momentum fractions of Eq. (2.16), and correspond to 
the predictions of the BFKL curve in Fig. 4.12. We see that the amount of gluon emission 
is reduced, just as expected from a comparison between Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.14. Fig. 4.18 
clearly shows the suppression of radiation close to the endpoints of the BFKL chain. This 
is caused by the fact that radiation in these regions contributes the most to the increase 
in the parton momentum fractions. Therefore, radiation in the endpoint regions lead to 
a relatively bigger pdf suppression than similar radiation in the middle of the chain. The 
amount of radiation in the central region of the chain is about 92% overall and 75% for 
the harder radiation compared to the partonic case. At the endpoints the radiation drops 
significantly lower, but just how much depends on the span of the chain. These numbers 
depend on the specific shape of the (gluon) pdf, and to access this dependence we have 
also included the result of performing a similar calculation with toy pdfs that are constant 
at the value 1 for values of the parton momentum fractions (pmf) between 0 and 1. Such 
a calculation results in the blue and green line for the leading and ful l contribution to the 
pmf respectively. The suppression of radiation at the end points is still visible, but far 
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Figure 4.18: The average density of emitted gluons along the BFKL chain for the constant cou-
pling formalism in the case hadronic dijet production. Please see text for fmther 
details. 
less dramatic than in the physical case, since the addition contribution from the BFKL 
radiation to the pmf only has an effect if the pmf thereby increases beyond 1. In the 
physical case, the pdfs fall off roughly as (1 — x)^, and therefore any increase in x has 
signiflcant consequences. 
One might at first be surprised to find that there is any difference between the results 
of the calculations resulting in the blue and the black curves on Fig. 4.18. This difference 
is presumably generated since in the case of the unphysical fiat pdfs the leading dijets 
are on average much harder than in the physical case. This feeds back into the BFKL 
equation to give an overall harder event. 
The important conclusion to be drawn from Fig. 4.18 is that the suppression of the 
BFKL evolution is not as dramatic as suggested by the cancellation of the BFKL rise in 
the dijet cross section by the pdf suppression. Fig. 4.18 might also support the idea of 
introducing an effective reduced rapidity span of the BFKL chain in analytic calculations. 
The BFKL evolution is obviously most important in a reduced rapidity span, where the 
B F K L emission is only slightly reduced compared to the partonic prediction. In the next 
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section we wil l discuss an observable less sensitive to the steepness of the gluon pdf. 
4.2.1 A n g u l a r Decorrelat ion 
The leading dijets will at leading order be back-to-back. However, the distribution of 
the azimuthal angle between the jets is smeared by gluon radiation and by hadronisation. 
Part of the gluon radiation originates from the mechanism responsible for BFKL effects, 
namely from gluon radiation in the rapidity interval between the jets. Accordingly, the 
transverse momentum imbalance [23, 41] and the azimuthal angle decorrelation [19, 23, 
24, 38, 42] have been proposed as observables sensitive to BFKL effects, even when the 
pdf suppression is taken into account. This is because that the pdf dependence to some 
extent will cancel in forming the ratio when calculating the average azimuthal angle of the 
leading dijets, and therefore the result will be closer to what is expected from the partonic 
calculation. 
To be specific, we will study the average azimuthal angle between the dijets as a 
function of the rapidity difference between them. The partonic prediction can be calculated 
analytically by use of the closed form Eq. (2.54) of the solution to the BFKL equation. 
Although the pdfs wiU cancel to some extent for the ful l hadronic prediction, there is 
still some residual dependence on the energy of the event. As the kinematic limit of 
dijet production is neared, the event configuration must go back to the pure dijet case of 
only two partons produced. This means that the leading dijets go back to the back-to-
back LO configuration. This feature will be completely missed in the analytic approach, 
where the energy-consumption of the BFKL radiation is not taken into account. This will 
potentially pose a big problem for the analytic approach, since it will first of all predict a 
too big decorrelation between the dijets with increasing rapidity span of the BFKL chain, 
and secondly i t will predict this to continue to the kinematic limit. I t is not clear a priori 
in which region of rapidities the analytic prediction will be valid, since first "asymptotic 
values" of the rapidity span has to be reached for the formalism to be valid, but these 
"asymptotic values" cannot be too big in order not to be in conflict with the total energy 
available at the collider. In essence, examining this problem is what the construction of 
the Monte Carlo approach is all about. 
I t is clear that the LO prediction of the back-to-back dijets is very sensitive to higher 
order corrections. I t is also very sensitive to any cut in phase space that might spoil the 
cancellation between virtual and real higher order corrections. Therefore, in Fig. 4.19 we 
have plotted the average azimuthal angle between the leading dijets as a function of the 
rapidity separation between them with the same cut on the sum of the transverse momenta 
of the leading dijets mentioned earlier. We have plotted the numbers for both the case 
of the asymptotic versions of the pmf and that of the exact form. A striking feature of 
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Figure 4.19: The average azimuthal angle of the leading dijets as a function of the rapidity 
separation between them. The black points is obtained using the exact form of the 
parton momentiun firactions, whereas the green points are those obtained using the 
asymptotic version. The MC errors are underestimated on this plot, since the same 
random numbers were used in forming the nmnerator and denominator of the of 
relevant fraction, and therefore the respective errors are correlated. This was not 
taken into account in calculating the MC errors of the figiu-e. 
the plot is the apparent linear decrease of the cosine of the average azimuthal angle with 
increasing rapidity separation in the region of rapidity separation between roughly 2 and 
6. This linear behaviour is expected if every extra unit of rapidity span is filled with the 
same amount of radiation, which is exactly what the conclusion from the equivalent of 
Fig. 4.18 for a short rapidity span, where the plateau of radiation is reached closer to the 
ends of the chain. Therefore, one might argue that the BFKL evolution is relevant at the 
LHC only for rapidity separations between say 2 (before Asymptotia is reached) and say 
6-7 (where the effects of the finite energy available sets in). The exact numbers obviously 
depends on the specific cuts applied. But the idea remains the same. When conserving 
energy and momentum, there is both a lower and an upper limit on the rapidity span for 
the validity for the BFKL approach. 
An earher study [24] of the dijet angular correlation showed reasonable agreement 
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between the Monte Carlo BFKL approach and data from the Tevatron. A NLO QCD 
calculation gives too Httle decorrelation between the leading dijets, but both this and 
the BFKL prediction should be taken as only preliminary results in a comparison with 
data, since any parton level prediction has to be supplemented with parton showering 
and hadronisation before comparison with the hadron level data is made. In this way, 
the LO prediction of back-to-back jets is changed to describe data to the same degree of 
satisfaction when showering and hadronisation is applied according to the event generator 
HERWIG[43]. However, this particular study was carried out with equal and opposite cuts 
on the leading dijets leading to a very high sensitivity to Sudakov logarithms due to the 
incomplete cancellations between higher order virtual and real corrections. This means 
that the B F K L logarithms get "polluted" with other logarithms, and i t is not clear which 
leads to the biggest effect. I t would therefore be interesting to repeat the experimental 
study with the choice of a more suitable set of cuts to minimise the Sudakov logarithms. 
4.3 Dijet Production at the Tevatron 
In this section we will describe a study where we have applied the Monte Carlo approach 
to B F K L to a study of dijet production at the Tevatron run 1. The study was published 
in Ref.[35] and contains work from other authors. Specifically, the NLO QCD calculations 
were performed by Stefano Frixione, and the analytic BFKL calculations are the original 
work of Vittorio Del Duca and Carl Schmidt. However, for completion we will describe 
the fu l l work in this thesis. 
Long ago Mueller and Navelet suggested [20] to look for evidence of BFKL evolution 
by measuring dijet cross section at hadron colliders as a function of the hadronic centre-
of-mass energy -^s, at fixed momentum fractions Xa^b of the incoming partons. This is 
equivalent to measuring the rates as a function of the rapidity interval Ay = |ya — y^l 
between the jets. In fact, at large enough rapidities we have seen that the rapidity interval 
is well approximated by the expression Ay ~ ln(s/ |£|), where s = XaXbS and \i\ ~ PxaPib, 
with pxa.b being the moduh of the transverse momenta (i.e., the transverse energies) of the 
two jets. Thus, since the cross section tends to peak at the smallest available transverse 
energies. Ay grows as Ins at fixed Xa,b-
I t is clear that the measurement proposed by Mueller and Navelet is not feasible at 
a collider run at a fixed energy; on the other hand, to look for the BFKL-driven rise 
of the parton cross section directly in the dijet production rate da/Ay as a function 
of Ay is difficult due to the steep fall-off of the parton densities, as explained in the 
previous sections. However, as we have seen, the emission of BFKL gluons in the rapidity 
span between the leading dijets will lead to some degree of decorrelation in the azimuthal 
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angle. The azimuthal angle decorrelation has indeed been studied by the DO Collaboration 
at the Tevatron Collider [45]. As expected, a NLO partonic Monte Carlo generator, 
JETRAD [46, 47], predicts too little decorrelation. However, the analytic BFKL formalism 
predicts a much stronger decorrelation than that observed in the data. In fact, the data are 
well described by the HERWIG Monte Carlo generator [43], which dresses the basic 2 -> 2 
parton scattering with parton showers and hadronisation. This hints at a description of 
the azimuthal angle decorrelation in terms of a standard Sudakov resummation [48]. I t 
therefore appears that, in the presence of Sudakov logarithms, i t is quite difficult to cleanly 
extract the presence of BFKL logarithms from this observable, not least because the latter 
are expected to be smaller than the former in the energy range explored at present. I t 
thus comes as no surprise that DO Collaboration [45] find no strong evidence of BFKL 
effects in their data. 
Recently, the DO Collaboration [49] has revisited the original Mueller-Navelet proposal, 
and has measured the ratio 
R = 4 ^ (4.9) 
of dijet cross sections obtained at two different centre-of-mass energies, = 1800 GeV 
and y/s^ = 630 GeV. The dijet events have been selected by tagging the most for-
ward/backward jets in the event, and the cross section is measured as a function of the 
momentum transfer, defined as = PaLPhXi and of the quantities 
XI = cosh(Ay/2), X2 = ^ e " ^ cosh(Ay/2), (4.10) 
with y = {ya + yb)/2, Ay = J/a — 2/6 > 0, and ya (yb) are the rapidities of the most forward 
(backward) jet. The dimensionless quantities xi and are reconstructed from the tagged 
jets using Eq. 4.10, irrespective of the number of additional jets in the final state. In 
leading-order kinematics, for which only two (back-to-back) jets are present in the final 
state, we have xi — Xa and X2 = x^, the momentum fractions of the incoming partons. 
Higher-order corrections will spoil this relation; however, i f one assumes that xi = Xa and 
X2 = Xb are still reasonable approximation, this imphes that when the ratio in Eq. (4.9) is 
computed at fixed xi and X2, the contributions due to the parton densities cancel to a large 
extent, thus giving the possibility of studying BFKL effects without any contamination 
from long-distance phenomena. 
In the analysis performed by DO [49], jets have been selected by requiring ka^bX > 
20 GeV, \ya,b\ < 3, and Ay > 2. The cross section was measured for ten (xi,a;2) bins, 
of which we list in 4.1 the six with the upper bound of the range in xi smaller than or 
equal to the upper bound of the range in X2 (the others may be obtained by interchanging 
xi •o^  X2)- Finally, a cut on the momentum transfer, 400 < < 1000 GeV^, has been 
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xi range X2 range 
bin 1 0.06-0.10 0.18-0.22 
bin 2 0.10-0.14 0.14-0.18 
bin 3 0.10-0.14 0.18-0.22 
bin 4 0.14-0.18 0.14-0.18 
bin 5 0.14-0.18 0.18-0.22 
bin 6 0.18-0.22 0.18-0.22 
Table 4.1: {xi,X2) bins, with the upper bound of range in xi not larger than the upper bound 
of the range in X2-
imposed. Wi th larger statistics, a binning in Q'^ would also be possible. These cuts 
select dijet events at large rapidity intervals. To have a crude estimate of the typical 
Ay values involved, we observe that, in a given {xi,X2) bin, the data accumulate at the 
minimum xi and X2 in order to maximise the parton luminosity, and at minimum k± in 
order to maximise the partonic cross section. We can then use the LO kinematics (4.10) 
to obtain the effective rapidity interval. For instance, in bin 5 we find Ay^ ~ 5.3 at 
y ^ = 1 8 0 0 GeV, and Ay^ ~ 3.1 at = 630 GeV. In addition, we see that in the 
large-Ay limit, Ay^ Ay^ + \n{s^/Sg). 
The data collected by DO are compared to BFKL predictions as given by Mueller 
and Navelet, and an effective 'BFKL intercept' is then extracted (see Eq. (4.22) below). 
However, we argue in this analysis that the different reconstruction of the x's used by DO as 
compared to the original Mueller-Navelet analysis (see Eqs. (4.10) and (4.17)), and some of 
the acceptance cuts imposed in the experimental analysis, like the introduction of an upper 
bound on the momentum transfer Q^, actually spoil the correctness of this procedure, and 
require modifications of the Mueller-Navelet formulae. These modifications are subleading 
from the standpoint of the BFKL theory, however they have an impact on the extraction 
of the BFKL intercept at subasymptotic energies. Furthermore, the fact that dijet events 
are selected by means of transverse momentum cuts which are the same for the two tagged 
jets poses additional problems: large logarithms of (non-BFKL) perturbative origin enter 
the cross section, and thus the ratio of Eq. (4.9) is affected by the same kind of problems 
as the azimuthal decorrelation. 
In this study we address the quantitative importance of these issues on the DO analysis 
using a combination of analytic and numerical techniques and several different theoretical 
approximations for dijet production. 
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4.3.1 T h e S tandard Muel ler-Navelet Analys i s 
By integrating out the azimuthal angles in the solution of the BFKL equation Eq. (2.54), 
one finds the azimuthally averaged solution ^ 
4 ^ ^ ^ - ° ° ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
where 
u{u) = - 2 a , [Re V (1/2 + iu) - ^ ' ( l ) ] (4.12) 
= A-Bi^^ + 0{u'^), (4.13) 
with tp the digamma function, and 
a, = asNjTT, A = 4a, In 2, B = 14C(3)a„ (4.14) 
Furthermore, with the pmf given by the asymptotic values of Eq. (2.60) we can write the 
hadronic cross section in the approximation of Eq. (4.5) as [20] 
^ = l , A M . t , , ) S i 4 . . . ) ^ , (4.16) 
In order to elucidate how the DO Collaboration [49] evaluates the effective BFKL 
intercept, we follow the original Mueller-Navelet approach [20], i.e. we substitute Eq. (2.44) 
and Eq. (4.11) into Eq. (4.15) and integrate it over the size of the transverse momenta 
Pa± and pb± above a threshold E_i, at fixed coupling a, and fixed x„, x^. The rapidity 
interval Ay = \ya — yb\ in Eq. 4.11 is determined from the x's (Eq.2.60), 
Ay = In (4.16) 
Pa±Pb± 
and since i t depends on Pa±PbXy it is not a constant within the integral. However, the 
dominant, i.e. the leading logarithmic, contribution to Eq. 4.11 comes from the largest 
value of Ay , which is attained at the transverse momentum threshold, thus in Ref. [20] 
Ay is fixed at its maximum by reconstructing the x's at the kinematic threshold for jet 
production and setting them in a one-to-one correspondence with the jet rapidities 
Then the factorisation formula (4.15) is evaluated at fixed a;^'^,a;^'^. Having fixed the 
rapidity interval (4.16) to 
Ay = l n ^ ^ ^ , (4.18) 
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the integration over pa± and pb± can be straightforwardly performed^, and the gluon-gluon 
cross section Eq. (2.44) becomes 
(4.19) ^9g{Pa±>E±,Pb±>Ex) = ^ ^ J ^ ( A y , l ) , 
with 
1 r°° e'^ ('^ )^  
T{z, t) = — du - cos(2i. In t). (4.20) 
For asAy < 1, we can expand Eq.(4.20) and obtain [20] 
a , , ( p „ x > E^, > E^) = [l + O ((a,Ay)2)] . (4.21) 
On the other hand, for Ay » 1 we can perform a saddle-point evaluation of Eq. (4.20), and 
using the small-z^ expansion (4.13), we obtain the asymptotic behaviour of the gluon-gluon 
cross section [18, 50] 
4 ? " - ' f e x > ^ . . . . . > ^ . ) ^ ^ ^ . (4.22, 
At very large rapidities the resummed gluon-gluon cross section grows exponentially 
with Ay, in contrast to the LO {0{a1)) cross section (4.21), which is constant at large Ay. 
Prom the asymptotic formula (4.22) the effective BFKL intercept asFKL = A+l can be 
derived. In the experiment of Ref. [49] the BFKL intercept is measured by considering the 
ratio of hadronic cross sections, Eq. (4.15), obtained at different centre-of-mass energies 
and at fixed xi^2 and scale. This, i t is hoped, allows the dependence on the parton densities 
to cancel, and the ratio of hadronic cross sections is therefore approximately equal to that 
of partonic cross sections evaluated at the relevant Ay values. 
In Eq. (4.19) and Eq.(4.22) we have summarised the standard Mueller-Navelet analysis 
in which it is assumed that the x's are reconstructed through Eq. (4.17), and that the jet 
transverse momenta are unbounded from above. However, this is not the case for the DO 
analysis, since 
a) DO collect data with an upper bound on = PaXPbX, which is of the same order of 
magnitude as the square of the lower cut on the jet transverse momenta, and thus 
cannot be ignored in the integration over the transverse momenta. 
6) DO reconstruct the x's through Eq. (4.10), which is well approximated by Eq. (2.60), 
but not by Eq. (4.17). As we have seen, any BFKL radiation will introduce further 
corrections in the form of Eq. (2.63), which can have a significant impact on the 
value of the pdfs. 
^In order to do the integrals analytically, it is necessary to fix the factorisation scale HF in Eq. (4.15), 
e.g. HF = Ej_. 
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We examine these two issues, and the modifications they entail on Eq.(4.19) and Eq.(4.22), 
in turn. 
4.3.2 D i je t Produc t ion wi th an U p p e r B o u n d on 
In the Mueller-Navelet analysis the integration over the transverse momenta is taken up 
to infinity on the grounds that a finite and large upper bound on the transverse momenta 
would entail a contribution which is power suppressed in the ratio of the jet threshold to 
the upper bound. However, DO collect data with an upper bound on = PalPbl, namely 
g L x = 1000 GeV2, while Q^,^ = El = 400 GeV^. When Q^j„ ~ Ql,,, the upper bound 
cannot be ignored in the integration over the transverse momenta. 
In order to assess what the modification on Eq. (4.19) and Eq. (4.22) is, we integrate 
the gluon-gluon cross section of Eq. (4.7) over the transverse momenta ^•iid pi,± above 
a threshold E± with the upper cut < Q^ax imposed. We obtain 
^gg{Pa±> Ex,Pb±> E±,PaXPb±< Qmax) = ^ ( A y , l ) 
with rapidity interval A y defined in Eq. (4.18), defined in Eq. (4.20), and 
e'^M^ sin(2i / lni) 1 /"^ t 
2u 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
/2 + 1/4 
The analytic form of Eq. (4.23) depends on the particular definition of the upper cutoflF 
Qmax that DO uses, and changes substantially the shape of the gluon-gluon cross section 
(see Fig. 4.20) and in particular its subasymptotic dependence on Ay. At a^Ay < 1, we 
expand the exponentials in Eq. (4.23) and obtain 
^gg {Pal > , Pb± > ^ 1 , PaXPbl < Qmax ) = 1 -
E^, 
Q 2 
max 
+ O (a ,Ay) (4.25) 
Thus for the DO cuts, Ql 1000 GeV^, Eq. (4.25) lowers the LO cross section (4.21) 
by 40%. At A y > 1 a saddle-point evaluation of Eq. (4.23) yields 
| . {A3 /»1) 
99 {Pa± > E^, P6J. > E^, Pa±Pbl.< Qmax) = ' « 
(4.26) 
X < e 
BA2//4 ^ nn{Ql,JEl) + BAy/2\ _ ^ f ^BA^ 
, V VBA^ J V 2 Q 
EL^fHQLJElr 
2 
max 
VBA^ 
with the error function 
dte (4.27) 
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Using the asymptotic expansion of the error function at a; 2> 1, for very large rapidities 
y/BAy > 1 and at fixed QmaxZ-^x we obtain 
^i^'^^'\pal,Pb±>E^,PaXPbL< QLX)= ^ ' 2El ^TrBAy/4 
(4.28) 
which is simply the asymptotic cross section of Eq. (4.22) reduced by a constant factor. 
For the DO values of E^ and Qmax> this corresponds to a reduction by a factor of about 
4.3 in the standard asymptotic formula (4.22). 
Although it might appear from Eq. (4.28) that the only effect of the Q^^x to 
change the normahsation relative to Eq. (4.22), which would drop out of the ratio of 
cross sections, one has to keep in mind that both equations are derived (from Eqs. (4.23) 
and (4.19) respectively) in the asymptotic hmit Ay » 1. In Fig. 4.20 we plot both the 
integral formulae and their asymptotic solutions. We see that the differences &gg ~ Ofgg ^ 
are roughly constant with respect to Ay, and thus the relative differences get smaller with 
increasing Ay. However, at the Ay values relevant to DO analysis, it appears that non-
negligible subleading corrections to the asymptotic formulae should be taken into account 
when determining the effective BFKL intercept. As can be inferred from Fig. 4.20, these 
effects are more important when a cut is imposed, since in this case it takes longer for 
the exponential rise with Ay to set in. 
In conclusion, the effect of an upper bound on the product of the jet transverse mo-
menta can have a significant eff'ect on both the normalisation and Ay dependence of the 
gluon-gluon cross section. For the DO values, the increase of the cross section firom small 
to large Ay is weakened by a factor of approximately 2, as shown in Fig. 4.20. Care must 
therefore be taken in attributing any observed cross section increase exclusively to the 
QAAV cgFKL' factor. 
4.3.3 D i j e t P r o d u c t i o n at re's F i x e d as in the DO Set-up 
In the analysis performed by DO, the x's are reconstructed through Eq. (4.10). Since the 
jets are selected by requiring that Ay > 2, Eq. (4.6) is a good approximation to Eq. (4.10). 
Conversely, the x's (4.17) used in the Mueller-Navelet analysis are by definition a good 
approximation to the DO x's (4.10) only at the kinematic threshold for jet production. 
Therefore in this section we shall examine the modifications induced on Eq. (4.19) and 
Eq. (4.22) by defining the x's as in Eq. (4.6). First, we note that in this case the jet 
rapidities are not fixed, rather in a given (x^, x°) bin all the transverse momenta and 
rapidities contribute which fulf i l Eq. (4.6). Thus the rapidity interval between the jets 
cannot be used as an independent, fixed observable. For convenience, we rewrite the 
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4 5 6 
Rapidity difference 
Figure 4.20: The dependence of the LL BFKL gluon-gluon subprocess cross section on the dijet 
rapidity separation Ay, without (Eq. (4.19), upper dashed hne) and with (Eq. (4.23), 
lower solid hne) the Q^^x cut. The 'data points' are the same quantities calculated 
using the BFKL Monte Carlo, with fixed and no additional kinematic cuts. Also 
shown are the asymptotic Ay 3> 1 approximations, Eqs. (4.22) and (4.28). The 
parameter values are = 0.164, E± = 20 GeV, Q^^^ = 1000 GeV^. 
rapidity interval in Eq. (4.16) as 
with^ 
jrj2 
Ay = y + In ^ 
™0„0c 
y ^ i n ^ 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
The requirement that the rapidity interval be positive, Ay > 0, imposes an effective upper 
bound on Q^, 
2 „ y 
Qmax = Eie (4.31) 
^The constant Y resembles the rapidity interval of Eq. (4.18) used in the Mueller-Navelet analysis, 
however it is not the same since Eq. (4.29) implies that Ay < Y, while Eq. (4.16) and Eq. (4.18) are just 
two different ways of defining the same rapidity interval. 
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Integrating then the gluon-gluon cross section (4.7) over pa± and pb± above E±, at fixed 
x^, x° and fixed couphng ag, we obtain 
^ggiPal > El_, PbL > Ex_, PalPb±< Qmax) = 
X 
E^, - / £2 
max 
(4.32) 
with 
4 
and cj{i^) as in Eq. (4.12). Note that as Y" 0 in Eq. (4.31), the upper bound on goes 
to the kinematic threshold, Q^ax ^  E^, and accordingly the cross section (4.32) vanishes. 
Note also that the tilde functions T (4.33) and Q (4.34) reduce to the functions T (4.20) 
and Q (4.24) for 1 but agY a 1. This is understandable because the limit < 1 
is equivalent to neglecting subleading corrections, since (as)^Ay <gC a^Ay, and therefore 
to neglecting differences in the definition of the rapidity interval. Ay ^ Y. For y 2> 1 we 
perform a saddle-point evaluation of Eq. (4.32), and obtain the asymptotic behaviour 
<7jg {Pa± > E^, Pb± > Ej_, PaXPbL< QLX) 
2El ./^^BY/4il + Ay 
(4.35) 
We can also use the above analysis to include the DO experimental cuts of < 1000 GeV^ 
and Ay > 2. In this case the analysis holds unchanged except that the upper bound on 
is given by 
QLX = min(1000 GeV^, Ele^""-^^), (4.36) 
where we have used the fact that Ay > 2 imposes the second effective upper bound on 
Q^. The shape of the cross section as a function of Y depends crucially on whether 
the upper bound on is given by Eq. (4.31) or (4.36) (see Fig. 4.21). This is more 
clearly apparent in the asymptotic region, F > 1, since for the upper bound (4.31) we 
can safely take Q^ax ~^ 0°) with only the first term in the square brackets of Eq. (4.35) 
contributing; conversely, when the upper bound is given by Eq. (4.36), the sharp cutoff 
'Smax = 1000 GeV^ is much more restrictive than the bound (4.31) and depletes the cross 
section, which is given by the whole Eq. (4.35). 
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Using Fig. 4.21, we can get some idea of the expected effect of the Ay > 2 cut on the 
cross section ratio measured by DO. From Eq. (4.36) we see that this cut is inconsequential 
when 
Y>2 + ln(1000 G e V V E i ) ~ 2.92 , (4.37) 
where we have used Ex^ = 20 GeV. Conversely, this cut removes the entire cross section 
for Y <2. For = 1800 GeV we find Y > 2.92 for all bins, so the cut has no effect. 
However, for ^/s = 630 GeV we find Y = 2.37 in bin l,Y = 2.63 in bin 2, and Y = 2.88 in 
bin 3, where we have used the minimum xi and X2 in each bin to evaluate Y. Thus, bins 
1 and 2 (and to some extent bin 3) get depleted at 630 GeV, simply due to the Ay > 2 
cut.. In section 4 we will see that this leads to a large cross section ratio in these bins, 
independent of the BFKL dynamics. 
Finally, we note that the asymptotic cross section Eq. (4.35) has the same shape in 
Y as Eq. (4.22) in A y but different normaHsation: at asiQ"^ = 400 GeV^) = 0.164, the 
normalisation of Eq. (4.35) with upper bound (4.31) is a factor 2.1 smaller than the one of 
the standard asymptotic formula (4.22), which becomes a factor 5.4 smaller than the one 
of Eq. (4.22) if the upper bound (4.36) is used. However, as Fig. 4.21 shows, for the values 
of rapidity interval relevant to the DO analysis we are far from the asymptotic region, and 
thus all the caveats made at the end of Sec. 4.3.2 on the extraction of the BFKL intercept 
from the DO data apply in this case as well. 
4.3.4 E q u a l Transverse M o m e n t u m C u t s : a Dangerous Choice 
We now take a closer look at the set-up specific to the DO analysis of Ref. [49]. As a 
preliminary observation, we might say that the values Ay probed are quite far from the 
asymptotic region where Eq. (4.22) is expected to hold, particularly at - ^ / i = 630 GeV, 
where A y is of the order of 2 to 3; unfortunately, here the only solution is to wait for 
the LHC to come into operation. A more serious, but solvable, problem is the following: 
dijet rates are quite sensitive to the emission of soft and collinear gluons, in the case in 
which they are defined by imposing equal cuts on the transverse energies of the two tagged 
jets. In this sense, a dijet total rate is completely analogous to the azimuthal correlation 
mentioned above. A detailed discussion on this point is given in Ref. [40], and will not be 
repeated here. In the current study, we will limit ourselves to illustrating the discussion 
of Ref. [40] by means of examples relevant to dijet production at the Tevatron. We will do 
this in two steps. First, in Subsection 4.3.5, we will report on a study on this issue using 
a fixed-order perturbative computation, showing that dijet cross sections defined with 
unequal transverse momentum cuts do not have the same problems as those defined with 
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Ay orY 
Figure 4.21: The dependence of the LL BFKL gluon-gluon cross section on Ay in the standard 
Mueller-Navelet calculation (Eq. (4.19)) (upper solid line) and on Y for the DO 
setup (Eq. (4.32)). Foiu: cvu-ves are shown for the definition of x's applied in the 
DO analysis: Dashed line for the requirement Ay > 0, dotted fine for Ay > 2, 
dash-dotted for Q^ax of E*l- (4-36) and finally the lower, fat dash-dotted line for 
the asymptotic behaviour (Eq. (4.35)) using <5^ax of Eq. (4.36). The histograms 
are filled using the MC. 
equal cuts. Then, in Subsection 4.3.6, we will repeat the standard BFKL dijet analysis in 
the more general case of unequal transverse momentum cuts. 
4.3.5 D i j e t C r o s s Sections at F i x e d Perturbat ive Order 
In this subsection^, we consider jet production at fixed perturbative order in QCD. In 
particular, we use the partonic event generator of Ref. [51], which is accurate to NLO 
for any one- or two-jet observables. Similarly to what has been done previously for the 
gluon-gluon cross section, we define a total dijet cross section as follows: 
a{V,C) = (T{Pa±>E^,Pb±>E^+V,C), (4.38) 
^In the fixed order pQCD analysis we set fj.F = (Poj. -I-P b ± ) / 2 . 
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Figure 4.22: Dijet rates, as defined in Eq. (4.38), for various cuts C. The cases of - / i = 630 GeV 
(left) and oi y/s = 1800 GeV (right) are both considered. Dotted cinves and circles 
have been rescaled by factor of 10 (left) and 50 (right). See the text for details. 
where C generically indicates a set of cuts to be added to transverse-momentum cuts. As 
already mentioned, DO have 
| y i | < 3 , A y > 2 , < IQOO GeV^ (4.39) 
{i = a,b), together with some additional cuts on xi and X2; furthermore, E± = 20 GeV. 
The rates defined in Eq. (4.38) are shown in Fig. 4.22, the left (right) panel presenting 
the case of -^ s = 630 GeV (-/s = 1800 GeV). Each plot consists of three sets of results, 
corresponding to different choices of C; for each of these choices, both the NLO results 
(displayed by the solid, dashed, and dotted curves) and the LO results (displayed by the 
boxes, diamonds and circles) are given. The solid curves and the boxes are obtained by 
imposing only the pseudorapidity cuts |yi | < 3. The dashed curves and the diamonds 
correspond to the previous cuts on y^  plus the cut A y > 2. Finally, the dotted curves and 
the circles are relevant to the cuts given in Eq. (4.39), plus those that define bin number 1 
(see Table 4.1). Notice that the results relevant to bin 1 have been multiplied by a factor 
of 10 and 50 at - ^ / i = 630 GeV and y/s = 1800 GeV respectively, so that they can be 
shown together with the other results on the same plot. 
From the cross section definition in Eq. (4.38), i t is clear that the smaller V, the larger 
the phase space available; thus, one naively expects that the smaller V, the larger the cross 
section. This is indeed what happens at the LO level, regardless of the cuts C. On the 
other hand, the NLO cross section increases when V decreases only ifV is not too close to 
zero; when V approaches zero, (t(I>) has a local maximum, and then turns over, eventually 
dropping below the LO result. As discussed in Ref. [40], at 2? = 0 the NLO result is finite 
(i.e., does not diverge), but the slope da/dV is infinite. Fig. 4.22 thus clearly shows that 
at D = 0 (which corresponds to the definition adopted in the experimental analysis) the 
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NLO Born 
P = 0 P = 2 P = 4 D = 0 V = 2 P = 4 
bin 1 -0.12(6) 1.55(4) 2.62(7) 1.681(3) 2.340(7) 4.16(3) 
bin 2 -0.16(4) 1.14(3) 1.46(4) 1.265(3) 1.417(4) 1.739(8) 
bin 3 -0.16(5) 0.92(3) 1.13(4) 1.074(3) 1.098(5) 1.138(6) 
bin 4 -0.19(6) 0.92(4) 1.15(5) 1.036(4) 1.045(6) 1.068(8) 
bin 5 -0.35(5) 0.82(3) 1.01(4) 1.026(4) 1.027(6) 1.020(7) 
bin 6 -0.45(9) 0.82(7) 1.08(9) 1.015(9) 1.01(1) 1.00(1) 
Table 4.2: Fixed-order predictions for the ratio defined in Eq. (4.9). Numbers in parentheses 
give the statistical error, which affect the last digit of the results shown. The values 
of V are given in GeV. 
cross section is affected by large logarithms, that can spoil the analysis performed in terms 
of B F K L dynamics, exactly as in the case of the azimuthal decorrelation. 
Fig. 4.22 already suggests a possible solution to this problem: simply define a dijet rate 
by considering different transverse momentum cuts on the two jets (that is, P > 0). From 
the plots, we can expect that the potentially dangerous logarithms affecting the region 
P = 0 are not large starting from P of the order of 3 or 4 GeV. The figure might also at 
first sight seem to imply that a similar problem arises in the large P region in the case in 
which the (physically relevant) cuts on x i and X2 are imposed (dotted curves and circles). 
However, it is easy to understand that in such a case the large difference between the NLO 
and LO results is simply due to phase space: in fact, at LO P > 0 effectively forces both 
jets to have k±^ > E± + P; at NLO, this is no longer true. 
Let us therefore consider again the ratio of Eq. (4.9), now rewritten to indicate explic-
it ly the cuts adopted: 
R{V, C) = a{V, C;^/^= 1800 GeV)/c7(P, C;^ = 630 GeV) (4.40) 
with C given in Eq. (4.39), and additional (binning) cuts on x i and X2- Our predictions 
for R, both at NLO and LO, are presented in Table 4.2, where we show the results for all 
of the bins of Table 4.1. The entries relevant to P = 0 display a pathological (negative) 
behaviour at NLO. However, even if they were positive, they could not be considered 
reliable, since any fixed-order QCD computation (beyond LO) is unable to give a sound 
prediction in this case. On the other hand, we see that for larger values of P the situation 
improves, in the sense that i t reproduces our naive expectation: the ratio should converge 
towards one, for increasing Ay (i.e., larger bin numbers); while for P = 2 GeV the NLO 
results are still sizeably different from the LO results, in the case of P = 4 GeV the NLO 
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Vs = 1.8 TeV = 0.63 TeV 
V = 0 V = 2 P = 4 V = 0 V = 2 P = 4 
bin 1 31.01(3) 21.24(3) 14.19(2) 18.46(3) 9.080(2) 3.399(1) 
bin 2 22.66(2) 15.52(2) 10.36(2) 17.91(2) 10.98(2) 5.969(2) 
bin 3 13.50(2) 9.22(2) 6.16(2) 12.57(2) 8.39(2) 5.41(2) 
bin 4 12.11(3) 8.29(2) 5.54(2) 11.69(3) 7.20(2) 5.19(2) 
bin 5 7.19(1) 4.90(1) 3.26(1) 7.10(1) 4.78(2) 3.19(1) 
bin 6 4.25(2) 2.89(2) 1.92(1) 4.19(2) 2.85(2) 1.92(1) 
Table 4.3: Cross sections in nanobarns as given in Eq. (4.38), at the LO and for two different 
centre-of-mass energies. Statistical errors are given in parentheses. 
and LO results are statistically compatible (within one standard deviation) for bins 3-6, 
and they are both approaching one. 
Inspection of Fig. 4.22 and Table 4.2 tells us that, in order to avoid the presence 
of large logarithms of non-BFKL nature in the cross section, a value of X> = 4 GeV is 
probably a better choice than V = 2 GeV. Of course, the larger V, the smaller the cross 
section, and therefore the fewer the events. In order to give an estimate of the loss of 
events that one faces when going from V = 0 to larger values, we present in Table 4.3 our 
LO predictions for the rate defined in Eq. (4.38), with the cuts of Eq. (4.39) and our six 
bins. Of course, i t is well known that NLO corrections are mandatory in jet physics to 
get good agreement with data. However, here we just want to have a rough idea of the 
number of events lost when increasing one of the transverse energy cuts; this number is 
sensibly predicted by the ratio a{V)/a{V = 0), even if a is only computed at LO. From 
the table, we see that at I> = 4 GeV the number of events decreases, compared to the 
case P = 0, by a factor slightly larger than two; this factor gets much larger only for the 
first two bins at - ^ i = 630 GeV, which are however less relevant from the point of view of 
BFKL dynamics. 
4.3.6 D i je t Produc t ion in the B F K L T h e o r y wi th an A s y m m e t r i c C u t 
We now turn again to the BFKL equation, and study the dependence on the offset V in-
troduced in the previous subsection. We start by integrating the gluon-gluon cross section 
(4.7) over pa± > E± and pb± >Ex+'D with the upper cut = Pa±Pbi< 1000 GeV^, and 
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with the x's defined as in the Mueller-Navelet analysis, Eq. (4.17), 
&gg{Pa± > E±,PbA. >Ej_+V, PaLPbl< Qmax) = 2E^{Ei+V) 
E^ \ E^{Ex+V) 
(4.41) 
X <^  .F Ay, 
Ex+V 2Q 2 max 
Q { Ay, 
Q 2 max 
+ G[Ay 
[Ex + Vf 
Q 2 max 
with T and Q defined in Eq. (4.20) and Eq. (4.24). Repeating the calculation as in 
Sec. 4.3.3, with the x's defined as in Eq. (4.6), yields a cross section of the same form 
as Eq. (4.41) up to replacing the rapidity interval (4.18) with the constant (4.30), the 
upper bound Q^^x above with Eq. (4.36) and the function T {G) with T {Q), Eq. (4.33) 
Eq. (4.34). At P = 0 we recover Eq. (4.23) and Eq. (4.32) respectively. However, near 
P = 0 Eq. (4.41) and its analogous one with the tilda functions display the same qualitative 
behaviour when expanded to NLO as the exact NLO cross section [40]. In order to see 
this, we take Eq. (4.41) in the Hmit Q^ax ~^ oo, such that only the first term on the right 
hand side of Eq. (4.41) survives. We analyse its NLO term by expanding its exponential 
to Oia,), 
^ggiPa±>Ex,Pb±>E± + V) 
L °° l - 2 a , A y [Re V> (1/2 + zi.) - ^(1)] ( E^ AEx{Ex+V)J_^ Z . 2 - M / 4 2iv (4.42) 
+ O {{ocsAyf) . 
The denominator has poles at = ±i/2. For the LO term, the integration over u is 
straightforward. For the NLO term, we use the integral representation of the digamma 
function, 
(4.43) 
and after performing the integrals over v and x, we find 
^gg{PaL>Ex,Pb±>Ex+V) 
^C\al \ 1 
^ 2 
, , 2ExT>-V'^^ -2ExV-V'^ 
1 - a^Ay ( In 
El 
+ {E^^Vf 
+ O [{aAy?) • 
{Ex+Vf 
, /2E_iV + V'^^ 2ExV + V'^ 
1 - a . A y ^ — ^ -
+ 2 In 
E^ + V 
E± 
e{-v) 
In 
{E^ + W 
+ 21n 
E^ 
E^ + V 
6{V) 
(4.44) 
At LO, transverse-momentum conservation forces the cross section to behave like I/El 
for P < 0 and like l/(£?± + for P > 0, even though the cuts over the transverse 
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momenta are asymmetric, see Fig. 4.23. For V — 0, Eq. (4.44) reduces to Eq. (4.21). For 
|P| <C E±, Eq. (4.44) becomes 
^gg{Pal>E^,Pb±>E^+V) = + O ( ( a ,Ay )2 ) 
(4.45) 
The slope of Eq. (4.44) with respect to V is negative (positive) for V < 0{> 0), and 
infinite at P = 0, in agreement with Ref. [40]. In addition, by using Eq. (4.45) to evaluate 
the ratio (4.9) and remembering that asymptotically Ay^ —>• Ay^ -t- 21n(1800/630), we 
find that the NLO BFKL ratio also goes to 1 as Ay grows, in agreement with Table 4.2. 
In the BFKL Monte Carlo approach, the implementation of asymmetric cuts on the 
jets is straightforward. For fixed a^ and no additional cuts or parton densities, the analytic 
result of Eq. (4.41) is reproduced, see Fig. 4.23. 
Finally, we can use the BFKL Monte Carlo to calculate the 'DO' cross section ratios 
defined in Eq. (4.9), in the various bins. Table 4.4 gives the predictions using the Monte 
Carlo run in two modes: 
Naive: fixed as, no kinematic constraints, parton densities evaluated at Bjorken x's given 
in Eq. (4.6). 
Full: running a^, energy-momentum conservation applied, parton densities evaluated at 
Xa, Xb values given in Eq. (2.63). 
Evidently neither the naive BFKL nor the BFKL MC calculation shows the 'pathological' 
behaviour of the exact NLO calculation at P = 0 (this is already apparent from Fig. 4.23). 
Instead the numbers are quite stable against variations in V. For all V the naive BFKL 
calculation shows an initial decrease in the cross section ratios, before reaching a minimum 
around bin 4 where the expected rise due to BFKL dynamics sets in. The initial decrease is 
simply the subasymptotic effect of the Ay > 2 cut on the cross section at = 630 GeV, as 
discussed in Section 4.3.3, and consistent with the qualitative behaviour of the Born cross 
section ratios in Table 4.2. On the other hand, if the effects from the parton densities 
did factorise out completely, one would expect an asymptotic (in bin number) ratio of 
R = (SA/SB)^ with A = 2 i ^ 4 i n 2 ^ 0.45 [26]. This gives R ^ 2.6 for the DO values. 
However, we have already argued that such a rise is not expected in the DO analysis, 
mainly because of the rather stringent cut (see Fig. 4.20 and Fig. 4.21). Furthermore, 
the expected rise is also slightly decreased by the cut in Xa,Xb < 1, and hence on pa± and 
Pb±, introduced by the parton densities. The ful l BFKL MC calculation ratios also show 
an initial decrease to a minimum around bin 4. However now the ratio is below 1 already 
from bin 3 onwards. Such an effect was already reported and explained in ReL [26]. I t 
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Naive BFKL BFKL MC 
P = 0 P = 2 P = 4 P = 0 P = 2 P = 4 
bin 1 2.16(4) 2.56(5) 3.61(8) 1.615(3) 2.013(5) 2.922(8) 
bin 2 1.47(4) 1.53(4) 1.73(4) 1.048(2) 1.114(2) 1.289(3) 
bin 3 1.22(4) 1.16(4) 1.10(3) 0.866(2) 0.851(2) 0.872(2) 
bin 4 1.18(4) 1.12(4) 1.14(4) 0.806(4) 0.783(2) 0.787(2) 
bin 5 1.26(6) 1.14(5) 1.11(5) 0.847(2) 0.824(2) 0.820(3) 
bin 6 1.31(8) 1.28(7) 1.20(6) 0.863(3) 0.841(3) 0.838(3) 
Table 4.4: BFKL predictions for the ratio defined in Eq. (4.9). Numbers in parentheses give the 
statistical error, which affect the last digit of the results shown. The values of V are 
given in GeV. 
is a kinematic effect due to an effective upper limit on the transverse momentum allowed 
for each emitted gluon. As the rapidity separation between the dijets is increased towards 
its maximum allowed value, the BFKL gluon phase space is squeezed from above and 
the 'naive' cross section is heavily suppressed. The higher the collision energy the more 
dramatic the effect, and hence the ratio R falls below 1. 
4.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter we started by analysing the characteristics of the BFKL evolution using 
the BFKL MC approach developed in earlier chapters. We started by observing that 
the BFKL MC does indeed reproduce the partonic cross section obtained in the analytic 
approach, and it is stable under variations of the resolution scale. We then analysed in 
detail some characteristic radiation patterns from the BFKL chain to back the analysis 
of the energy consumption by the BFKL evolution. Here we found that the contribution 
to the centre of mass energy results in a given energy being reached about 1.5 units of 
rapidity before an estimate based solely on the leading dijets. This in turn imphes that 
the contribution from the BFKL evolution to the parton momentum fractions significantly 
reduces the parton fiuxes at present (Tevatron) and future (LHC) collider energies. This 
implies that the parton level prediction of a BFKL rise of cross section over the leading 
order result does not carry through to the hadronic level at the given collider energies. 
We therefore studied the azimuthal angle correlation and found that it is possible to get 
a prediction for this observable that is much more stable under the observation of energy 
and momentum conservation. However, the angular correlation is very sensitive to other 
logarithms when too simplistic cuts are placed on the dijet transverse momenta. However, 
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Figure 4.23: The dependence of the gluon-gluon subprocess cross section on the offset V, for fixed 
separation Ay — 3. The resiunmed prediction Eq. (4.41) is shown as a soUd fine, 
wi th the results of the corresponding BFKL Monte Carlo calculation superimposed. 
The dash-dotted fine is the LO contribution, and the dashed Une is the © ( Q S ) 
contribution of Eq. (4.44). The parameter values are = 0.164, E± = 20 GeV, 
i t is hoped tha t fu ture studies w i l l be able to clar i fy whether there is any hope of getting 
a good B F K L observable in di je t production. 
Finally, we have reconsidered the suggestion by Mueller and Navelet of studying dijet 
cross sections at large rapidi ty intervals and for different hadronic centre-of-mass energies, 
in order to f i nd evidence of B F K L physics. We were motivated by a recent paper by the 
DO Collaborat ion [49], where di jet data have been used to measure the effective B F K L 
intercept by comparison w i t h the standard analytic asymptotic formulae given by Mueller 
and Navelet. We have argued tha t the def ini t ion of the momentum fractions used by DO 
and some of the acceptance cuts imposed by DO spoil the correctness of this procedure, 
and require a more careful theoretical investigation. 
I n particular, we are concerned by a difference between DO and the standard Mueller-
Navelet analysis i n the reconstruction of the momentum fract ion x of the incoming partons, 
by the presence of an upper bound on the momentum transfer , and by the requirement 
tha t the two tagged jets have the same m i n i m u m transverse energy. 
The Q'^ cut allows, at the experimental level, and together w i t h the binning cuts on 
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xi_2, a reduction of the systematic errors, since in the rat io of the cross sections measured 
at different centre-of-mass energies the dependence on the parton densities cancels to a 
significant extent. We have shown that , at the level of partonic cross sections, the upper 
bound on and the x's used in the DO analysis reduce the Mueller-Navelet cross section 
by a factor of more than 5. On the other hand, the dependence on such a cut, as well 
as the dependence on the precise defini t ion of the x's, cancel out when considering the 
rat io of cross sections obtained at different energies. However, this is only true when the 
asymptotic forms of the cross sections are considered. Unfortunately, at the energies and 
rap id i ty intervals probed at the Tevatron, i t appears that the asymptotic expansions do 
not reproduce accurately enough the exact analytic results; i n particular, the quality of 
the approximations are worse i n the case in which an upper cut on is imposed. We are 
therefore led to conclude that , regardless of the use of cross sections or of rates of cross 
sections to study B F K L physics, the effect of an upper bound on cannot be ignored. 
As far as the cuts on the transverse momenta of the trigger jets are concerned, we 
have pointed out tha t i n the case in which such cuts are chosen to be equal, even the cross 
sections (and not jus t the azimuthal angle correlation) are plagued w i t h large logarithms 
of perturbat ive, n o n - B F K L origin. I n this sense, the to ta l di jet rates are therefore on 
the same foo t ing as the azimuthal decorrelations. We therefore believe that a much safer 
choice is to have different cuts on the transverse momenta of the two jets. 
C h a p t e r 5 
W Production with Associated 
Jets 
I n this chapter we w i l l discuss another application of the B F K L Monte Carlo to a process 
in the l i m i t of J > A mot iva t ion for the analysis of processes in the l im i t s > and 
i n part icular for di je t product ion in hadron collisions at large rapidi ty intervals, inclusive 
or w i t h a rap id i ty gap, is to use i t as a test ground for the production of a Higgs boson 
i n association w i t h jets at the L H C . A Higgs boson is mainly produced via gluon fusion, 
gg ^ H, mediated by a top-quark loop. I f the Higgs-boson mass is above the threshold 
for vector-boson production, the Higgs boson decays mostly into a pair of Vt^  or bosons. 
The signal, though, is likely to be swamped by the W W, Q C D and 11 backgrounds. 
A Higgs boson of such a mass is also produced in qq —>• qqH via electroweak boson 
fusion, WW and Z Z ^ H, though at a smaller rate [52]. However, this would have a 
dist inctive radiat ion pat tern w i t h a large gap in parton production in the central rapidi ty 
region, because the outgoing quarks give rise t o forward jets i n opposite directions [53, 54], 
w i t h no colour exchanged between the parent quarks that emit the weak bosons [55, 56]. 
Accordingly, the topology of the f ina l state has been used to reduce the overwhelming 
WW + 2-jet background [57]. I n fact, requiring two forward jets i n opposite directions in 
V7 + 2-jet product ion, which implies a large di jet invariant mass, w i l l mean that the 
par ton sub-processes become dominated by gluon exchange in the crossed channel, w i t h 
the W's produced forward i n rapidity. 
I n this chapter, we analyse forward W production in association w i t h jets as a natural 
extension of di je t product ion at hadron colliders, and as a process that for large dijet 
invariant masses shares the same dynamical features (i.e., gluon exchange in the crossed 
channel) as WW + 2-jet product ion w i t h forward jets, but is considerably simpler to 
analyse. There are addit ional reasons to consider this process: first ly, i t could be exper-
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imental ly easier to pick up forward W bosons that decay leptonically than forward jets; 
once a forward lepton has triggered the event, one observes the jets that are associated 
to i t , w i t h no l imita t ions on their transverse energy. Conversely, i n a pure je t sample one 
usually triggers the event on a je t of relatively high transverse energy, thus the triggering 
je t cannot be too forward. Secondly, W production in association w i t h jets lends itself 
na tura l ly to extensions to the high-energy l i m i t , since i t favours configurations w i t h a 
forward W boson, as we shall see in Sec. 5.1.2. 
This s tudy has been pubHshed in Ref.[58] and contains work by other authors. We w i l l 
here concentrate on the work performed w i t h the B F K L Monte Carlo but include other 
parts of the analysis where this helps in pu t t ing this into context. 
5.1 K i n e m a t i c s of W 1-jet and W + 2-jet Product ion 
I n this section we analyse i n detail the kinematics of W production in association w i t h one 
or two jets, and we show tha t i n pp colliders asymmetric configurations w i t h a forward 
W boson are natura l ly favoured.-^ The results presented here have been obtained using 
tree-level ma t r i x elements generated by M A D G R A P H [59] and analysed by F. Mal ton i , 
V . Del Duca and W . J . Stirhng. 
5.1.1 W + 1-jet Product ion 
We consider the hadroproduction a W boson w i t h an associated je t . A t leading order 
( L O ) , the par ton subprocesses are qq ^ Wg and qg —> W q. The momentum fractions 
of the incoming partons are given through energy-momentum conservation by 
^ (5.1) 
w i t h pjj_ the je t (and the W) transverse momentum and m± = ^jva^ + \Pi^\'^ the W 
transverse mass. 
We would hke to study the typical distributions in yj and in yw- A t proton-antiproton 
colhders, the subprocess qq ^ Wg \s leading; since the incoming quark and antiquark 
are valence quarks and the up and the down quark dis t r ibut ion functions have different 
shapes, this impose an asymmetry in the rapidi ty dis t r ibut ion of W'^ versus W~ bosons, 
bo th i n f u l l y inclusive (Drell-Yan) W boson production [2] and i n W -|- 1-jet production, 
and accordingly a large plateau for the rapidi ty dis t r ibut ion of the W boson as a whole. 
^Unless stated otherwise, we always understand W to include both and W production. 
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Figure 5 .1 : Rapidity distributions of the W boson for the subprocesses {a) qg Wq and (6) 
qq 5 at the LHC centre-of-mass energy = 14 TeV and with Pj^^m — 
30 GeV. 
Also at proton-proton coUiders, the W boson may be produced abundantly in the 
forward rap id i ty region. As in the rapidi ty asymmetry, the physical mechanism is 
the difference i n the shape of the pdfs of the incoming partons. I n fact, to be definite 
let us consider the subprocess qg W q, which at proton-proton colliders is dominant, 
and suppose tha t the incoming gluon enters f r o m the negative-rapidity direction while the 
quark enters f r o m the posit ive-rapidity direction, so we can ident i fy Xa as the gluon and 
Xb as the quark momentum fractions. The gluon dis t r ibut ion funct ion is very steep, so i t 
pays off to have Xa as small as possible, which can be achieved by taking yw negative. 
Tha t increases considerably the value of X(,, but , because of the shape of the valence-
quark d is t r ibu t ion funct ion , i t can be achieved wi thout paying a high price. I n Fig.5.1, 
we consider the rap id i ty d is t r ibut ion of the W boson in 1 ^ -f- 1-jet production, broken up 
into its par ton components. The renormalisation and factorisation scales, ^LR and are 
taken to be equal to {\pj^ \ + m i ) / 2 . I n Fig.5.1 and Fig.5.6 we have taken the W mass 
to be mw = 80.44 GeV, we have used the pdfs of the package MRST99cg and evolved 
as accordingly [60]. App ly ing the argument above to both the gluon incoming directions 
for q g ^ W q, yields a broad rapid i ty dis t r ibut ion of the W boson, Fig.5.1a. The picture 
above applies to the subprocess qq Wg too. F ig .5 . lb , since the antiquark is i n this case 
a sea quark. 
I n case the W boson is produced forward in rapidity, w i t h which rapidi ty is the jet 
typical ly produced? I f the je t is produced in the opposite hemisphere w i t h respect to the 
W boson, the rapid i ty interval \yw — yj\ is large, however we know that in this case - I - 1 -
je t product ion is strongly suppressed (at L O ) , since its par ton subprocesses can only have 
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Figure 5.2: Rapidity distributions of the jet for the subprocesses (a) qg ^ W q and (6) 9 g —> W g 
at the LHC centre-of-mass energy ^/s = 14 TeV and with Pj^min = 30 GeV. 
quark exchange i n the crossed channel, and thus the related production rate falls off w i t h 
the par ton centre-of-mass energy s. Thus this configuration is dynamically disfavoured. 
On the other hand, je t product ion in the same hemisphere as the W boson or centrally in 
rap id i ty keeps Xa small wi thou t substantially increasing x j , . However, whether the je t is 
produced in the central region or i n the same hemisphere as the W boson depends on the 
detailed shape of the pdfs, namely on how large we can afford to make Xb while keeping 
Xa small. I n Fig.5.2 we plot the rapid i ty distributions of the je t at L H C energies. 
5.1.2 W + 2-jet Product ion 
Let us consider the hadroproduction of a W boson w i t h two associated jets. A t L O the 
par ton subprocesses are 
(a) gg-^Wqq, 
(b) qq^Wgg,Wqq, 
(c) qq^Wqq, 
(d) qg^Wqg. 
(5.2) 
The momentum fractions of the incoming partons are given through energy-momentum 
conservation by 
Xa = 
Xb = 
\Pj2± 
(5.3) 
-yw 
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subprocesses a{W+) a{W-) 
gg Wqq 170 170 
qq^W gg + Wqq 580 400 
qq W qq 400 300 
qg -> Wqg 3300 2200 
Table 5.1: Total cross sections (pb) for the production of boson in association with two 
jets wi th transverse momentum Pji2± ^ 30 GeV and interjet distance RUiJi) = 
^/iVji ~ VhY + (<Aji ~" - rapidity-azimuthal angle plane. 
w i t h P j i 2± *he je t transverse momenta and mj_ = ^ / m ^ -I- [pj^j^ - f pj^j^ P the transverse 
mass. For the four subprocesses of Eq. (5.2), the to ta l cross section for the production of 
a W boson i n association w i t h two jets is given in Tab.5.1. 
Next , we would like to study the rapidi ty distributions of the W boson and the two 
jets . I n Fig.5.3 and Fig.5.6 we plot the rapid i ty distributions of the W and of the two 
jets i n -F 2-jet production. The renormalisation and factorisation scales, pLR and 
are taken to be equal to ( j p j i x l + |Pj2±l + " T ' i ) / 2 . The subprocess gg W qqis perfectly 
symmetric, thus the W boson and the two jets are produced mostly in the central rapidi ty 
region. However, i n the other subprocesses this is not the case: looking at the distributions 
i n y iy (Fig.5.3) we see tha t as we move f r o m (a) to {d) the W boson tends to be produced 
more and more forward i n rapidity. Examining the distributions in yj^ (Fig.5.4), where j2 
is the j e t tha t is closest t o the W, we see tha t this j e t tends to fol low the W i n rapidity. 
F rom the distr ibutions in yj^ — yj^ (Fig.5.5), we see that i n (a) and (b) je t 1 tends to be 
produced more centrally; i n (d) i t follows the W boson and je t 2, thus emphasizing the 
kinematical features already noted in W + 1-jet production (the t w i n peaks observed in 
Fig.5.5 in (a), (b) and (d) are due to requiring two jets w i t h interjet distance R(ji,j2) > 
0.4); f ina l ly i n (c) i t tends to be produced far i n rapidi ty f r o m the W boson and jet 2. 
To understand how these configurations come about, we consider qg —> Wqg and 
fol low the analysis of Sec.5.1.1, i.e. we ident i fy Xa as the gluon and Xh as the quark 
momentum fractions. To make Xa as small as possible at the price of increasing Xb, the 
W boson is produced forward (Fig.5.3). Note that w i t h respect to Sec.5.1.1 this is made 
easier by the presence of two jets, which let the W boson have a transverse momentum 
as small as kinematically possible: ul t imately, when the jets are balanced in transverse 
momentum, the W transverse mass reduces to the mass, m± mw- I n addition, one jet , 
say j2, is always l inked to the W boson v ia a quark propagator as i n VF-I- 1-jet production, 
so i t tends t o fol low the W i n rapidity, as i n Fig.5.4, however the position of the other je t 
is a dynamical feature peculiar of - f 2-jet production: thanks to the gluon exchanged 
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Figure 5.3: Distributions in yw for the subprocesses of Eq. (5.2) at the LHC centre-of-mass 
energy v^i = 14 TeV and with p j^^ in = 30 GeV. 
in the crossed channel, that je t can be easily separated in rapidi ty f r o m the W boson. I n 
qq —> W g g,W qq, the kinematical mechanism is the same asinqg^Wqg since the 
antiquark has a sea quark pdf, however only qq ^ Wqq can have a gluon exchanged in 
the crossed channel. For g g W qq, which has equal pdfs for the incoming particles and 
no gluon exchanged in the crossed channel, we obtain a central dis tr ibut ion, as expected. 
Note, however, tha t i n Fig.5.3 and fol lowing the contr ibut ion of gg ^ W qq to W + 2-
j e t product ion is quite small. The qq —> Wqq channel is peculiar, since the largest 
contr ibut ion comes f r o m valence-quark distributions, which tend to have rather large x's. 
I n addit ion, at the dynamical level i t features only diagrams w i t h gluon exchange in the 
crossed channel. Thus to make one x large, i t tends to have the W boson and a je t slightly 
forward i n rapidity, while to make the other x large, i t has the second je t well forward 
(and opposite) i n rapidity. 
Next , we require tha t the two jets are produced w i t h a sizeable rapidi ty interval, 
IVji ~ yj2\ ^ 2, and look at the rapid i ty d is t r ibut ion of the W boson w i t h respect to the 
je t average, yw - (2/ji + y j2 ) / 2 (Fig.5.6). Now the requirement that the rapidi ty interval 
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Figure 5.4: Distributions in yj^, where j2 is the jet that is closest in rapidity to the W, for the 
subprocesses of Eq. (5.2) at the LHC centre-of-mass energy \/s = 14 TeV and with 
Pj^min = 30 GeV. 
between the jets is large makes the subprocesses w i t h gluon exchange in the crossed channel 
stand out even more, and the W boson, which is linked to one of the jets by quark exchange 
in the crossed channel, to follow that je t i n rapidity. This is stressed by the double peaks 
i n (b), (c) and (d). Note that the dip between the peaks is maximal iov qq W qq, which 
features only diagrams w i t h gluon exchange in the crossed channel. Conversely gg ^ W qq 
yields the W boson i n the central rapidi ty region and approximately equidistant f r o m the 
two jets, however i t is strongly suppressed since i t can only have quark exchange in the 
crossed channel. 
The plots of Fig.5.6 are characterised by the dominance of the subprocesses featuring 
gluon exchange in the crossed channel. The same feature is exhibited by events where we 
select the je t , say j i , tha t i n rapidi ty is furthest away f r o m the W, require that \yw - y j i | > 
2, and examine the d is t r ibu t ion in yw - Uj-i- Since in this case j2 is always linked to the 
W boson by quark exchange, the distr ibutions are all centered about zero. The leading 
subprocesses factorise then natural ly into two scattering centres: an impact factor for 
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Figure 5.5: Distributions in yj^ — yj^ for the subprocesses of Eq. (5.2) at the LHC centre-of-mass 
energy y/s = U TeV and with pj^mi„ = 30 GeV. 
W + 1-jet product ion, and an impact factor for je t production. The two impact factors are 
connected by the gluon exchanged in the crossed channel. Accordingly, the dashed lines 
of F ig . 5.6 have been obtained by taking the high-energy l i m i t of the amplitudes featuring 
crossed-channel gluon exchange (see Eq. (5.13). On these amplitudes we can then insert 
the universal leading-logarithmic corrections of 0 ( a " l n " ( 5 / | £ | ) ) , and resum them through 
the B F K L equation. 
5.2 T h e Product ion R a t e for W + 2 Jets 
I n the collision of two hadrons A and B, the differential product ion rate of a 1 ^ boson 
w i t h two associated jets is given in terms of the rapidities and transverse momenta by 
da 
d'^Pj^^ (JPpj^^ d^pw^ dyj, dyj^ dyw 
\M^J\ 
= ^ a / t M ( ^ « ' M F ) ^ 6 / j 7 B ( ^ 6 . M F ) ^ ^ ^ ^ < ^ ^ ( P M / ± + Pji± + Ph±) ' (^-4) 
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Figure 5.6: Distributions of the rapidity of W boson with respect to the jet average, yw - (yji + 
yj^)/2 at j j / j i - yj^ \ > 2 for the subprocesses of Eq. (5.2) at the LHC centre-of-mass 
energy y/s = 14 TeV and with p^j^min = 30 GeV. The dashed Une has been generated 
by taking the amplitudes in the high-energy hmit, as explained after Eq. (5.13). 
w i t h par ton momentum fractions (5.3). I n Eq. (5.4) the dynamics of the scattering is fu l ly 
contained i n the squared ampli tude. 
I n + 2-jet product ion in the l i m i t \yj^ — yj^l 3> 1 (see Sec.5.1.2), the parton sub-
processes qq Wqq and qg Wqg and qq -> Wqq al l feature gluon exchange in 
the crossed channel. Thus the funct ional f o r m of the corresponding QCD amplitudes is 
the same, jus t as for the simpler case of di je t production. They differ only by the colour 
strength in the impact factor for je t production, separated f r o m the impact factor for W 
boson and the other je t by the gluon in the crossed channel. The impact factor for ly-1-jet 
product ion can now be calculated using spinor techniques and neglect subamplitudes w i t h 
l ike-hel ic i ty gluons, since these w i l l be subleading i n the high-energy l i m i t . A n alternative 
approach is to calculate the squared amplitude for qg —> qgW scattering, and then take 
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the high-energy l i m i t defined i n this case as 
yw-yq'>yg, \PW^ I - I - \Pg± I • (5-5) 
This is the approach chosen i n Ref.[58]. I n the high energy l i m i t , the squared matr ix 
element factorises in to two impact factors connected w i t h a i-channel gluon exchange, 
jus t as i n the d i je t case. We can then ident i fy an outgoing parton w i t h a (anti)quark, 
while the other, which we w i l l call 6', we can take to be a gluon according to the effective 
subprocess approximation. The squared amplitude summed (averaged) over final ( ini t ial) 
colours and heUcities, reduces to 
\Mqg-,Wqg? = 1''^ {Pa, Pq, PW, Q)!^ {Pb, Pb') , (5-6) 
w i t h 
I''''{Pa,Pq,PW,q) = - ^ ^ ^ f - — 9 ' ' - f 
^J^^ctabb'ta'bb' ^ 
2 
2 ^abb' ( , ta'bb' \ X , 2\ 
mw-. 2 + 7 - t { l + z ) 
ta'bb' \ tabb' 
(5.7) 
where we have defined the light-cone momentum fract ion 
1 
Pq+Pw 
^ = - - F T - r . (5-8) 
and Lorentz invariants 
(5.9) 
ta'bb' = (Pa+Pwf ~ -P^PW - \PWj_f, 
tabb' = (Pq+Pw)^ 
I n Eq. (5.7), q describes the momentum flow into the impact factor f r o m the crossed 
channel. I n this formulat ion, the Kronecker delta S"^"^' combines w i t h a similar 6'^'^' f r o m 
the one-jet gluon impact factor 
I ' i P j , P j ' ) - ^ 9 ' j ^ S ' ^ ' - (5-10) 
We see tha t this gluon impact factor indeed does lead to the same result gs i n Eq. (2.44), 
i f the m a t r i x element squared for di jet production is wr i t t en on the same factorised fo rm 
as Eq. (5.6). This is i n fact how the W + I j e t impact factor can be found starting f r o m 
the W + 2jet ma t r i x element squared. B y assuming H E factorisation in the high energy 
l i m i t of Eq. (5.5), one can divide the known mat r ix element squared by the known one-jet 
impact factor and keep only the leading terms in s/i. This w i l l then be the W + I j e t 
impact factor. 
Assuming an asymptotic f o r m of factorisation, the differential hadronic cross section 
for W + 2- je t product ion is then given by 
da 
d^Pq^ d'^Pb'^ d'^pwj_ dyqdyb' dyw 
Z '^Ont^O , , 2 N Oc/'^O 2^ 11^19 5'^{Qaj_ - qb±) (K T[\ 
XaQi{Xa,f^F)XbS{Xb,HF)^2Tr^q^ \^\qb p 2 ' ^ ' 
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where qaj^ = —Pq_i —pw_i and qbj^ = py^, and where we have substituted P w i t h l^ax Pkbx 1^ -
I n the f i rs t pd f the sum is over (anti)quark flavours, and the impact factors are given in 
Eqs. (5.10) and (5.7). The last t e rm is the L O te rm of the B F K L resummation. Thus, 
to obtain the BFKL-resummed cross section we just need to replace S^'^\qaj_ - qb±)/2 
w i t h / ( q a x ) Q6x > gi'^sn in Eq. (2.54). The asymptotic par ton momentum fractions are 
given by 
a;° = ^ ( p , ± e ^ ' + m x e ^ ^ ) 
V (5-12) 
x1 = -^Pb,Le"" 
However, i n Eq. (5.11) energy and longitudinal momentum are not conserved. The 
par ton momentum fractions i n the high-energy hmi t , x^ and given in Eq. (5.12) un-
derestimate the exact ones (5.3) and accordingly the pdfs can be grossly overestimated. 
Thus for numerical applications and for a comparison w i t h experimental data, i t can be 
convenient to per form the high-energy l im i t only on the dynamical part of Eq. (5.4), by 
w r i t i n g the squared ampli tude i n the factorised f o r m (5.6), while leaving the kinematics 
untouched. This leads to 
da 
d'^Pq^ d'^Pb'^ d'^pwj_ dyqdyy dyw 
Y^XaQi{Xa,ll\)XbS{xb,nl-)-^^ 
jqWjg 
(5.13) 
For the invariants i and ta'bb't imphci t i n the square brackets, two options are possible:^ 
(a) they are taken to be exact, namely i = 2pb-Pb' and ta'bb' = {Pa' +Pw)'^- For instance, 
the dashed lines of Fig . 5.6 have been obtained f r o m Eq. (5.13) w i t h option (a); 
(b) i and ta'bb' are i n the high-energy hmi t , as defined in Eq. (5.9) and by £ ~ " k f / j . ! -
Note that Eq. (5.13), w i t h the two approximations for the dynamics above, and Eq. (5.11) 
have the same theoretical validity, however their numerics may be rather different. I n 
order to examine this i n detail , i n Fig.5.7 we consider W + 2-jet production as a funct ion 
of the rapid i ty interval between the jets A y = \yj^ — yj^]. For the renormalisation and 
the factorisation scales we keep the same choice as i n Sec.5.1.2. The sohd curve is the 
exact product ion rate (5.4); the dot-dashed curve is the production rate in the high-energy 
l i m i t (5.11); the two dashed curves are given by the production rate (5.13), w i t h the two 
approximations listed above: (b) is the upper dashed curve, and (a) is the lower one. 
Note tha t the exact product ion rate is contained between curves (a) and (6), w i t h (6) 
^The invariant tatb' is the same in the exact and high-energy kinematics. 
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Figure 5.7: The W + 2-jet production rate as a function of the rapidity interval between the jets 
Ay — — 2/jj|. The solid curve is the exact production rate (5.4); the dot-dashed 
curve is the production rate in the high-energy hmit (5.11); the two dashed curves are 
given by the production rate (5.13), with the two approximations for the dynamics 
mentioned in the text. 
yielding the best numerical approximation to the exact curve, while the high-energy l imi t 
on the L O kinematics and dynamics (the dot-dashed curve) is rather distant f rom the 
exact product ion rate, unless A y is quite large. The range between curves (a) and (6) may 
be viewed as a band of uncertainty on the high-energy l im i t at L O . 
5.3 B F K L Observables 
A f t e r having considered several approximations to the high-energy l im i t and introduced 
the B F K L Monte Carlo as the tool that we shall use to analyse the B F K L gluon radiation, 
we t u r n now to the analysis of the effects of the B F K L radiation on some observables in 
W + 2- je t product ion. 
W h e n including B F K L evolution of the i-channel gluon exchange by substi tut ing 
/ ( q ^ x , q6_Li ^ y ) for the (5-functional i n Eq. (5.13), the parton momentum fractions should 
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be evaluated as 
x„ 
V 5 V5 VS ^ 
VS VS v s ^ 
(5.14) 
where the sum is over the gluons emit ted f r o m the B F K L evolution. Using the parton 
momentum fractions of Eq. (5.14) w i l l observe energy and momentum conservation, but 
similar to the di je t case, i t would only be possible to use the asymptotic versions of 
Eq. (5.12) i n an analytic approach. 
From Eq. (4.11) we see that i n order to detect evidence of a B F K L - t y p e behaviour in 
a scattering process, we need to obtain A y as large as possible. I n the context of dijet 
product ion this can be done by minimizing the je t transverse energy, and maximizing 
the par ton centre-of-mass energy s. Since s = XaXbS, i n a fixed-energy collider this is 
achieved by increasing the par ton momentum fractions Xa_b, and then measuring the di je t 
product ion rate dajdt^y. However, i n di je t production the following three effects hinder 
the characteristic growth of the B F K L ladder (4.11) w i t h respect to L O production, as we 
have seen i n the previous chapter: 
as the x's grow the parton luminosities fa l l off, making i t d i f f icul t to disentangle the 
eventual B F K L - d r i v e n rise of the parton cross section f r o m the pdfs fa l l off [23, 19] 
(see the results of the previous chapter); 
the implementat ion of the exact s's Eq. (5.14) i n the B F K L Monte Carlo [26], rather 
than using x ° ( E q . (5.12)) as prescribed by the high-energy l imi t , shifts the pdfs 
toward smaller values, and thus fur ther suppresses the production rate. This effect 
is already present at 0{p?^ [38]; 
i n d i je t product ion bo th the tagged jets have typical ly the same min imum transverse 
energy; at N L O , the di jet cross section as a funct ion of the difference V between the 
m i n i m u m transverse energies of the two jets turns out to have a slope da/dV which 
is inf in i te at P = 0 [40, 35]. This hints to the presence of large logarithms of Sudakov 
type, which can conceal the logarithms of type l n ( s / f ) characteristic of the B F K L 
dynamics.^ 
I n Fig.5.8 we consider W -\- 2-jet production as a funct ion of A y , and w i t h acceptance 
cuts yw-, yj2 > 1 and yj^ < - 1 , or yw, yji < - 1 and yj^ > 1. For all of the curves of 
Fig.5.8 and Fig.5.13, we choose / X H I = Pji^ and )Uij2 = {Pj2± + ' ^ x ) / 2 as renormaHsation 
^Logarithms of Sudakov type are contained in the BFKL solution (4.11), however they lack the running 
of a, and they are not consistently resummed. 
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Figure 5.8: The W + 2-jet production rate as a function of the rapidity interval between the jets 
= IVji - fel. wi th acceptance cuts yw, y^ > 1 and < - 1 , or yw, y^ < - 1 
and 2/jj > 1. The diamonds are the exact production rate (5.4); the dashed curve is 
the production rate in the high-energy limit (5.13) with option (a); the dotted curve 
is the same with option (6); the sohd curve includes the BFKL corrections. 
scales, and /x/ri = MF2 = (|Pii±l + \Pj2± \ + " ^ x ) / 2 as factorisation scales. We ju s t i fy the 
peculiar scale choices above as follows: we note tha t our calculations are at L O ( f rom the 
renormalisation point of view), thus the scale choice is completely arbitrary, as long as i t is 
physically unambiguous. However, a un i fo rm choice for all of the curves in the same figure 
is required for a consistent comparison between different approximations. I n addit ion, i n 
the high-energy l i m i t the impact factors for W + 1-jet product ion on one side and for je t 
product ion on the other can be viewed as two almost independent scattering centres hnked 
by a gluon exchanged in the crossed channel, thus i t makes sense to run according to the 
scale set by each impact factor. Accordingly, i n the L O calculation must be understood 
as asip'j^^)as ( ( p j j j , + m x ) ^ / 4 ) . I n the high-energy l i m i t i t is possible (and would make 
sense) to choose the factorisation scales equal to the renormalisation scales, however for 
the exact product ion rate this choice would not be physically sensible since no high-energy 
factorisat ion is present, thus for the factorisation scales we keep the same choice as i n the 
previous figures. 
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I n Fig.5.8 the diamonds represent the exact production rate (5.4); the dashed curve 
is the product ion rate i n the high-energy l i m i t (5.13) w i t h option (a); the dotted curve 
is the same w i t h opt ion (6); the sohd curve includes the B F K L corrections. I n Fig.5.8 
and Fig.5.13 we have computed the B F K L corrections using Eq. (5.13) w i t h option (6). 
However, the particular opt ion we choose is immater ia l since the uncertainty related to 
the choice of opt ion i n Eq. (5.13) is much smaller than the uncertainties intrinsic to the 
B F K L resummation, the latter being due to the leading-log approximation, the choice of 
scale of as and the approximation on the incoming parton momentum fractions. Note 
tha t the curve of Fig.5.8 is bo th quahtatively and quanti tat ively different f r o m dcr/dAy 
i n di je t product ion: the peak i n Fig.5.8 is a s tr iking confirmation of the dominance of 
the configurations asymmetric i n rapidity, discussed in Sec.5.1.2. I n fact the symmetric 
acceptance cut strongly penalises the asymmetric configurations when A y approaches its 
m i n i m u m value; since the asymmetric configurations dominate the W + 2-jet production 
rate, the effect is a strong depletion of the latter. I n addit ion, the B F K L ladder (sohd 
curve), which includes energy-momentum conservation (Eq. (5.14)), shows a substantial 
increase of the cross section w i t h respect to the L O analysis (dotted and dashed curves), 
as opposed to a decrease i n the di je t case. 
To understand how this comes about, we note tha t the presence of at least three par-
ticles i n the final state makes the threshold configurations, and thus the logarithms of 
Sudakov type, much less compelling than in the di jet case. Secondly, the implementa-
t ion of the kinematic constraint (5.14) i n the B F K L Monte Carlo, rather than using a;° ^ 
(Eq. (5.12)) i n the high-energy l i m i t , has a much lesser impact than in the dijet case. 
This is due to the fact tha t the valence quark dis t r ibut ion i n qg -> qgW is much less 
sensitive to x variations than the gluon dis t r ibut ion in g g ^ g g. To analyse this more 
precisely, we consider i n Fig.5.9 the rat io f{x^,fj,'p)/f{x,^ip) of the pdf as a funct ion of 
the a;°'s (Eq. (5.12)) i n the high-energy l i m i t versus the pdf as a funct ion of the exact x 
(Eq. (5.14)). The rat io is calculated for each event i n the Monte Carlo as the ratio of the 
p d f evaluated at compared to an evaluation at x, weighted w i t h the contribution of 
this event to the cross section according to (5.13) w i t h option (6) and the B F K L ladder 
added. Finally, this d is t r ibut ion is binned in A y . To be definite, since the high-energy 
factorisation implies tha t each impact factor is associated to one of the two incoming 
partons, we can t e rm the rat io / ( a ; ° , / i | . ) / / ( x a , / i / p ) as the one associated to the impact 
factor for W + 1-jet product ion, and the rat io S{x'l, fip)/S{xb, Hp) as the one associated 
to the impact factor for je t production. As we see f r o m Fig.5.9, the solid curve is much 
fu r the r away f r o m 1 than the dashed-dotted curve. Since the effective pdf is dominated 
by the gluon dis t r ibut ion , this implies that the rat io S{x^, fip)/S{xb, fJ-j?) is much more 
sensitive to variations of the x's than the rat io f{Xa,lJ''p)/f{xa,fJ''p), which is made by va-
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lence quark distr ibutions. Accordingly, we obtain a smaller depletion of the B F K L Monte 
Carlo prediction in 1 ^ + 2-jet product ion as compared to dijet production. In addition, 
bo th the curves i n Fig.5.9 rise as Ay grows. This implies that the B F K L radiation, which 
enters the determination of the x's i n the denominator, yields as expected a contribution 
which is growing w i t h A y . 
I n F ig . 5.10 we have plot ted the differential cross section as a func t ion of the different 
contributions to the par ton momentum fractions f r o m xi (the quark part of Eq. (5.14)), 
X2 (the gluon part of the contr ibut ion to Xb i n Eq. (5.14)), xw (the W part of Eq. (5.14)) 
and f inal ly X B F K L (the B F K L part of Eq. (5.14)). The average values of the contribution 
to the par ton momentum fractions are given in Tab. 5.2. We see that the contribution 
f r o m the W dominates Xa and ensures tha t the pd f is probed in the region relative f lat 
region of the quark. Also, we see that the contr ibut ion f r o m the B F K L radiation is indeed 
less than the contr ibut ion f r o m any of the other sources. 
A variable that has been extensively studied as possibly sensitive to B F K L effects is 
the azimuthal angle decorrelation = \(f)j^ — \ — n between the most forward and 
backward jets in inclusive di je t samples. A t L O the jets are supposed to be back to back. 
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Figure 5.10: The differential cross section on different contributions to the parton momentum 
fractions. 
w i t h a correlation which is smeared by gluon radiat ion induced by parton showers and 
hadronization. However, i f we look at the correlation also as a funct ion of A y , we expect 
the gluon radiat ion between the jets to fur ther blur the informat ion on the mutual position 
i n transverse momentum space, and thus the decorrelation to grow w i t h A y . I n -)- 2-jet 
product ion we expect the logarithms of Sudakov type to play a much less significant role 
than i n di je t product ion. Thus, i n analogy w i t h di jet production, in Fig.5.11 we consider 
the average azimuthal angle {cosA<f>) as a func t ion of the rapidi ty interval between the 
jets A y . The acceptance cuts are the same as for Fig.5.8. The diamonds are the exact 
A v g . value 
0.0746 
X2 0.0648 
Xw 0.1231 
a^BFKL 0.0460 
Table 5.2: The average contribution to the parton momentum fractions distributed on different 
sources. 
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Figure 5.11: The average azimuthal angle (cosAcp), where A 0 = - ^ j ^ l - TT, as a function 
of the rapidity interval between the jets Ay — \yj^ - yj^l, with acceptance cuts 
yw, yj2 > 1 and < - 1 , or yw, yj2 < - 1 and yj^ > 1. The diamonds are 
the exact production rate (5.4); the dashed-dotted curve is the production rate in 
the high-energy limit (5.13) with option (6); the sohd curve includes the BFKL 
corrections. 
product ion rate (5.4); the dashed-dotted curve is the production rate in the high-energy 
l i m i t (5.13) w i t h opt ion (6); the solid curve includes the B F K L corrections. The average 
azimuthal angle being defined as a rat io of production rates is much less sensitive to scale 
variations than the curves of Fig.5.8. 
I n Fig.5.12 we plot the B F K L prediction for the mean number of jets (n) w i t h p± > 
Pj±mm = 30 GeV, emit ted by the B F K L ladder as a funct ion of the rapidi ty interval 
between the jets Ay, and the B F K L prediction for the same variable in the rapidi ty range 
- 1 < y j < 1. We see tha t the mean number of jets rises approximately linearly w i t h 
A y , and accordingly tha t the mean number of jets i n the rapidi ty range - 1 < y_, < 1 
stays constant. We can crudely understand this, by not ing that for a very large A y the 
cross section obtained f r o m subst i tut ing the B F K L solution of Eq. (4.11) into Eq. (5.11) 
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Figure 5.12: Solid: the B F K L prediction for the mean number of jets (n) with px > Pj±min 
30 GeV as a function of the rapidity interval between the jets Ay = \yj^ - yj^ 
Dotted: the same in the rapidity range - 1 < y^ < 1. 
behaves like 
a ~ e 
ui(0,0)Ay ( a ; (0 ,0 )Ay)" 
n=0 
(5.15) 
w i t h a;(0,0) = 41n2CAas/7r, and a power of for each real correction to, and therefore 
for each emit ted gluon f r o m , the B F K L ladder. Up to corrections of type ln(px/Pj±min) 
[25], the mean number of jets emit ted by the B F K L ladder is then 
( n C T ) l A y 
( n > = 
I Ay 
w ( 0 , 0 ) A y . (5.16) 
For as(PjXmin) PjJ.min = 30 GcV, this yields typical ly a je t each second unit of 
rapidity, which is i n rough agreement w i t h Fig.5.12. 
Finally, i n Fig.5.13 we consider W + 2-jet production as a funct ion of the transverse 
momentum Qaj^ — - {pqj_ + PWj_) exi t ing f r o m the impact factor for W + 1-jet produc-
t ion . A t L O , Qaj. = Qbj_ = Pb'j^i thus Qaj. is bound to be equal to the transverse momentum 
of the j e t opposite to the impact factor I^^ (and thus to be always larger than 30 GeV). 
I n presence of the gluon radiat ion of the B F K L ladder, this is not longer true, and Qa^^ is 
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Figure 5.13: The W + 2-jet production rate, including BFKL corrections, as a fimction of the 
transverse momentum ga^i ^ i ^ ^ = ~iPq± +Pw_L)-
allowed to go to zero. However, a simple power-counting argument shows that the pro-
duct ion rate is finite as gaj_ 0. I n fact f r o m Eq. (5.7) we know that / ' ^ ~ Oi\qaJ^). 
Subst i tut ing i t , and the ladder (4.11) which goes like 0{l/\qa_^\), in Eq. (5.11), we see that 
as far as the behaviour in qa_^ is concerned, 
—2 (Qa^ -hPg_L +PWJ, 
and therefore the d is t r ibut ion da/dqa^ is finite as ^aj. 
(5.17) 
0, i n agreement w i t h Fig.5.13. 
5.4 Conclusions 
I n this chapter we have discussed the characteristics of a process that in the high energy 
l i m i t provides a natural extension of the di je t production studied in the previous chapter. 
I n Sec. 5.1 we have examined the exact L O inclusive rapidi ty dis t r ibut ion for + 1-jet 
and W + 2-jet product ion; as for the latter, we have seen tha t the dominant parton sub-
process qg qgW produces a great deal of W bosons forward in rapidity. This is due 
to the different shape of the pdfs of the incoming quark and gluon, and to gluon exchange 
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in the crossed channel which loosens the bound between the W boson and a jet on one 
( rapidi ty) side, and the other je t on the other side. 
I n Sec. 5.2 we have compared several high-energy approximations at L O to the exact 
product ion rate. The range between the most extreme high-energy approximations may 
be considered as the theoretical uncertainty on the high-energy l im i t at L O . 
I n Sec. 5.3 we have considered some B F K L footprints , most notably the rate dcr /dAy 
and the azimuthal angle decorrelation da/dAcj) as functions of the rapidi ty interval A y 
between two tagged jets. These observables had already been considered in inclusive 
d i je t production, however because of the dominance of the configurations asymmetric 
i n rap id i ty and the presence of at least three particles i n the final state, which makes 
threshold configurations less relevant, i n -|- 2-jet production d a / d A y and da/A<j) take 
on a completely new l ight . I n addit ion, we have considered the mean number of jets, 
which as expected rises approximately linearly w i t h A y . Finally, we have computed the 
transverse momentum dis t r ibut ion of the impact factor for W + 1-jet production. A t L O 
this is bound f r o m below by momentum conservation at the min imum transverse energy 
of the je t opposite to the W + 1-jet configuration, but w i t h additional gluon radiation i t 
is allowed to reach zero, where the d is t r ibut ion is finite. The impl ic i t requirement that 
one of the incoming partons is a quark w i t h a much flatter pdf i n the relevant region of 
the par ton momentum fractions means tha t the B F K L effects stand a much better chance 
of surviving the inclusion of the pdfs than in the pure di jet case, where the very steeply 
fa l l ing gluon pd f suppresses the B F K L gluon evolution. Combined w i t h the hope that the 
W + 2jet setup is less sensitive to pol lu t ion f r o m other logarithms this means that this 
setup might be far better suited for B F K L studies, despite the slight complication of the 
inclusion of an electroweak particle. I n particular we note tha t all the observables in this 
s tudy depend only on the Q C D partons, and the duty of the W is only to introduce a 
hard lepton tha t might help trigger the event, and to require an incoming quark. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions 
We have formulated a solution to the B F K L evolution equation that consists of an explicit 
sum over the phase space of "resolved" gluons, while the effects of unresolved and v i r tua l 
contributions are also taken properly into account. I n this way, the implementation of the 
numerical integration of the resulting solution reproduces the results obtained in the stan-
dard analytic approach, where such are available. Furthermore i t is possible to introduce 
the running of the coupling into the B F K L solution. 
I n the study of di je t product ion we saw that the B F K L Monte Carlo solution to the 
B F K L evolution provides first o f a l l an efficient too l i n calculating cross sections when 
compHcated cuts are placed on the leading dijets. This was demonstrated in the study of 
dijets at the Tevatron. Secondly, and much more important ly , the B F K L M C provides a 
too l for s tudying in detail the radiat ion f r o m the B F K L chain. The study of these exclusive 
states require a very fast and stable implementation of the Monte Carlo integration, which 
is achieved through the techniques reviewed in Chapter 3. We have studied the number of 
jets produced i n the B F K L evolution, and the amount of energy going into this radiation. 
We have thereby verified tha t the contr ibut ion f r o m the B F K L radiat ion to the tota l centre 
of mass energy for di je t product ion is indeed subleading in the sense that the asymptotic 
behaviour is unchanged. However, we also showed that the energy consumption of the 
B F K L evolution is sufficient to make an impact at energies reachable by colHders in the 
foreseeable fu ture . This is par t ly because the gluon density funct ion of the proton is 
very steeply decreasing at the values of the parton momentum fractions probed in dijet 
product ion. Therefore, the extra energy taken up by the B F K L radiation compared to 
the pure di je t case is enough to introduce a significant drop in the parton fiuxes and a 
corresponding decrease in the hadronic cross sections. The result is that the partonic 
predict ion of a rise i n cross section over the L O result as a func t ion the rapidi ty span is 
modif ied to an almost no-change situation. 
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We then presented a study of the di jet angular decorrelation, for which the effects of 
the pdfs cancel to a large extent. This analysis shows clearly how the event configuration 
returns to the L O setup as the rapidi ty separation between the leading dijets closes in on 
the m a x i m u m allowed value at a given energy. This suggests that the B F K L resummation 
at hadron colliders has an area of applicabil i ty l imi ted f r o m two sides in the rapidi ty 
span. From below since the logarithms resummed have to be large, and f r o m above since 
there has to bee sufficient energy available to produce the gluon radiat ion that is being 
resummed. 
We concluded the di je t study by a detailed examination of an analysis of a dijet sample 
f r o m the Tevatron. Here we showed that the set of experimental cuts applied severely 
l imi t s the predictive power of the data sample w i t h respect to the extraction of a B F K L 
intercept. 
F ina l ly we considered W + 2-jet production at hadron colliders. This process share 
many properties w i t h di jet product ion i n the sense that when the dijets are required to 
be produced at large rapid i ty separations, the process factorises into two impact factors 
connected by a t-channel gluon exchange. One of the scattering centers w i l l at leading 
order consist of an incoming quark and an outgoing quark and W. The other impact factor 
w i l l consist of a incoming and outgoing parton. I n the large A y l i m i t , where A y is the 
rap id i ty difference between the two outgoing partons, the 4-channel gluon is susceptible 
to B F K L evolution. I t turns out tha t i n this case the B F K L evolution does indeed lead 
to an increase of the hadronic cross section over the L O prediction, since the quark pdf 
varies sufficiently slowly w i t h the par ton momentum fract ion that the pdf suppression 
f r o m an increased centre of mass energy due to the B F K L radiation does not cancel the 
rise i n the partonic cross section predicted f r o m the B F K L evolution of the i-channel 
gluon exchange. Since the normalisation of the cross section might not be stable against 
higher order corrections, we suggested another B F K L observable, namely the azimuthal 
angle between the two (leading) jets. This shows considerably larger decorrelation in the 
case of B F K L evolution than at the leading order. 
The Monte Carlo B F K L and the impact factor framework can be applied to many other 
processes than the two described in this thesis. We are currently investigating the process 
gg —)• bbbb at hadron colliders, which w i l l dominate the forward 6-production channel at 
the L H C . Furthermore, we are investigating the possibilities of applying the M C B F K L to 
processes such as 7*y —)• qqg at ep colhders and 7*7* qqqq at e"''e~ colliders. A l l these 
processes show dominance of the t-channel gluon exchange in the forward channels. 
Appendix A 
Solving for OJQ 
I n this appendix we wiU show how the integral of Eq. (2.66) is performed, since this is 
central to the reformulat ion of the fixed coupling B F K L solution. The relevant integral is 
d^kx 
/ ( q x , M ) = y ^ 
We start by using 
e ( / i ^ - ki) -
k i + ( q i + k i ) 2 j 
( A . l ) 
(A.2) 
where k = \k±\. We can now perform the resulting integral over 9 
r°° Ah C''^ 
= 27r / -
JQ 
e ( M ' - k") + 
2k'^ + q^ + 2kqcose 
1 I 4fcg 
2 ,2x 2 V ^ 2k-^-2kqW 
- ' ^ - ^ 2k^ + 2kq + q^ 
(A.3) 
were we have dropped the ± index and set q = | q | . The last remaining integral is most 
easily performed by sp l i t t ing i t into the two integration regions of k < n and k > fx. One 
thereby readily (at least by using any of the available algebraic manipulat ion programmes) 
obtains 
,2^ 
/ ( q , / x ^ ) = 7 r l n ( ^ (A.4) 
I n the running coupling case, the relevant integral contains an additional logari thm of q"^, 
but the integral is performed similarly, w i t h just one more spfit i n the integration region 
at the scale for the freezing of the evolution. 
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Appendix B 
The Only Difficult Integral of the 
B F K L MC 
O f al l the integrals arising in the B F K L M C of Eq. (2.67)-(2.68) and Eq. (2.79)-(2.80), 
only the nested integrals over rapidities is a problem. The integrals over the transverse 
momenta of the B F K L gluons and the phase space integrals over the impact factors can al l 
be performed efficiently using the importance sampHng dis t r ibut ion of Eq. (3.30)-(3.31) 
w i t h suitable choices of the parameters, which are easily optimised by comparing the 
resulting g{x) w i t h the d is t r ibut ion of the cross section in any of the variables. The same is 
t rue for the integration over the rapidi ty of the particles emerging f r o m the impact factors. 
Here, the val id integration region is of ten so small that a simple flat dis tr ibut ion is often 
sufficient, al though other slightly more optimised distributions have often been chosen for 
hadronic quantities due to the rapid f a l l - o f f i n rapidi ty due to the pdf suppression. 
The reason that the nested integrals over rapidities of the B F K L gluons is diff icul t 
to optimise is exactly that the rapidities are not independent variables. The nesting 
of the integrals complicates the importance sampling procedure, since the integration 
l imi t s of every single integration variable varies w i t h the choice of the other integration 
variables. However, some analytic insight can be gained, which w i l l help in constructing 
the importance sampling. The nested integrals can be wr i t t en on the fo rm 
r^y rvi ry2 rvn-i 
In= d y i A f / d y 2 A f / dysAf--- d y „ A ^ " , ( B . l ) 
Jo Jo Jo Jo 
where each An is given i n the constant coupling scenario by 
(qa± + E - J i V ) ^ 
(B.2) 
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and i n the running coupling case by 
5 . ( ( q a l + Ei=lV)2) (B.3) 
The difference between Eq. (B.2) and Eq. (B.3) w i l l prove to lead to a significantly different 
numerical behaviour i n the two cases. I n both cases, the length of the vector sum w i l l 
not change much f r o m one emission to the next (especially so when we are considering 
An w i t h n not too small) . This is because the B F K L chain is dominated by soft gluon 
emissions, and each step in the approximately random walk f r o m qax to q b j . is small. 
This means tha t the fractions i n the An are of the order one, although all the physics lies 
in the deviation f r o m one. I t is also seen that whereas the An i n the constant coupHng 
case Eq. (B.2) w i l l be closer to one than the fract ion (since ctg < 1), the An i n the running 
coupling case w i l l tend to be pushed away f r o m one since CJi/(7r6) ?s 1.44. I t is interesting 
to note tha t i f we assume all the An are so close to one tha t we can ignore the dependence 
of the integrand on any of the y„ , the value of the integral is ( A y ) " / n ! . I n fact i t is possible 
to solve the nested integrals analytically. One such closed formula consisting of the sum 
over jus t n - f 1 terms is 
where 
j=k 
Bk = Y [ A j (B.5) 
i=i 
and Bo = 1. This however highlights a problem of all the analytic solutions we have dealt 
w i t h : They are extremely sensitive to any of the Ai gett ing close to one (or i n this case any 
product of them coming close to one), which of course is the case where one of the nested 
integrals become t r i v i a l . I n fact, i t proved almost impossible to get a stable numerically 
predict ion using the above analytic solution (or any of the many variants t r ied) . The 
analytic solution is of course also not the a im of the method, since i t would integrate out 
part of the gluon phase space and thereby i t would not be possibly to reconstruct the to ta l 
energy and momentum of the B F K L gluons. 
Instead i t proves useful to rewrite the nested integrals as ( taking n = 3 as an example) 
h = C dz i / ' dz2 / ' dz3 A\^ ^^Ar' ""yAr^'^ ""'{AyfzW (B.6) 
^0 JQ Jo 
This rewr i t ing highlights the different power like behaviour due to the nesting and the 
exponential behaviour due the J4„ terms. For the constant coupling case, since the AiS 
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are al l close to one, the 2j's are now generated according to the distr ibut ion * (the 
number n of nested integrals i n this case is n = 3): 
r dz, f ' dz2 C dzzA[^y'^''A['''^^''''A[''y^'''''\Ayfziz2 (B.7) 
^0 ^0 ^0 
nl/n r l / { n - l ) rl/{n-2) 
= {Ayf / dci / dc2 / dC3 
Jo Jo Jo 
where we have set dc i = z^~^ dzi etc. This is the basis of the Monte Carlo integration 
of the nested rap id i ty integral i n the constant coupling case. The rapidities are found 
using y i = ( A y ) z i , etc. Finally, the contr ibut ion for this specific choice of rapidities to 
the integral is found as 
(Ay)"nA^^^^nW .^_l . (B.9) 
1=1 
The method above proves to converge very fast for the constant coupling case. How-
ever, i t also proves next t o useless for the running coupling case, since the power behaviour 
of the Zi i n Eq. (B.6) is less dominant (and therefore the importance sampling according to 
the power behaviour might actually increase the variance rater than reducing i t ) . Instead, 
for the running coupling case we just pick the rapidities un i formly i n the allowed inter-
vals, which coincides w i t h the preferred method i f al l Ai — 1. The different importance 
sampling techniques can i n this case easily make up a factor 100 in the necessary running 
t ime for a satisfactory result for rapidi ty spans of more than 4 units of rapidity. 
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